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PREFACE
This book is based on twenty-four years of experience in teaching
jewelers and others how to refine their precious metal wastes.
In many cases, especially at first, the instructions were given in
person, at the jewelry factory or dental laboratory. Mostly, however, the instructions were given by mail, in the form of typed
direction sheets, supplemented by replies to such questions as came
to the student's mind. These instructions were prepared to meet
the individual requirements of the user, and were adapted to the
type of jewelry he made, the size of his shop, his own background
of education or experience, and the kind of waste he happened to
have on hand at the moment.
This book is based on these oral and written instructions, and
differs from them mainly in that it hopes to meet, in one volume,
the needs of many workers handling many different problems. It
assumes complete inexperience on the part of the reader.
For many centuries—from the days of the Egyptians up to about
1900 A.D.—the metals used in jewelry were gold and silver. Copper
and zinc were added to cheapen and to strengthen them. The
processes of melting and refining were simple, well known, and
adequately described in the literature. A young man wishing to
learn the art or trade could do so either through the printed word,
or by apprenticing himself to some older artisan.
But at about the beginning of the 20th century, platinum entered
the fields of jewelry-making and dentistry. By the time we entered
the first World War, it had burst like a nova into first magnitude
in the jewelry firmament. Its sister metals, palladium and iridium
especially, came with it. Immediately the problems of refining,
separating, and remelting the scrap metal became problems indeed.
At first, say up to about 1915, comparatively few jewelry shops in
the whole world were equipped to melt their platinum scrap, and
the task of separating the platinum from the gold scrap was equally
beyond their powers; a handful of professional refiners handled the
entire output. Reasons for this were several; preoccupation with
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war was only one. The habit of secrecy among many workers was
a potent reason; the institution of apprenticeship was dying out;
the literature of platinum was scanty and so highly technical as to
discourage the average reader. Platinum was so valuable that in
many shops the proprietor did all the melting and refining himself
such as it was and excluded all workmen from the room where he
worked, thus increasing the superstitions and misinformation that
collected around the whole subject.
(A practical reason was the fact that the melting point of platinum is
much higher than that of silver or gold; so high, in fact, that an oxygen
flame is required for melting it. That is, a gold-melting furnace, using
gas or coke with compressed air, is not hot enough to melt platinum.
The fuel must be combined with oxygen oxygen such as is now pro
vided in steel cylinders in order to attain the necessary high tempera
ture. The lack of compressed oxygen was a major factor in the non-use
of platinum; its introduction at low prices was a major factor in its
popularization.)
Nor were these the only complications that beset the preciousmetal worker of the early Nineteen Hundreds. New gold alloys
appeared white golds and green golds which made refining more
difficult. Electroplating became commoner, adding its cyanide solutions to the duties of the harassed refiners. Chromium and rhodium
plating did their bit to complicate matters. Stamping laws that
insisted upon definite percentages of metal and alloy added further
to his legal, as well as his ethical responsibilities.
Indeed it has been said, with truth, that there have been more
changes in precious metal technology during the last thirty years,
than during the previous thirty centuries.
Hence this book.
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REFINING PRECIOUS METAL WASTES
CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE OF THE BOOK
What the book does. What it does not do. Is a knowledge of chemistry
essential? How to use the book.
• # * •
When a jeweler makes a piece of jewelry, he starts with a sheet of
metal and he hammers and carves it and drills holes in it, and files
off the rough edges; possibly he engraves it; and finally he polishes
it. He winds up with a piece of jewelry that weighs one-half or
maybe only one-tenth as much as the original sheet. The rest is
now in the form of clippings, scrap, filings and the minute particles
that are now mixed with the polishing materials all contaminated
with more or less dirt.
When a dentist makes a denture he does much the same thing;
he starts with gold or some other metal, usually of high intrinsic
value, and when he is done, a good part of the original metal is now
in the form of scrap, grindings, and the like.
These precious metal wastes are useless until refined. In most
cases, especially when the proportion of dirt is small, the task is
easy. In some cases the mixture is of such a nature as to make it
wise for him to sell the stuff to a professional refiner. In a few cases
the proportion of dirt is so high that the owner might as well throw
the thing away.
The purpose of this book is to teach the jeweler or dental technician how to handle all these kinds of waste. The equipment
needed will be described, the processes will be explained, and he
will be told how to decide whether a given type of waste is too complex for him to refine or not.
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This book does not cover the refining of virgin ore or crude metal, nor
any phase of mining engineering.
It does not cover assaying which is the analysis of a small weighed
sample, made to learn its ingredients and their proportions.
It concerns itself only with secondary refining that is, the refining
of precious metals that have already been in use and are now waiting
to be returned to further employment in art, science, or industry.
And while the book does describe fully the processes used by such
huge plants as the United States Mints and others who handle gold
by the ton and platinum by the hundredweight, its main concern is
with the small plant the jewelry factory of from one to a hundred
men, and the average dental laboratory and it covers the recovery
of gold, silver, and the platinum-group metals from the wastes that
such plants produce.
IS A KNOWLEDGE OF CHEMISTRY ESSENTIAL?

For the task that we have set ourselves, the answer is no. Many
excellent refiners have no formal chemical training. Of course by
the time they learn to refine they have acquired a knowledge of the
behavior of several metals and acids, and the worker with a knowledge of chemistry can progress more rapidly and with greater assurance. However, this book is written for the man without a knowledge of chemistry.
It is pertinent to digress here and recall the origin of chemistry. . . .
It began with man's dream of making gold out of base metals. In the
pursuit of this dream he experimented with every substance he could lay
hands on, combining them, heating them, cooling them, crushing them,
cursing them and blessing them, and learning a great deal about them.
Chemistry of today is an outgrowth of these efforts. The student of
this book will have some of the same mental adventures that were enjoyed by the Alchemists, but, it is hoped, with a greater monetary reward.
HOW TO USE THE BOOK

We shall begin with easy tasks tasks that are easy to perform
and easy to understand. The assumption is that the reader has
never even seen the processes of refining precious metals. It is
taken for granted that he hopes to learn how to handle even the
more complex mixtures normally found in the jewelry shop or
dental laboratory; therefore we shall go step by step to the more
complex cases. Finally it is assumed that he has eyes with normal
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color-perceptions, a fairly steady hand, and will perform in order
the various "acquaintance" tests, without too great impatience to
reach the more interesting chapters in the back of the book. He
must of course obtain the required equipment and chemicals.
Precautions against the hazard of fumes, acids, poisons, etc., will
be brought to his attention.
After performing the acquaintance tests, the reader will take
small quantities of filings, clippings, etc., and will read about the
first procedure in the instructions, and perform it. Then he will
read about the next step, and perform it. Soon he will have clean
metal, ready to melt up and use again, or to be sold.
The process of learning can be carried out best with small quantities of material. Later, after the process and its reasons are familiar,
the reader will handle larger and larger quantities of material at a
time; this means larger vessels, and sometimes different ones, all of
which are described in their place.
*

* * *

There are three agencies used in refining: acids and other chemicals; heat; and the electric current. Most refining is done with acids
the so-called wet way which will occupy a large part of this book.
The dry way, which means heating the metal sufficiently to melt it,
and then removing impurities by means of fluxes, has fewer applications today than it had a generation ago. Electrolytic refining
may be the method of the future, and is now an accepted method
for handling large quantities of materials. All three of these will
be described, so that the reader may choose the agency best suited
to his needs.
* # • *
"No matter how a text is written, one reader will yearn for more
details while another will be bored by the tedious explicitness." These
words of truth can be found in the Introduction to J. Harry Howard's
Handbook for the Amateur Lapidary, and they seem so applicable that
we must here echo his request that the reader take this into account when
tempted to criticise the book. The author has purposely gone into every
small detail necessary to instruct the newcomer who knows nothing of
chemistry or laboratory technique. From the chemist, who may skip
these elementary instructions, we ask patience with the beginners.

CHAPTER H
MATERIALS TO BE DISCUSSED
Jeweler's wastes. Dental wastes. Photographer's wastes. Base metals
present in precious metal wastes. Non-metallic admixtures. Old elec
troplating and stripping solutions. Economics of refining the various
kinds of wastes.
• • * #
The simplest and cleanest kinds of precious metal waste are old
jewelry, the metal parts of old dentures, and the clean scrap metal
that is produced in the manufacture of jewelry or dentures. The
refining of this material is easy because there is little or no dirt to
be removed, and the job is profitable for the same reason.
Old jewelry may be made of Sterling silver, or of base metal plated
with silver; or of karat gold in which pure gold is alloyed with
more or less of other metals; or of base metal plated with gold; or
of platinum, which also is alloyed with other metals. Dental restorations such as bridge work, plates, fillings, etc., are often made of
high quality gold; sometimes of platinum; sometimes of alloys in
which gold, platinum, silver, copper, and other metals are combined; sometimes of metals as inexpensive as stainless steel.
Non-metallic substances are often found in conjunction with
these precious materials: the crystal of the watch-case; the porcelain tooth in the denture; the sapphire in the ring.
In the jewelry factory and the dental laboratory we find metalbearing wastes generated in the processes of manufacture, and it is
with these that we shall concern ourselves most, partly because they
are the stuff on which the refiner spends most of his time, and partly
because the processes involved are more complex.
These wastes are sometimes of quite high intrinsic value, as in
the case of the sprues chipped from castings, or the little shavings
produced by the engraver's tools, or the clippings that fall on the
jeweler's bench. The neater the workman, the higher the value per
ounce; that is, the less trash, the fewer match ends, bits of paper,
cigarette ashes, etc., that have to be removed.
4
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In other cases these wastes contain much dirt. For example, when
jewelry is polished, the dust and the used polishing materials are
collected (usually by an exhaust system) and saved for refining.
The particles of precious metal are too small, as well as too dirty,
to be distinguished by the unaided eye, but they are large enough

Jeweler at work.

Small particles of platinum, mixed with bits of steel from the
saw, are being produced.
Courtesy of Byard A. Brogan.

to be worth recovery in most cases. Then we have old plating
baths, for example the solutions used in gilding or silver plating.
Photographic wastes are not legitimate parts of the jeweler's prob
lem, but now and then are brought to the small refinery, and are
therefore discussed here briefly.
Some shops handle only gold and silver. Some handle only plati
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num. Most jewelry shops and dental laboratories handle all three,
as well as palladium and iridium. In a few instances we find os
mium and rhodium and ruthenium rare and expensive metals of
the platinum group in addition.
Finally we have very low grade wastes, including the stuff swept
up from the floor, the deposit scraped out of the flue over the melting
furnace, the discarded crucibles in which metal has been melted, and
the settlings from the water in which the workmen wash their hands.
All of these are treated for the recovery of their values in the wellordered jewelry factory and dental laboratory. All of these and
more will be discussed in this book.
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(h) Cadmium a metal closely related to zinc in many of its
properties is sometimes found as a component of gold solders.
• # * #
Crude gold ore sometimes contains arsenic, selenium, tellurium,
and other of the less common elements. These do not come within
the scope of this book, and materials containing them should not
be refined according to the methods here given.
NON-METALLIC

ADMIXTURES

(a) Those that will burn are numerous and varied: dust, paper,
match ends, scraps of tobacco, charcoal, the wax used by dental mechanics, shellac, the strings and cloth used in polishing, wood rubbed
from the bench or peg, and, if we are truthful, we must include nail
parings, hair, and bits of food, from the filings swept up from the
worker's bench.
(b) Those that will not burn include an occasional precious stone,
bits of glass, sand from the sand-blasting machine, emery from the
files, carborundum, plaster of paris, dentists' investment compounds,
vulcanite, fragments of porcelain teeth, rouge and other polishing
materials, pieces of crucible, and grit from city dust.
Floor sweeps are not unlike bench sweeps in composition, except
that the proportion of dirt is higher. The settlings from washbarrel wastes contain much soap and soap scum.
Polishings contain the lint from the buffs, the rouge, pumice and
other materials used in polishing, atmospheric dust, and rather
small quantities of precious metals.
OLD ELECTROPLATING AND STRIPPING SOLUTIONS

Solutions for pickling, stripping or plating gold and silver are
common in most jewelry shops, including many retail stores and
repair shops. Sometimes platinum, palladium, and rhodium baths
are used. When these solutions become foul or exhausted, they
must be treated for the recovery of their valuable content.
ECONOMICS OF REFINING THE VARIOUS KINDS OF WASTES

Precious metal wastes may be divided into high grade and low
grade. They may also be divided into (a) wastes whose only
precious metals are those of the platinum group; (b) those whose
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precious elements are gold and silver only; and (c) those that con
tain both gold and platinum-group metals.
Up to the time when the United States went off the gold standard,
most shops sold their high grade wastes of group (b) those con
taining gold and silver to the United States Assay Offices or Mints,
that being the best way to dispose of lots sufficiently high grade to
meet the Treasury Department's requirements.
Since the United States went off the gold standard, the regulations
have been drastically modified. The reader is advised to apply fre
quently for current rulings, which are subject to change from time
to time; these are obtainable from any Federal Reserve Bank, or
from the Mint or Assay Office of his district.
At present it pays most shops to refine all their high grade wastes
of whatever composition.
Wastes of groups (a) and (c), in which platinum is present,
cannot be sold profitably to the Government, which is not authorized
by Congress to buy platinum or its group. It can accept them, as
constituents of gold or silver shipments, but cannot pay for them.
In fact the refining charges are increased when these unwanted
metals are present. In spite of this fact much platinum is turned in,
mostly in shipments where it is a minor constituent, in sufficient
quantity to net the Government many thousands of dollars a year.
The owner of platinum-bearing wastes, therefore, must decide
whether to refine them himself or sell them to a professional refiner.
Group (a), containing platinum but no gold, is so simple to refine,
as will shortly be seen, that it is rarely shipped out. Group (c),
however, calls for special knowledge and some little equipment
knowledge that this book will give, and equipment that this book
will describe. It also represents the most profitable branch of the
refiner's art.
Let us compare the expense of selling a lot of high grade material to a
refiner, and doing it yourself. Suppose you have $1000 worth of filings,
old dentures, jewelry, or the like. If you sell it to a refiner you must
consider several costs:
(1) The interest on the cost of the metal while it is idle. Two months
at 5% per annum would be $8.34.
(2) An assay should be made, which will cost the same for a small lot
as for a large one. If platinum group metals are present, the cost will be
considerably more than for gold and silver alone.
(3) Cost of packing, shipping, and insurance during transit.
(4) The refiner's legitimate fee, and his profit.
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Some refiners buy dirty filings at so much per ounce, then sell
clean metal at a higher rate per ounce. The difference in the case
of platinum-group metals is apt to be considerable, this sum being
in effect the refining charge per ounce. Sometimes the refiner
simply returns a certain sum, without information as to what it
represents.
Now, if you refine this $1000 worth of metal yourself, in your
own shop, you (I) cut down its period of idleness; (2) cut out the
assay entirely; (3) cut out the shipping expense and chance of loss
during shipment. And your expense for acids and labor is generally
less than the refiner's charge plus his legitimate profit.
In a well-managed shop, the total expense is much less. Even
when the metal is in the form of dirty mixed filings, the cost of
refining is generally less than the cost of a good assay. And the
factor of idleness is important a shop can do business with a smaller
capital investment when it can promptly return its scrap to usable
condition.
There are reasons why the small shop, in particular, should do
its own refining. A shop that has only small amounts of filings, etc.,
is apt to wait a long time before sending them away; this means a
relatively high loss through idleness. Then it has to pay just as
much for an assay as a big shop; or maybe it makes the mistake of
selling them without an assay, which is a false economy if there
ever was one. The expense of shipping is nearly the same as for a
large lot, the insurance only a little less. And if the refiner charges
a flat fee, this means that the expense per ounce on a small lot is
much more than for a large one.
So far we have talked of high grade wastes, clean scrap, bench
filings, old dentures, etc. Home refining for these has been found
profitable in such a large proportion of cases that it is advised for
all except a few very oddly situated establishments. Thus a jeweler
in an office building with no gas, no suitable sink, and no way to
dispose of fumes, may not afford to rent extra space elsewhere simply
for refining. On the other hand the work might well be done at
his residence; there are many excellent basement and roof refineries.
But when we come to low grade wastes such as polishings, floor
sweeps, and old crucibles, then we begin to question seriously the
economics of refining. In general it has been found that even the
smallest shop should take certain measures to dress and reduce the
bulk of such materials before shipping them to a professional re
finer. And even the largest plant, that always burns, sieves, grinds
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and samples these materials, will need to question the economics of
the actual ultimate refining of the final low-grade dust. (This will
be discussed again in Chapter XVIII.)
In general, the larger the shop the more economically it can operate.
However, there are limits to economy even when there are no limits on
the supply of material. To explain: It has long been known that there
is gold in sea water. Some years ago the Dow Chemical Company built
an enormous plant to extract bromine (used in the manufacture of ethyl
gasoline) from sea water. Sea water contains about 61 grams (almost
2 Troy ounces) of bromine per ton of water, but they manage to extract
over 15,000 pounds of it every day, at a good profit. Naturally these
chemists considered the recovery of the gold in the sea water, since they
can extract it with the same operation as that used for bromine simply
by adding one or two more steps. There was no question as to the
presence of the gold, which is there to the extent of about 0.002 gram
per ton of water. So they worked for some weeks, handled 12 tons of
sea water, spent the value of many ounces of gold, and recovered a tiny
scrap of metal weighing about 1/10,000 of a gram. They labored over a
mountain and brought forth much less than a mouse.
• # • •
The first time you refine, handle a small quantity of material, and keep
your attention centered upon the process. The third or fourth time,
however, that you carry through a given procedure, make written note
of the following things: the exact weight of the material you start with;
the amount of time and chemicals you consume; and the weight of pure
metals recovered. The apparent loss will be made up of the following;
base metal and trash; metal tied up in old filter papers or in solutions laid
aside for later treatment; and actual true loss.
As time goes on, you will find that the time and chemicals consumed
will become less much less. The proportion of immediate recovery will
become higher and higher, and the actual loss and the proportion of
metal tied up will become lower; the process therefore will be more and
more profitable as your skill increases.

CHAPTER III
THE SIMPLEST CASE PLATINUM FILINGS THAT
CONTAIN NO GOLD
Equipment and chemicals. "Acquaintance experiments." Beginning work;
sieve; magnet; caustic; heat. The nitric acid treatment. How to fold a
filter paper. Summary. Questions and answers.
* * * *
This type of waste consists primarily of bits of platinum or iridio
platinum produced by the file or saw, and larger pieces that were
clipped or sawed out. It is found in shops that make only high
grade platinum jewelry. It is rarely found in dental laboratories.
Now and then we find a jewelry shop making both gold and platinum articles, in which a given workman may handle only one kind
of goods, and the man who works on platinum only will assume
that his filings are truly free from gold.
Now and then he is right, especially if his bench is in a separate
room. But usually his filings will contain a little gold carried in by
the tools, or by his hands in their contact with door-knobs and
faucets that are handled by the gold workers. Moreover, most
platinum solders contain gold, and filings normally contain bits of
solder. Accordingly this type of filings is rather rare. However, it
is so obviously the simplest case and the most logical to begin with,
that we shall describe it fully.
Mixed with the bits of platinum there will be steel particles also,
from the files and saws; brass or steel binding wire; the usual or
ganic dirt such as paper, tobacco, hair, emery, etc.; and possibly
other kinds of dust. One unexpected contamination that sometimes
occurs is nickel in the form of filings put in by a dishonest work
man as a substitute for platinum, with the purpose of cheating his
employer. Shellac from the diamond-setter's bench is often present.
If your material contains pure palladium, or alloys containing as
much as 40% palladium, do not use the methods of this chapter;
save it for refining by the methods described in Chapter XII.
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The student is advised to read this chapter to the end, without attempting to remember the steps, and without any great effort to understand
them. He should then return to this point, and provide himself with
the necessary articles; then read one paragraph at a time, do what it
says; then read the next paragraph, do what it says; and so on. Points
that seem obscure at the first reading will clear up when put into
operation.
EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS USED

These are obtainable at almost any chemical supply house; nothing of an unusual nature is needed. For purpose of identification
we shall give the catalogue numbers used by Eimer and Amend, of
New York City. Prices are subject to change, and are F.O.B. New
York City; higher prices prevail throughout the West and South.
Other dealers all over the world have access to this catalogue, and
can provide you with similar articles if you mention these numbers
as being taken from Eimer and Amend's 85th Anniversary Catalogue of Laboratory Apparatus and Supplies.
Apparatus:
A porcelain casserole, such as the one illustrated, will serve many
purposes. Eimer and Amend Catalogue No. 19656, the 61/2inch
size, costs $2.20. A second and smaller casserole, for example the
31/2 inch size at 6o£, will be used in making tests and handling

Casserole; stirring rod;
thin asbestos disc; one type
of heater.

small samples. You may need additional casseroles later, especially
if you refine more than one batch of material at a time.
A magnet; No. 25746, 6 inches, costs $0.35.
Wash bottle No. 18952, size 1000 cc, $0.70.
A glass funnel; No. 23632, size 5 inches, costs $0.25 Filter paper
to fit it is necessary. E. & A. Nos. 23150 and 23180 are good kinds,
and the 25 cm. size fits the 5 inch funnel; 100 sheets cost $0.55 (Later
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Magnet.

Wash-bottle.

One kind of filter paper.

Test
tube.

Test tube
clamp.

Funnel.

One kind of funnel support.

Spoonspatula.

Test tube
brush.
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you will want additional and larger funnels, with filter paper to fit
each size funnel.)
A funnel support; No. 31937 holds two funnels and costs $0.90
Home-made supports are good if made to slide up and down, and
if so built that even when the funnel is full of liquid they will not
tip over.
A dozen glass test tubes, size 6 inches by 3/4 inch or smaller,
No. 32124; about$.060the dozen.
Test tube support No. 31989 at $.60.
Test tube clamp No. 20260 or equivalent, about $0.15.

Support for test tubes.

Sieve.

Pitcher.

Wire gauze with asbestos center.

One type of burner.

Frying pan.

Test tube brush No. 19058 or equivalent, about $0.10.
Glass stirring rod No. 24562; a 6 inch or 8 inch length costs only
a few cents. You will need several, of assorted lengths.
A useful tool for stirring, taking samples, making tests, etc., is a
porcelain spoon-spatula; No. 31280,16 1/2 cm. long, $0.50.
Paper towels to wipe your hands and mop up spilled solutions.
A sieve. Many shops already have a series of sieves with different
meshes, such as No. 30920 to No. 30960. If not, buy a rice strainer
at a department store. Also a frying pan, and two or three plain
glass pitchers of the kind used for ice-water. Those straight across
the top are best, because a funnel can be rested on them. The twoquart size is useful.
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You will need a stove or heater such as the one in the first sketch,
with one or two burners. A piece of thin asbestos to go between
the dish and the flame is helpful, or better, a square of wire gauze
with asbestos center, such as No. 33090, 6 inches, at $0.15.
A Bunsen or Meker burner is useful for many purposes; No. 19240
at $0.30 to $0.50 according to the type of gas you use when ordering
be sure to specify.
CHEMICALS: Nitric acid, chemically pure. A 7 lb. bottle costs about
$2.00, and an allowance will be made for the empty container. Large
shops save money by buying acids in carboys.
You will use considerable ordinary tap water.
If your material contains much shellac or grease, you will need
some caustic soda, in sticks, lumps, or flakes. (Caustic lye, also
called potash, serves the same purpose.) It need not be chemically
pure; the ordinary household kind at $0.10 a can is excellent.
.

"ACQUAINTANCE EXPERIMENTS"

Let us become acquainted with our materials through exposing
them, in turn, to the reagents that are used in refining. We cannot
too strongly urge the reader to make every one of these tests, himself, working in a good light and noting down in writing the effects
that he observes.
To describe these effects in words is easy, but for the man who seriously wants to learn the nature of these metals, wordy descriptions are a
waste of time. He must see for himself what happens. Half an hour
spent making these tests with his own hands will tell him more than a
thousand words in print.
(1) Platinum. Place some clean platinum scrap in a casserole or
test tube and cover it with C.P. nitric acid, full strength. . . Nothing happens. . . Warm the vessel gently. . . Nothing happens to
the platinum; the acid simply boils away. You are safe to use your
best platinum ring for this test, if its stones will not be injured by
acid and if it is truly platinum. (Iridio-platinum, the alloy gener
ally used in good jewelry, behaves so much like pure platinum, that
in most of this book we shall make no distinction between the two.)
You will find that diluting the acid produces no unexpected change
in its action.
(2) Copper. Repeat with copper scrap. Note the speed with
which the acid goes to work, even when cold, giving off a brown
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gas of extremely unpleasant nature. Thin wire will disappear within
a few seconds. Notice the effect of heating the acid. Diluting the
acid slows matters up, but produces no other conspicuous change.
The resulting liquid is green of a color that we associate with
copper compounds and contains copper nitrate.
(3) Nickel. Repeat with a piece of pure nickel. (The $0.05 coin
known as a nickel is not suitable; it is mostly copper, alloyed with
enough nickel to make it white.) Nickel, like copper, dissolves
readily in nitric acid, either concentrated or dilute, giving off the
same brown fumes. The liquid remaining is again green, and contains nickel nitrate.
(4) Similar tests with brass, gold, silver and zinc, will suggest
themselves and will be instructive. Now is the time, also, to begin
to read the trade publications, Government reports, books, and other
literature, some of it obtainable without charge, that are mentioned
in Chapter X and Chapter E of the Appendix.
BEGINNING WORK: SIEVE; MAGNET; CAUSTIC; HEAT

Let us start with a small quantity of filings or scraps. A few
pennyweight will be enough; do not Use more than five ounces. To
many workers this will seem a ridiculously small quantity, because
they expect to refine many ounces of such goods every day. It
would be a small quantity to refine, perhaps, but it is an excellent
quantity to learn on.
Begin by sieving the filings. This will remove bits of paper,
match ends, etc. Some large pieces of clean metal, and perhaps a
stone or two, may appear and can be returned to their proper places.
Next, spread the filings out on hard-surfaced paper, or in a flat
dish, and pass a magnet through them, back and forth, to collect
iron and steel. Brush the steel particles into a separate vessel, and
you will note that some platinum has been carried along with them.
You can remedy this by a second treatment of the steel particles,
spreading them out thinly and again letting the magnet pick them
up. Return the platinum particles to the main dish.
It is not possible to get rid of all steel by this treatment, partly because some kinds of steel are not attracted to the magnet, but we shall
remove any remaining steel in a subsequent treatment.
By this time you have observed the nature of the dirt that is
present, and its character will determine your next step.
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If the filings contain much shellac or grease, place them in a
casserole, cover well with water, and add about a half ounce of
lye or caustic. Use care; heat is generated when caustic and water
combine, and there may be some spattering. Bring the solution
to a boil, and stir with a glass rod.
(This caustic is bad for the skin, so do not get it on your hands. If
you should spill it on your hands, wash them at once with plenty of
water and they will not be hurt.)
The porcelain used in chemical ware will, if properly treated,
resist heat amazingly well. Place a piece of thin asbestos or wire
gauze between it and the flame; do not use thick asbestos because
it wastes time and heat. Have your dish perfectly clean and dry
on the outside, and it will not crack. Get into the habit of wiping
the outside of the dish every time you put it on the fire.
Stir the material frequently with a glass rod or porcelain spoon.
After the solution has boiled a few minutes, remove it from the
fire, fill the dish with water, let the filings settle, and pour off the
liquid into a pitcher, leaving the filings in the casserole. Let this
liquid settle well, and save any metal that you may have poured
over; then throw the liquid away.
Fill the casserole again with hot water, to wash the filings. Stir
well, then pour off this wash-water. Repeat until the filings no
longer feel slippery. Let the wash waters settle before you throw
them away, to be sure that you do not throw away any metal.
If your filings contain only a little shellac or grease, they will not
need to be boiled in caustic. In that case, simply burn out the wood,
paper, etc., by heating them to redness in a frying pan.
Do not use both the caustic and the frying pan. Use one or the
other, according to the kind of dirt present.
THE NITRIC ACID TREATMENT

Next, dissolve base metals, such as brass, nickel, etc., by boiling the
filings in nitric acid, chemically pure. The filings should be in the
casserole. Pour on enough nitric acid to cover them and add a little
water. Heavy brown fumes will appear, which are poisonous and
very disagreeable, and will damage your machinery, so do this work
outdoors, or near a good flue. Or have an exhaust fan in your
window, and let the fumes go out the window. Ways of disposing
of fumes are discussed fully in the next chapter.
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HOW TO FOLD A FILTER PAPER

Use a paper of the right size.

Fold it in half.

Fold again in right angles; this gives
you a pie-shaped piece of four thicknesses.

Open it up, with three thicknesses on
one side and one on the other side.

Fit it into the DRY funnel, and then
wet it with water. (This shows one way
of using the wash-bottle. Hold your
thumb against the stopper.)

Press the paper in with your two hands,
pressing it down smoothly so that the
liquid will run through rapidly. It pays
to use paper of proper thickness.
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Add the acid slowly, or it might boil over. If there is much
base metal, there will be heavy fumes. If there is very little base
metal, there will be only light fumes. Stir well with the glass rod.
This may stand overnight, or longer. But if you are in a hurry,
heat the acid to boiling, and the base metals will all dissolve in a
few minutes. Stir often, so that the acid may reach all parts of
the filings.
While the acid is acting, let us learn how to fold a filter paper,
following the illustrations on page 18.
It pays to work with a filter till it fits, by folding wider or narrower pie-shaped pieces, even if you waste several papers. If it
does not fit the liquid will run through very slowly.
Large filters are apt to break at the point. So fold a second small
filter, and fit it as a cap over the point of the big one, with the threethickness side of one covering the single thickness of the other.
Use filter paper of the right size. It should not reach the top of
the funnel. If so big that it sticks up beyond the funnel, it is impossible to wash it down properly, so trim it off with scissors.
Let the acid work all it will, then dilute it, pour it off, and either
filter it through the filter paper, or let it settle. It is best to use the
filter paper and funnel; you may pour over some filings, and the
filter paper will catch them. Let the paper dry and put it away in
a jar or box, which we shall call your "paper storage." Eventually
you will refine this and recover the metal that it contains.

When pouring, hold the glass rod or porcelain spoon against the
lip of the dish, and pour down it. In that way you avoid splashing
acid and staining the outside of your dish.
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Pour against the side of the filter. Do not let the liquid fall
heavily against the thin point of your filter paper.
Throw the acid away. Leave the filings in the dish. Add fresh
acid, heat, and see if it changes color and gives off fumes; if ,so,
that means that there are still base metals for the acid to work on.
Stir well.
Continue this treatment until there is no more action between the
acid and the metal; that is, continue until all base metals are
dissolved.
Wash off the acid from the filings carefully, with plenty of hot
water. Wash several times. Then let the filings dry. In most cases
they are now ready to be remelted, for use in making up new
jewelry. Methods of melting are discussed in the Appendix.
Sometimes it is plain that sand or emery still remains, mixed with
the filings. If the quantity is small, it will do no harm, but will
flow to one side when the metal is molten. If the quantity is large,
it may become troublesome; this will be discussed later, in Chapter XVI.
* * • *
SUMMARY

To repeat the procedure, in one sentence, is the removal of
unwanted materials from the platinum, which itself remains unchanged. Thus we sieve out paper or trash, remove iron with a
magnet, remove shellac and grease with caustic (or burn it out in
a frying pan), and remove base metals with nitric acid. Then we
wash, dry, and melt the clean platinum.
*

*

*

*

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON CHAPTER III

The following are questions that have been asked on this chapter, with
replies.
Q. You tell us to filter the nitric acid solution, but you did not tell us
to filter the caustic solution.
A. Acid solutions, unless very concentrated, are easy to filter. Caustic
solutions are difficult to filter; if concentrated they destroy the filter
paper; if somewhat diluted they toughen it and make it almost impervious. Only when very dilute are they filtered with ease. Usually you
save time by setting any kind of a solution aside to settle, then pouring
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off the top part, and filtering only the last portion.
true with caustic solutions.
# * # *
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Q. Why not use aqua regia instead of simple nitric acid ?
A. Because aqua regia (a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids)
dissolves platinum. The action is slow, especially if cold, but none the
less it does dissolve platinum. Some old-fashioned workers do not realize this, but you can easily prove it by trying it on some clean filings;
notice how the color of the acid darkens.
As you will learn later, if your filings contain gold, you would use
aqua regia to remove it. But that is a different story.
# # # #
Q. I have read somewhere that steel, especially stainless steel, will
not dissolve in nitric acid. Yet here we are told to get rid of it with
nitric acid.
A. An excellent question, and one that can be answered best by a
simple acquaintance experiment. Take a piece of clean steel, either stainless steel or ordinary steel. Place it in a clean dry dish, and pour a little
full strength nitric acid over it. In most cases nothing will happen, at
least for a while. Stainless steel, especially, will remain unaffected in
what is called the "passive" state for some time. But if you sprinkle
a few platinum filings over the steel, or if you touch it with the sharp
edge of a piece of platinum scrap, the acid will go to work at once,
evolving brown fumes and dissolving the steel speedily. Sometimes a
mere touch with a glass rod will start it. Dilute acids also will go to
work at once. Chromium is another metal that will lie passive in strong
acid, but will dissolve in dilute acid, or will be galvanized into action
by the touch of a piece of platinum.
# # # #
Q. What are those brown fumes?
A. Mostly oxides of nitrogen products of the interaction of nitric
acid with the base metals. These same fumes will be seen again and
again when nitric acid is interacting with other substances.
# # # #
Q. Is there any other acid that would do this work as well as nitric?
A. You could use hydrochloric acid in some cases. It dissolves iron
and steel readily, also tin. But it does not dissolve copper or nickel, both
of which are rather apt to be present. Sulphuric acid is another possibility, but nitric acid is best.
# # # #
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Q. Would it not be easier simply to melt the platinum filings and let
the flame burn out the impurities? When gold filings are melted into
a button, the dirt is burned out or goes into the flux. Certainly the oxygen
flame is hot enough to burn out most impurities.
A. Actual experiments many times repeated show that it is much
easier to remove the dirt with magnet and acid than to try to burn it out
with the oxygen flame. Even small amounts of impurities make platinum brittle, apparently by forming compounds such as platinum carbide.
This point will be discussed again in Chapter A of the Appendix.
# # # #

Q. You say for me to boil the filings in nitric acid, to which a little
water may be added. How much water is advised?
A. Diluted acid is more efficient per unit of acid in the sense that it
wastes less of the brown gas which is an active part of the reaction. But
it works less rapidly. However, the matter is not as simple as it appears,
because as soon as the acid starts to work it begins to dilute itself. Since
the concentration changes every second, it seems idle to be too dogmatic
about the exact concentration at the start.
The concentrated acid sometimes works so rapidly that it boils over;
this tendency may be reduced by adding water. Frankly it is hard to say
how much water to add, because this tendency to boil over is dependent
upon the size of the pieces of metal as well as upon the number of them,
and these factors change with every batch.
If you use much water you increase your acid efficiency but decrease
the speed of operation, and you have more liquid to filter and store.
Some workers use ten parts of water to one of acid; others use ten parts
acid to one part water. The results are the same in the end. We ourselves use about equal quantities of water and acid.
# # # #

Q. You say that it is impossible to remove all the steel and iron with
the magnet that the remainder is removed by the acid. Then, why
bother to use the magnet why not let the acid take care of all the steel ?
A. When you make your acquaintance experiments with copper and
nickel, you observe that the acid will dissolve all of the copper, and all of
the nickel. If you make the same experiment with steel, you will find
that nitric acid will, under certain circumstances, dissolve steel, but that
it always leaves a small black residue, undissolved, behind it. This
residue is carbon, a constituent of all kinds of steel, appearing as a fine
powder when steel is dissolved. When you remove your steel by the
magnet, you remove both iron and carbon; whatever steel is acted on by
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acid, leaves a residue of carbon mixed with the platinum filings. This
residue, if small, does no harm; but if copious it might cause trouble.
* * • *
Q. Why are we told to use chemically pure acid? Why wouldn't
ordinary commercial acid be good enough?
A. This will be answered later, in the chapter on gold scrap. In general it may be said that the chemically pure ("C.P.") acids are more
concentrated than the others, therefore go further and cost less in the
end. But there are other reasons as well which will be discussed in
Chapter V.
Q. Should I use distilled water in this work?
A. No. Ordinary tap water is satisfactory in all the processes described in this book. It contains impurities, but these do no harm.
* * • *
Q. Why is it they use oxygen when melting platinum? Isn't it the
same as compressed air, only in a tank? What is the advantage?
A. No, the oxygen in the tank is not just the same as compressed air.
Air, ordinary air that we breathe, is a mixture of one part oxygen to about
four parts of nitrogen, plus small amounts of other gases. That one part
of oxygen about 20 percent of the whole is the only part that produces
heat or sustains life the other 80 percent simply dilutes the oxygen.
As a result, when you compress air you compress 20 percent useful
oxygen and 80 percent useless nitrogen. It is as though you bought coal
in which one-fifth of the lumps were coal, and the other four-fifths slate.
The slate (similar to nitrogen) is useless in itself, and also tends to cool
the fire through taking up heat itself.
The stuff in the oxygen tank is almost 100 percent pure oxygen.
You know how compressed air from your blower will increase the
temperature of a flame. Adding the same amount of oxygen (at the
same pressure in pounds) will increase the heat much more. With
oxygen you will get a white heat in much less time, and the temperature
will go higher.
Ordinary gas with compressed air simply will not melt platinum, no
matter how much you use nor how long you try. The same gas, plus a
little oxygen from a tank, will melt it easily.
One reason why a compressed air and gas flame is so noisy is because
of the rush of the useless nitrogen. An oxygen-gas flame that will do
the same work will be smaller and much less noisy.
* * * *
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Q. I have been advised not to melt platinum because the fumes that
come off are very dangerous. Is that true?
A. Pure clean platinum melts easily under the oxygen flame, without
unpleasant fumes, and it is perfectly safe to do this work without a flue.
See Chapter A of the Appendix. Impure platinum, however, often
produces fumes, as many substances are volatile at the temperature at
which platinum melts. Crude platinum ore, as obtained from the mines,
often contains osmium and ruthenium, and these metals when heated
strongly produce fumes that are both unpleasant and dangerous. This
point will come up again in Chapter XVII and elsewhere. However,
crude platinum is always "refined at least once, possibly several times,
before being used in jewelry or dentistry, and all the osmium and
ruthenium are normally removed. Accordingly you are not apt to be
exposed to any hazard when melting your platinum scrap, filings, or
recovered metal.
* * # *
Q. Why is it I have so much trouble with these test tubes ? They
are always breaking, or the liquid spurts out when I heat it, and
they never look clean.
A. Practice with a little plain water until you get the knack. Do
not put too much liquid in the tube an inch to an inch and a half
is enough, and experienced workers use less. Have the tube perfectly clean and dry on the outside before heating it. Use a small
flame such as that of a Bunsen or Meker burner, and hold the tube
in a slanting position, being careful not to let the flame touch the
glass above the level of the liquid. While it is warming shake the
tube gently so that steam will not accumulate in one part of the
tube. Remove it from the flame as soon as it boils. Hold it with
a wooden or wire clamp; do not use your bare fingers.
Immediately after finishing the test, wash the tube well with
plain hot water. Never let material dry inside it. The test tube
brush with a sponge on the end is useful, but must be kept scrupulously clean itself. Invert the clean tube so that it will be dry when
you need it again.
Most pictures of chemists at work show them holding a test tube.
You will soon come to understand the popularity of this modest
piece of apparatus. The larger size about 6 inches by 3/4 inch is
preferred by beginners because it is easy to clean and less apt to
boil over, but the smaller size say 4 inches by 1/2 inch is more
economical of material.

CHAPTER IV
ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT.
FUMES

DISPOSING OF

Disposing of fumes. Material for hoods. Lighting. Burners. Fans and
blowers. Water and plumbing. Storage of chemicals. Hazards.
• * # *
In Chapter III we produced a few fumes and handled a minimum
of equipment. Let us now consider both of these subjects more
deeply. When a shop has very little refining to do, as in a repair
shop, or one that handles platinum only, the space given over to
refining will be small. Once a month, perhaps, the end of a bench
will be cleared off, dishes and bottles will be brought from beneath
a cupboard, and the task will be completed in a few hours. For
such shops the main problem is fume disposal, and several inexpensive plans are being used. One man will place a wooden box
outside a window, and heat the dish with a small movable gas
burner, electric hot plate, or even by frequently-changed hot bricks.
Another will work only when the weather is such that he can operate
outdoors. Another will shut himself up in a small room where
there is no machinery to be damaged, open the window, and hope
that the fumes will drift out.
This book, however, is written mainly for the shop that makes
refining a routine process, not an occasional experiment. While it
offers many suggestions for the smaller shops, its main concern is
for the average user.
Many jewelry factories and dental laboratories already have a
good part of the equipment required for refining, especially the
tables, heaters, running water, possibly furnaces, and perhaps a
means of disposing of fumes.
You will need a table about 3 by 6 feet, more or less. Set it waist
high; that is easy to work at and leaves room below for cabinets,
a drawer or two, and space for storing jars or crocks.
25
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Many different materials have been proposed for table tops; probably wood is as good as any. Stone tops are handsome, but unless
covered with a rubber pad they are certain to cause the fracture of
many a dish and flask. Metal tops are useless in this work.
DISPOSING OF FUMES

Every jewelry shop needs a method of carrying off acid fumes.
Acid fumes are produced when gold or silver or platinum is refined,
also when gold or silver is cut down for the preparation of plating
solutions; also when articles are boiled up in sulphuric acid for the
removal of fire coat; also when enamel is dissolved in hydrofluoric
acid; and in several other processes well known to the jewelry maker.

One inexpensive device for removing
fumes, suitable to the small establishment. The fan is detachable and
portable. It should be placed low,
close to the work table.

Most shops already have a hood or flue for this purpose, but many
of them are both inefficient and unhandy. The reason is that some
of them were made in imitation of the canopies that jewelers have
over their melting furnaces.
When we recall that the job of boiling acid is quite different from
the job of melting gold, we see that the hood requirements for the
two processes must be different also.
Thus: (I) melting gold furnishes a high temperature, enough to
produce a draft up the chimney, while boiling acid does not. (2)
The fumes from acids will destroy metals, while furnace fumes do
not. (3) The furnace works admirably in a dark corner of the
shop, while the acid hood should be lighted by daylight if possible,
or by powerful and well-placed bulbs. (4) It is sometimes necessary
to let the work with acids stand overnight; the melting furnace is
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almost never in operation overnight. This means that the acid
hood alone should be so fixed as to permit closing up at night, with
all openings fume-tight. . . And there are other differences.
What are the requirements of an acid hood?
First, it must carry off fumes.
Second, its walls must be of some material that will not scale off
and drop down, but that will last reasonably well.
Third, if it can possibly be arranged, its platform should be large
enough for carrying on all of the work that evolves fumes. Some
solutions must be left to stand, and while standing they give off
fumes; so build your hood large enough to accommodate these
solutions as well as all others. A working space of 3 by 6 feet is
excellent for a small shop, and when not actively in use with fuming
solutions, can be used as a storage space for material that might
possibly give off fumes, and so is always in profitable operation.
Fourth, it must be extremely well lighted.
Fifth, it must be so arranged that if a vessel of acid breaks or boils
over, there will be neither loss nor damage.
Sixth, the platform must be at a comfortable height for a standing worker; waist high is about right.
Seventh, the gas cocks, if any, should be placed outside the hood,
for easy adjustment without opening the hood door.
In addition, the door or window (or windows) should open and
close easily, and the whole arrangement be easily cleaned.
Some plants are lucky enough to have a tall smoke stack that
furnishes enough draft for an acid hood. But in most cases a fan
or blower must be utilized.
If only a small fume hood is available, place your work table near
it, with one gas burner thereon, and have one or two burners in
the hood.
The chemical supply houses sell hoods made of slate, glass, etc.,
that are handsome, efficient, and well designed. However, they are
apt to be expensive, and possibly more ponderous than the jewelry
factory really needs. It is suggested that a study of the catalogue of
such a supply house would be useful, as it would provide ideas for
arrangement and design.
Another suggestion is that the jeweler visit some neighboring school or
college, where chemistry is taught. Most teachers of chemistry are happy
to display their equipment to any inquirer that shows a normal interest,
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and will take pleasure in explaining to a visitor how the fume-hoods
work, their advantages or faults, and so on.
Also, it is usually wise when building a hood to employ a contractor
who has had experience in such work; your neighboring laboratory,
whether scholastic or commercial, is usually happy to give you the name
of the firm that installed its hoods.
The frontispiece of this book illustrates a large hood, designed for a
busy laboratory.
MATERIALS FOR HOODS

The chemists normally use glass-walled hoods, with flues of terra
cotta or stoneware. Wire fire-proof glass is excellent. The back
walls are usually stone.
The jeweler may not wish to use such expensive materials. Glass
set in wood frames will serve excellently for years, especially if the

A standard chemical fume
hood, with glass sides.
Courtesy of the Laboratory
Furniture Co., Inc.

wood be coated with acid-proof paint. Back walls of Transite or
other fire-proof composition are moderate in cost and will give years
of service.
The platform of the fume hood, because of its closeness to the
heaters, is usually made of cement or stone. If wood be used, place
asbestos or stone slabs under the burners. Keep some distance be-
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tween the heaters and the glass sides or windows of the hood; other
wise the glass may crack.
A hood with a floor-space of say 3 by 6 feet would require two
windows. These should be similar to ordinary windows with
counter-weights, running up and down in grooves, and fitting prop
erly on all sides.
The objections to sheet metal are two the fumes cause it to flake
off and drop flakes into the solutions; and sheet metal cuts off the
light.
The platform of the hood should be smooth and easily cleaned
not made of rough brick. Sometimes a dish of acid is spilled; let
the platform be made with a slight slope, and with a slight raised
edge across the front, and at the lowest corner a hole should be
bored, and underneath the hole an earthenware crock should be
stationed.
LIGHTING

The lighting of the hood is easy if its walls are of clear glass.
Since most of these operations call for close watchfulness on the
worker's part, see to it that the lighting is extremely good. So-called
"daylight" bulbs are advised, as they do not obscure the colors of
the solutions.
BURNERS

The arrangement of the gas burners is important. Run the gas
supply-pipe along the front of the hood, underneath its platform.
Bore holes through the platform, some three or four inches back
from the front of the hood, just large enough for flexible gas hose
to pass through. The gas cocks are then situated underneath the
hood, quite outside it, so that they can be manipulated without open
ing the window or exposing the hand to heat or vapors.
Most workers prefer movable heaters instead of stoves that are
piped in permanently, because movable ones are more easily cleaned.
The little stoves used in cooking are cheap and satisfactory. Unless
your insurance rules forbid rubber tubings for connections, we ad
vise them; flexible metal tubing is not so safe when acids are present.
Electric heaters are not satisfactory for work involving strong
acids and corrosive fumes; their essential element is a coil of wire
that is affected by the acids in a short time.
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FANS AND BLOWERS

There are fans and blowers on the market made especially for use
with corrosive fumes; their motors are either specially enclosed and
ventilated, or skilfully placed so as to be outside the reach of the
fumes. These models are not unduly expensive.
Practically all the fumes occurring in these processes are heavy
fumes that tend to settle downward. Remind your contractor of
that when he designs your hood he will see to it that there is a
good draft at the bottom of the hood. Sometimes this is accom

The width of the slots at top
and bottom should be established by trial.

plished by locating the fan low; sometimes a baffle plate is so arranged as to draw air through a slot near the bottom of the hood,
Usually there is another slot higher up, to take care of such fumes
as do ascend.
Remember that when the fan is working, in order to provide
good draft the windows must not be entirely closed. Leave a small
opening for fresh air to enter as the foul air is pulled out. But
there will be many times when you will wish to shut the hood up
tight and leave it so. . . Because of these considerations we sometimes find a small port or slit that can be easily closed at will.
Even with the best ventilating equipment there may be some
escape of acid fumes. Accordingly the space used for refining
should, if possible, contain no electric switchboards and as little
machinery as possible.
Let us repeat most chemical laboratories, whether in college or industrial plant, are open to visitors, and the chemist in charge will be genuinely pleased to escort a guest through his establishment, explaining the
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operation of hoods, drying ovens, steam baths, filters, and many other
devices.
WATER AND PLUMBING

Running water should be available if possible; otherwise provide
a supply jar and a good vessel for slops. Do not let the spent solutions from the refining run into your settling barrels they will
injure the plumbing and may cause losses in other ways. Remem
ber that acids corrode the metals used in plumbing; therefore wash
the sink out well at frequent intervals. Though much strong acid
is used in the refining, comparatively little of it is poured down the
sink until after it has been neutralized or otherwise weakened.
Even so, frequent flushing is advised.
STORAGE OF CHEMICALS

In large shops nitric and hydrochloric acids are purchased in carboys holding 5 gallons; these should be supported in a cradle device
that permits tipping. The small shops will buy acid by the gallon.
It is convenient to have a smaller bottle, say 16 ounces or about
500 cc, in addition, for use when your task calls for only a small
quantity of acid, as the large bottles are not easy to pour from.
Dealers normally grant an allowance on the return of empty bottles
or carboys.
Dry chemicals should be stored in crocks, jars such as Mason jars,
or in clean wooden boxes, or left in the original container if it has
a good cover.
Filter papers should be stored in a drawer or box within easy reach.
HAZARDS

With one very minor exception (sodium chlorate) the chemicals
used in refining do not present any fire hazard. (Indeed, some of
them would make excellent fire extinguishers.) But since many of
them are corrosive in their nature, they should be stored where wandering feet will not kick them, nor aimless wheelbarrows fracture
their bottles.
The refining processes do not produce explosive materials. When
your contractor is designing your fume hood, he will probably ask you
if you are apt to have explosives, that he may govern his design accordingly. There is just one possibility of explosion: if gas should be per-
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mitted to escape from the gas burner, it will provide the hazard that is
present in every gas cook-stove, but no more.
In general, when chemicals are spilled upon hands or clothing,
the first thing to do is to wash them off with plenty of plain water.
After that, neutralize an acid stain with a little weak ammonia, or
bicarbonate of soda. Do not attempt to neutralize until after you
have removed all acid possible with plain water! If you spill caustic
or lye on skin or clothing, again wash off thoroughly with plenty of

Ihe best immediate
treatment For~

CHEMICAL

water; after which it may be well to neutralize with a little vinegar,
lemon juice, or extremely dilute hydrochloric acid solution. Keep
a jar of clean water beside you, in which you can quickly place
your hands in case of need. Use paper towels, and if they show
stains of solutions that may contain precious metal, put them in the
"paper storage" for ultimate refining.
In Chapter XX will be found a further discussion of equipment and
its care. In Chapter B of the Appendix will be found additional information on the personal hazards to which the refiner is exposed, with suggestions on how to minimize them.
*

*

CHAPTER V
THE COMMONEST CASE—REFINING GOLD SCRAP
THAT CONTAINS NO PLATINUM METALS
The first refining. Equipment and chemicals. "Acquaintance experiments." Beginning work, (I) Preliminary treatments. (2) Melting into
a button, if desired. (3) Treatment with nitric acid. (4) Dissolving
gold with aqua regia. (5) Removing excess nitric acid. (6) Recovering
the dissolved gold with copperas. (7) Washing the fine gold. (8) Melting the fine gold. (9) Saving the silver. Old filter papers. What to do
if you spill acids or caustic.
* # # #
This type of scrap is found in almost every shop or laboratory
that handles precious metals, so we shall discuss fully the different
methods of refining it. First we shall describe a method of general
applicability, and in later chapters mention the possible modifications. The reader should in time acquaint himself with several procedures, then adopt the one that best fits his needs.
For our first refining, let us handle only high grade gold, such
as clean yellow dental gold, clean sprues clipped from castings, or
bench clippings and filings, or old solid gold jewelry. For this
first refining let us carefully exclude all platinum-group metals, or
alloys that may contain them; also anything that might contain soft
solder (this means most cheap jewelry, rolled and filled goods, and
jewelry that has been repaired); amalgam and mercury; all whitemetal dental scrap; and all green gold of 16 karat or higher. In
later chapters we shall take care of these materials now being
excluded.
The procedure will differ with the purposes of the worker. Thus,
sometimes he wants merely to get his gold into a clean button of
good working qualities, for use in making up new jewelry. Ultimately, however, he will separate the metals to obtain fine gold and
fine silver, each free from alloy of any kind. The first case is not
true refining; it should be described as a cleaning or re-melting.
33
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Filings will be contaminated with the same sorts of dirt that
were in the platinum filings described in Chapter III emery, bind
ing wire and the like, possibly plaster of paris and vulcanite. The
metal will consist of gold alloyed with copper, silver, and probably
zinc, cadmium and other base metals. The only precious metals
present are gold and silver.
For your first refining handle 50 dwt. or less; 10 dwt. is an excel
lent quantity to begin on. After the methods become familiar, you
will find it easier to handle much larger quantities.
EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS

We shall use all the equipment listed in Chapter III: frying pan,
magnet, sieve, casserole, funnel, filter paper, funnel support, test
tubes, stirring rod, wash bottle, glass pitcher, burner or stove, wire
gauze or thin asbestos. In addition, the following:
An evaporating dish. A small shop will want Eimer & Amend's
No. 21966 or its equivalent, 8 1/2 inches across, at $1.20. A larger
shop will also need the 10 1/2 inch size at $1.80, and probably others
both larger and smaller. A large evaporating dish is shown in the
foreground of the frontispiece; also in the hands of one of the
workers.
Graduate glass, No. 24697, 16 oz., $1.10. A large shop might want
the 32 oz. size instead; $1.80.
Pyrex glass beakers, with lip, are especially useful when handling
small lots of material. No. 17614. The 2000 cc. size (something over
two quarts) will be used in the first refining, and you will find use
eventually for other sizes as well; a nest consisting of the following
sizes 150 cc, 250, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, and 2000 cc. will cost
about $3.75. The smallest of these is about the size of a teacup.
A sand bath is an inexpensive piece of apparatus; it is merely a
flat shallow pan of sheet metal, filled with an inch of clean sand.
No. 17288, 6 inches across, is about$0.15.Kitchen ware such as a piepan, is also adequate, or a pan can be shaped up out of a piece of
sheet metal. A more expensive device that is used for the same
purpose is a steam bath a metal container filled with hot water,
its top carrying circular openings upon which dishes of different
sizes can rest. Sometimes the water is heated by live steam, sometimes by a gas burner underneath the bath. E. & A. No. 17352,
water bath or steam bath, is one of several models; $30.50. The
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Graduate glass.

Beaker.

One type of steam bath.

Stoneware crock.
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Glass cylinder.

Earthenware crock.

Sand bath.
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price may seem high, but it will be a good investment, as you will
have many occasions to use it. Its great advantage is that with it
work can go on without supervision, and without danger of
spattering.
Large jars of earthenware, stoneware, or glass of various sizes, will
be needed. For storing dilute acid solutions, and for water or slops,
the earthenware crocks sold in department stores will serve; the
1 gallon size at about $0. 65 and the 5 gallon size at $1.50 are handy.
Strong acids destroy cheap earthenware; accordingly get stoneware or glass jars for strong solutions and those containing much
value, and for cases where trouble would come from admixtures of
substances that have soaked into the ware. A good acid-proof crock
is E. & A.'s No. 25637; the 5 gallon size is $6.50. Heavy Pyrex glass
jars, cylinder shaped, E. & A. No. 25592, are especially desirable
because of their transparency. Sizes and prices are as follows: two
gallons, 6 by 18 inches, $3.25; four gallons, 8% by 18 inches, $4.50;
five gallons, 12 by 12 inches, $6.00.
For melting your metal a furnace or blow-pipe is needed, also
crucibles and a flux such as borax. Rolls, or an anvil and hammer,
are useful but not always essential.
The chemicals used in Chapter III will be used here also. These
include caustic or lye, and nitric acid. In addition: hydrochloric
acid, preferably the chemically pure; a 6 lb. bottle costs about $1.20;
ferrous sulphate crystals, U.S.P., called "copperas"; these are pale
green when fresh, and should be kept in a tight jar or box, as they
deteriorate on exposure to air; they cost about $0.20 a pound in 5 lb.
lots. Sulphuric acid, concentrated; a pound bottle is about $0.25.
"ACQUAINTANCE EXPERIMENTS"

Gold. Obtain a scrap of fine gold (it will not be wasted). Also
some 14-k or 12-k yellow or red gold, and a bit of low-karat yellow
gold, preferably 6-k or lower. This can be made on the spot by
melting a little high grade gold into a button with the proper
quantity of brass.
In Chapter III we learned what nitric acid does to certain base
metals and to platinum. Repeat these experiments, using gold. The
fine gold and the 18-k gold will show no change. The low-karat
gold will first darken, then seem to dissolve, giving off the usual
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brown fumes. But on closer inspection you will see that a heavy
dark powder remains undissolved. What happens is this: the base
metals dissolve; they constitute about three-fourths of the bulk;
the remaining one-fourth that is gold remains as this brown powder.
Save this material, which is valuable; it will be handled again soon.
The solution obtained will probably be of a green color, because
most low-karat gold is alloyed with copper.
Silver. Obtain a bit of fine silver, and repeat the tests with it.
Many shops have no fine silver, and will probably use Sterling or
coin silver. Nitric acid acts promptly on either, even without being
warmed, producing the usual brown fumes. Sterling and coin silver
yield a green liquid, the green color being again due to the copper
they contain. Fine silver yields a colorless solution, which, if ex
posed to light, will gradually blacken. Place it to one side in a little
bottle or corked test tube, labeled "Silver Nitrate," as it will be
needed again shortly.
Aqua Regia. This name means "royal water," and was applied by
the Alchemists to a mixture of nitric acid and hydrochloric acid,
because it was the first solvent known that would attack the "noble"
metal, gold. Prepare a little by mixing the two acids, preferably in
a graduate glass; use one part nitric acid to four parts hydrochloric.
Note that bubbles appear; in hot weather they are conspicuous. Do
not stopper the mixture or these bubbles will blow the stopper out or
possibly rupture the bottle.
Aqua Regia and Gold. Cover a small piece of fine gold with a
small quantity of aqua regia. Note the fumes; they resemble the
brown fumes of nitric acid, but are not quite the same. Fine gold
dissolves promptly, leaving no residue. Note the effect of heating.
Notice also that the color of the solution is a clear yellow not green.
Repeat, using karat gold, such as 14-k or 6-k. Note that after
the aqua regia has acted all it will, and the bit of metal has gone to
pieces, there is a residue, usually of a gray color. This is silver chlo
ride the result of interaction between the hydrochloric acid and
the silver that was present as an alloying element. Note also that
the solution is not clear yellow, but greenish yellow. The green is
due to dissolved copper.
Save these solutions, labeling them "Aqua regia gold solution."
They contain a mixture of substances, including gold chloride, cop
per chloride and copper nitrate, unused hydrochloric acid, and un
used nitric acid.
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Aqua Regia and Silver. Cover a small piece of silver (fine or alloyed) with a little aqua regia. If desired, warm the vessel. Most
beginners are surprised at the result. They think of aqua regia as a
powerful acid which it is and so expect it to dissolve silver. It
does affect it; it changes its color and soon coats it with a firm ad
herent layer of gray or whitish substance. This is silver chloride.
This can be rubbed off, exposing a fresh surface to the onslaught of
the acid, which may in time convert all the metal into the grayish
silver chloride, but it would be a slow process.
Let us learn more about silver chloride. In a test tube take a
few drops of the silver nitrate that you saved from a previous test,
and add a single drop of hydrochloric acid. . . Notice the white
cloud that forms. Shake the test tube and see how the cloud seems
to fill the whole bulk of the liquid. Set it aside for a few hours
and notice how the white cloud settles. Place it in sunlight for a
time, and notice how the white stuff darkens, going through lav
ender and gray into black. (Incidentally, this change is the basis
of the science of photography.)
Again take a few drops of the silver nitrate solution in a clean
test tube, and this time add a single crystal of table salt. (Table
salt is sodium chloride made up of sodium and chlorine in com
bination.) As the crystal dissolves, a white cloud will again form;
this again is silver chloride, formed by a rearrangement of the mole
cules in the solutions. It is identical with the stuff formed when
hydrochloric acid reacted with silver or with silver nitrate. It can
be formed in other ways as well.
These acquaintance tests cover only a few of the many that could be
made. You will learn other characteristics of the metals as you go along,
and your own ingenuity will suggest other acquaintance tests that you
can make from time to time. Beginners usually take too large a sample;
use only a few drops of solution, and a small bit of metal, and you will
save both time and materials.
BEGINNING WORK

In outline, the method consists of the following steps:
(1) Preliminary treatments as required.
(2) If necessary, melting the material into a button and rolling it
thin, or granulating it.
(3) Removing as much base metal as possible with nitric acid.
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Dissolving the gold in aqua regia.
Removing excess nitric acid.
Recovering the dissolved gold with copperas.
Washing the fine gold.
Melting it.
Saving the silver, if worth while.
(I)

PRELIMINARY TREATMENTS

You first want to get your material in such form that it will be
easy for the nitric acid to reach the base metals and dissolve them.
The treatment will differ for different kinds of material.
Old gold jewelry, clippings, and old dentures should be ham
mered flat and rolled thin, the thinner the better. Every minute at
the rolls saves many minutes at the acids. Feed the pieces into the
rolls with a little scoop whose sides have been cut out so that they
will fit against the rolls closely; or put them on a piece of paper
and feed in paper and all.
Cut the rolled pieces up into short lengths, twisting them so they
will not lie flat in the acid; then anneal.
Filings, or "lemel" as they are often called, always contain dirt.
Lemel is derived from the French word "limaille," which means
filings. In Chapter III you were told how to sieve filings, how to
remove iron with a magnet, burn out trash, and dissolve grease and
shellac by boiling the material in caustic soda or lye solution. These
same operations are usually carried out on gold filings.
(2) MELTING INTO A BUTTON, IF DESIRED

This may or may not be necessary. It is often done with very
dirty filings, or with dental wastes that contain much carborundum
or emery; also in some other cases that will be discussed later. One
way of melting dirty filings is to mix them with their weight of
some flux, such as crushed borax glass and soda ash, with or with
out nitre, and melt them in a gas furnace, using a sand crucible.
Another and quicker method is to use an oxygen-gas torch, the kind
used when melting platinum, with a shallow open sand crucible.
If you have melted your filings into a button, the next step is to
get the button into such form that the acid can act upon it readily.
Sometimes it is so soft that you can roll it easily. Cut the rolled
strips up short and twist them so that they will not lie flat in the
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acids. Roll them very thin; a few minutes at the rolls will save hours
in later steps. Anneal.
Usually it is easier to granulate the button than to roll it. Remelt
the button in a clean crucible with a little flux, and pour it while
molten into a big bucket or tub of water. Pour it in a thin stream,

Granulating gold.

The molten metal is being poured into water,
pellets will be captured in the strainer.

Later the small

and the molten metal will break up into fine shots or pellets when
it hits the water. Collect these pellets carefully.
(3) TREATMENT WITH NITRIC ACID

The metal, whether filings, scrap, old jewelry rolled thin, or pellets, should now be placed in a casserole. Cover it with nitric acid.
Add the acid slowly, as it will tend to boil over. Cover well. Add
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a little water, say one part of water to four or five of acid. Some
people use much more water.
Heavy, poisonous brown fumes appear, which are disagreeable
and bad for machinery. Therefore do this work near an exhaust
fan, or outdoors, or in a hood, or outside a window.
This treatment dissolves all the copper, silver, and base metals
that the acid can reach. The thinner your clippings and the lower
the karat, the more base metal the acid can reach.
As you learned in your acquaintance tests, nitric acid works rapidly on low-karat gold such as 6-k or under, which soon crumbles
to pieces. The copper and silver with which it is alloyed go into
solution, and the particles of gold are left as a brown powder.
Gold that assays 12-k or higher does not crumble. The acid dissolves most of the solder, and a piece of jewelry will drop apart for
that reason, but the 12-k gold will not be acted upon much. Later
we treat this gold with aqua regia, in which it dissolves promptly
and easily. As for gold between 6-k and 12-k: the effect of this
treatment will depend upon the strength of the acid, the character
of the alloy, and the thickness of the pieces.
The amount of acid needed will therefore depend upon the kind
of metal you are refining. So if your material is mostly high grade
gold, you will not use up much nitric acid in this process.
With low-grade material, the tendency to boil over is much
greater. Stir the acid well with a glass rod or porcelain spoon as
soon as you see there is no danger of boiling over. The treatment
with nitric acid must continue until there are no more brown fumes.
After the acid has acted a while, you may want to heat it to
boiling. See that the whole bottom of the dish is clean and dry,
and then place it on a gas stove, with a thin piece of asbestos between it and the flame. Or, heat the dish in a pan of sand or on
the steam bath. A thin sheet of metal, or a square of strong metal
screen (wire gauze) can be used instead of the asbestos, to protect
the dish from the direct flame.
The metal may be left in the acid overnight, or longer. But do
not let it evaporate or boil dry. Also keep out dust and dirt.
Here is a way to keep fumes from getting into the room. Set the
casserole or other vessel into a big flat pan or tray containing a half-inch
of water. Now invert over the dish a bucket, or a crock, letting it rest
in the water. A glass cake-cover is excellent for this job. This holds the
fumes in, and they are absorbed by the water.
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When there are no more brown fumes on stirring, add a good
quantity of water, preferably hot, to dilute your acid, and pour it
off through a clean filter paper folded as already described. Leave

A trap for fumes.

the metal in the dish. Let the liquid run through into a big jar or
crock which we shall call the Silver Jar. This liquid contains dissolved silver, copper, zinc, nickel, etc.
Sometimes there is so little silver in this solution that it does not pay
to bother with it; if so pour it down the sink, being careful to flush the
sink out well with plenty of water, to protect the plumbing.
But if you wish to recover silver, store this solution in a big jar or
crock (not bottle), and keep it covered. Usually the solution is not
strongly acid by this time, partly because the acid has been killed, partly
because it has been diluted with wash water; therefore ordinary inexpensive earthenware jars are suitable for storing it. Directions for saving
the silver will be given later See Chapters V and VIII.
Rinse the metal (the gold) with some hot water, filtering the
washings in with the main solution. Now add a little more nitric
acid to the metal, as before, so as to be sure you have dissolved all
the base metal and silver that you can.
With a little experience you will learn how much acid to use. Let
each lot of acid be thoroughly killed before you pour it off and add a new
lot. You will get better results in less time by using two or three small
lots of acid than one large lot.
It is not easy to calculate exactly how much acid will be needed, partly
because the process never acts with 100% efficiency, partly because you
rarely know exactly the composition of the metals you are putting into
solution, and partly because you rarely carry the acid to complete exhaus
tion. Experience shows, however, that about 4 to 6 lbs. of concentrated
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acid will be used for each pound of metal that dissolves. As was pointed
out before, the acid works with less waste when diluted, but more slowly.
Finally when you are sure that everything has dissolved that will
dissolve, rinse the metal well, filtering the wash water in with
the acid.
* • * *
Under some conditions the metal remaining in the dish is nearly
pure gold. If your original metal ran 6-k or less, and if you rolled
it thin and boiled it well in nitric acid, the remaining gold may be
pretty nearly fine gold, in the form of a brown powder. But under
most conditions it still contains considerable base metal, and often
is in the form of flakes or lumps.
As we said at the beginning of this chapter, some workers desire
merely to get their gold into a clean button of good working quality,
without going through the final process of obtaining fine gold free
from all alloy. If such is your purpose, wash the remaining metal
thoroughly, to remove the dissolved copper, etc., then dry it and
melt it.
But to obtain high quality fine gold, you must carry your metal,
in most cases, through this next process.
(4)

DISSOLVING GOLD IN AQUA REGIA, IF DESIRED

For every Troy ounce of metal in the dish (more or less), mix
up at least
I fluid ounce nitric acid,
4 fluid ounces hydrochloric acid.
Mix the acids in a graduate glass. Use "Technical" or C.P. Acids.
Use enough to cover the metal well, but add it slowly, a little at a
time, as it soon boils vigorously and might boil over.
Poisonous fumes appear again, different from the nitric acid fumes
but just as bad. In cold weather you may have to warm the acid to
start it to work. Stir now and then with a glass rod or porcelain
spoon, so that the acids can reach all parts of the metal mass.
You want to use just enough aqua regia to dissolve your gold,
but no more. It is better to use three or four small lots of mixed
acid than to put on one large lot in the beginning. Let each lot be
well killed before adding the next lot.
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As each lot of acid is killed, pour it off into a big pitcher or crock.
Do not filter it yet.
Toward the last you may want to heat your acids. If your metal
is in small or thin pieces this will not be necessary. A big funnel,
inverted over the dish, will prevent spattering.
Whatever silver is present in the metal is changed by aqua regia
into the mud or scum of silver chloride. It dissolves to only a minute
degree. If your metal is in thick pieces, the scum will cover the
metal and keep the acids from reaching it, so stir often, and crush
the lumps with the rod or spoon, to loosen this scum. The more you
stir, and the hotter the acids, the sooner the work will be done.
Finally there will remain a fine mud of silver chloride in the bottom
of your casserole, and all the metal will be dissolved.
Rinse this mud to free it of dissolved gold, adding the washings
to your main solution. If the mud looks clean, put it into your Silver
Jar; but if it is dirty, with cinders, emery, etc., it may be better to put
it into your sweeps.
(5) REMOVING EXCESS NITRIC ACID

You were told to use no more aqua regia than was required. Beginners always use too much. Experienced workers often do the
same thing, especially when in a hurry, because fresh acids work
more rapidly than those that are partly exhausted.
Sooner or later you must get rid of the unused nitric acid. Most
workers think it pays to do so right away, as follows:
Put the aqua regia solution into a big evaporating dish. It will
contain some sediment, mostly silver chloride; this does no harm at
this point, so do not filter it yet. Now add a little sulphuric acid,
stirring all the time, and working slowly, as it might spatter. Use
about an ounce or less of the sulphuric acid to each quart of liquid.
Now boil the solution down gently, to a syrup, being careful not to
spatter. The purpose of the sulphuric acid will be explained later.
This evaporation is a tiresome process. It goes rapidly at first, but
soon the liquid begins to spatter and you must lower the flame. Do
not cover the dish, as that merely impedes evaporation. A sand bath
or a steam bath is useful; these have already been described.
When using a sand bath, start work by pushing the sand to the
sides of the pan, so that the heat can quickly reach the evaporating
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dish; later, as evaporation has progressed, scrape the sand down
underneath the dish, to lessen the tendency to spatter.
The advantage of the steam hath is that it does not cause spattering, and a dish can be left on it without supervision, without danger
of overheating.
Let the evaporation continue until the liquid becomes syrupy;
then slowly add a little full-strength hydrochloric acid. Brown
fumes will bubble off; this is the unused nitric acid being expelled.
Usually this evaporation must be repeated at least once, maybe twice
evaporating to a syrup and adding a little hydrochloric acid in
order to get rid of all the unused nitric acid.
Do not carry the evaporation far enough to form a hard crust.
One reason for the sulphuric acid is that it hastens the expulsion of
the nitric acid, and when it is present there is less tendency for a
hard crust to be formed. The sulphuric acid also serves another purpose to get rid of lead which is described fully in a later chapter.
When you are sure that the excess nitric acid has been driven off,
let the dish cool, wash down its sides with a little water (use the
wash bottle) and get the solution into a jar or pitcher, preferably
a tall one.
Now dilute the solution with three or four times its bulk of water,
preferably hot, and let it stand (for some days if possible) for the
silver chloride to settle. The solution must be perfectly clear and
separated from the sediment before you go to the next process.
Usually it settles well in a couple of days, and you can pour off the
bulk of the solution, filtering only the last part.
The sediment of silver chloride should be collected and washed,
and put in the Silver Jar (or in the sweeps if very dirty). If there
was any lead in your original material, the silver chloride will be
contaminated with lead salts.
The clear solution contains dissolved gold, copper, zinc, etc. If
there is much copper or nickel in it, it will be greenish brown.
When gold is the main element it is yellowish brown. If it is not
perfectly clear and free from sediment, let it stand another day or
two for the sediment to settle; then pour off again into a clean widemouthed vessel of generous size.
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(6)

RECOVERING THE DISSOLVED GOLD WITH COPPERAS

If possible, have the solution in a transparent vessel a glass jar,
beaker, or pitcher. If it is transparent you can see what goes on and
understand the process better. Later, when you handle large quan
tities, you will carry out this process in a chemical stoneware crock,
but while learning the processes, use transparent vessels whenever
possible.
In another vessel, dissolve in warm water about a pound of green
copperas for each 50 pennyweight of fine gold that you expect to
recover. Use fresh green copperas, with about a quart of water to a
pound. Add a little hydrochloric acid, enough to make the copperas
solution a clear green.
Pour the copperas solution slowly into the gold solution, and stir.
Metallic gold will appear as a dark cloud. Let this settle some hours,
or overnight, and you should find your gold in the bottom of the
dish, as a heavy brown powder.
Sometimes an impatient worker will cut short the evaporation described
in Section 5, and will fail to remove all the excess nitric acid. When this
has happened, bubbles will arise on the addition of the copperas to the
gold solution, sometimes so freely as to make the mixture boil over. So
add the copperas slowly at first. These bubbles are the same brown
fumes that you notice when nitric acid interacts with anything. In this
case the nitric acid is reacting with the copperas. Gold will not come
down until all the nitric acid has been disposed of. The solution will turn
dark, but no gold will precipitate. When this happens you must do
one of two things to get rid of this nitric acid.
One way is to add an extra quantity of copperas and hot water, stirring
constantly. Keep on adding copperas until the mixture stops fuming and
the gold comes down. Before trying this method, however, take out
about on ounce of the solution and get a rough idea of how much copperas is needed. The other way to get rid of nitric acid is to evaporate
the whole solution down to a syrup again, and again add hydrochloric
acid, as in Section 5.
After a while, as we said, you will find the fine gold in the bottom of the dish as a brown powder. Test the liquid to see if you
used enough copperas to throw down all the gold that was in solution; take a few drops of it in the porcelain spoon, and drop in a
clean green crystal of copperas. Watch the crystal closely; if nothing
happens in two minutes, you used enough copperas. But if a dark
cloud forms around the crystal, add more copperas and hot water to
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your main solution, and let it settle again. You may have to do
this more than once.
(If your original material had contained platinum or palladium,
these metals would now be in this solution. If there is any possibility of their being present, test the solution for these metals. Full
directions are given in Chapter IX.)
When, after satisfactory tests, you are sure that all the gold has
been precipitated, and that the liquid now contains no dissolved
precious metal, pour or siphon it off and throw it away. You will
have to filter the last part of it. Finally wash the mass of gold
powder into the casserole, as it must now be cleaned of the copperas
solution. In this operation the wash-bottle is helpful.
(7) WASHING THE FINE GOLD

Fill the casserole twice with hot water, letting it settle, and pouring off (or filtering) the liquid, which is thrown away. Now and
then a thin film of gold floats on the surface; this is so light that it
does not amount to much. You can avoid this by having your

Using the wash-bottle to direct a
thin stream against a certain spot.
Hold your left thumb against the
stopper. This also shows how to
wash heavy materials, such as fine
gold powder, out of a dish.

Washing a powder, such as the
gold powder, while it is in the funnel.
Wash down the sides of the funnel,
so as to get the powder into a compact clean lump.

casserole quite clean before using it. Wash it with soap, rinse well,
and do not touch the inside with your fingers. It is the grease from
your fingers that floats this film of gold.
Next, cover the powder with hydrochloric acid and heat it to
boiling. This dissolves the light yellow mud that is mixed with it;
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(it comes from the copperas), which must be washed out well.
Stir. Pour off this acid and throw it away. Add a little more acid,
to be sure your gold powder is clean.
Then wash off the acid with plenty of hot water.
Finally get the gold powder into a clean filter paper, washing it
down into a lump. See illustrations.
Let the gold powder dry in the funnel. After it has dried partly
you can lift the paper out of the funnel, spread it out on a plate in
a warm place, and it will dry quickly. You will note that clean gold
powder dries more quickly than powder containing dirt of any kind.
(8) MELTING THE FINE GOLD

Place the gold when dry in a clean sand crucible that has been
rubbed well inside with borax. Put borax on top, and melt as usual
in a gas furnace, or with a Hoke Phoenix oxy-gas torch. When
molten, add a pinch of nitre or saltpetre from time to time. This
burns out impurities. Let the gold cool in the crucible. Then break
the crucible and remove the button.
If the refining is properly done, this button will be of high quality
gold. If it does not roll perfectly, remelt it in a clean crucible with
borax and more nitre, as before. Or, add some ammonium chloride,
or a little bichloride of mercury. Do not inhale the fumes.
Pour into an ingot if desired, or let cool in the crucible.
Your gold should now be ready to be used again, or to be sold as
fine gold. Sometimes, either because of faulty refining, or because
of the presence of certain impurities that this method does not remove (these will be discussed later), the gold button is not as pure
as you wish. If this happens, turn to Chapter XV on the special
repurification of gold.
(9) SAVING THE SILVER

Going back to the Silver Jar, which contains silver, copper, etc.,
dissolved in nitric acid: add some table salt, dissolved in a little
water, roughly 1/2 ounce or more of table salt for each ounce of
silver in solution. A white cloud of silver chloride will form. Let
it settle.
To see if you used enough salt, add a little more salt after waiting
until the cloud has settled some. If more white cloud forms, add
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still more salt. Hydrochloric acid can be used instead of the table
salt. It forms silver chloride in the same manner.
After a satisfactory test, in which no new clouds form, let the
chloride settle well. Let it stand in the dark, preferably for several days.
Then pour off the clear liquid and throw it away.
Leave the chloride in the crock, covered to keep out dust, and
next time you refine pour the nitric acid solution in on top of it.
Add hydrochloric acid or salt as before, let settle, test, pour off the
liquid and throw it away as before. Repeat this until you have a
pound or two of chloride. Keep it moist.
It usually pays to let this silver chloride accumulate for some
time before refining it. We shall therefore leave it now, returning
to it in Chapter VIII.
OLD FILTER PAPERS

These sometimes contain considerable value. Tear off and throw
away any paper that is plainly worthless, and spread out the rest to
dry. When you have several papers, burn them in a frying pan;
pour on gasoline and burn until they will burn no more. If the
remains are very dirty, put them in your sweeps or your paper
storage. If fairly clean, add them to your next lot of filings.
WHAT TO DO IF YOU SPILL ACIDS OR CAUSTIC ON HANDS OR CLOTHING

Wash them at once with much water, and little or no harm will be
done. With acids: after you have washed off all the acid possible, it
may help to put on a little very dilute ammonia water, or a little bicarbonate of soda. With lye or caustic: after washing well with plenty of
water, neutralize with a little lemon juice or vinegar, or some extremely
dilute hydrochloric acid, say three drops of acid to a glassful of water.
However, if you use plenty of water at once, you will not need any neutralizing treatment. In Chapter B of the Appendix, this subject is discussed in greater detail.
* • • #
As we said at the beginning of this chapter, there are several ways
to refine this kind of scrap. In the next chapter we shall discuss
some of the alternative methods.

CHAPTER VI
MORE ABOUT GOLD.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

(I) Alternative preliminary treatments. (2) Melting the material into
a button. Quartation. (3) Removing base metals with acid. (4) Dissolving the gold in aqua regia. (5) Evaporating off the excess nitric
acid. (6) Recovering the dissolved gold by alternative methods: sulphur
dioxide; oxalic acid; sodium nitrite; metallic precipitants copper, iron,
zinc. (7) Washing and (8) Melting the fine gold. (9) Saving the silver.
Summary. Questions and Answers.
* * # *
In Chapter V we described a standard way to handle high grade
gold scrap. Briefly the steps were as follows:
(1) Preliminary treatments as required.
(2) If necessary, melting the material into a button, and rolling it
thin or granulating it.
(3) Removing as much base metal as possible, using nitric acid.
(4) Dissolving the gold in aqua regia.
(5) Evaporating off the excess nitric acid.
(6) Recovering the dissolved gold with copperas.
(7) Washing the refined gold.
(8) Melting the refined gold.
(9) Saving the silver if worth while.
In this chapter we shall describe several alternative methods that
are frequently employed. The student should be thoroughly familiar
with Chapter V before attempting to use or even to understand the
present chapter, which indeed may well be skipped for the present.
He should carry through at least two small lots of metal according
to the procedures of Chapter V, then try those outlined below. With
that background of experience he can adopt for regular use the
method that best suits his material and purposes.
In this chapter also we shall handle only high grade gold scrap
or filings or dentures; no platinum-group metals, soft solder, rolled,
filled or plated gold, amalgams, green gold of 16-k or better, or
white-metal dental alloy.
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Since we are assuming that the reader has already acquired some
facility in handling acids and equipment, our descriptions will be
less detailed than in earlier chapters.
(I)

ALTERNATIVE PRELIMINARY TREATMENTS

In Chapter V you were told to sieve your filings, then to remove
iron with a magnet, then either to burn out the trash or to boil in
caustic solution. Some workers burn them first, especially if they
are very linty, then sieve, and finally use the magnet. Thus the
order of procedure will be governed by the nature and proportions
of the dirt to be removed.
At this point many workers weigh the filings; since it would be misleading to weigh them while wet, such operators will burn the trash
rather than use the caustic treatment, which leaves the filings damp.
Considerations such as these often determine the nature and order of
the treatments.
Before using the magnet, give your filings time to cool completely
after being burned; iron has no magnetism when hot. Remember
also that some types of white gold are attracted to a magnet. In
any case, there is always the probability that some particles of gold
are caught up by the magnet, mixed with the iron particles. Some
workers place all these particles in a jar of acid, usually dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acid; the iron and steel dissolve, and at intervals the remaining gold is collected and refined.
Some workers like to pan their filings, the way miners pan dirt when
looking for gold dust. If there is a chance that the stuff contains small
pearls or other objects that could be harmed by heat, pan it without burnGold washing pan.
and Amend No. 29698.

Eimer

ing it. Some workers boil in caustic, or burn, to get rid of grease, and
then pan. It takes only a little practice to get the trick of panning. Shift
the flat pan round and round, with water, letting the water and the
lighter particles slip over the edge, while the heavy bright metal collects
in the bottom.
When burning paper and trash out of filings, it hastens matters to add
a little gasoline or alcohol.
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(2) MELTING THE MATERIAL INTO A BUTTON.

QUARTATION

In Chapter V we said that this step may or may not he necessary.
But it is usually employed when much sand or emery is present.
There are two other cases where it is advised: when there is good
reason for reducing the metal to 6-k or lower, and when you have
green gold that is 16-k or higher. (Green golds will be discussed
again in Chapter VII.)
You will recall that when 6-k gold is treated with nitric acid, it
promptly goes to pieces, the silver and copper dissolving, and the
gold remaining as a dark powder. This gold powder, after thorough
treatment with nitric acid, is frequently of high purity. Many shops,
therefore, make it a practice to melt up all their gold scrap, adding
enough other metal to reduce the gold content to 25% or less—
that is, to 6-k or lower.
In that way they avoid steps 4, 5 and 6 dissolving in aqua regia,
evaporating off the excess nitric acid, and precipitating with copperas.
The disadvantages of this plan are that it uses up much more nitric
acid, and calls for large crocks, etc., for handling the bulky solutions that
are required. Also, for reasons that will be clear in Chapter XII it
is not suitable when platinum-group metals are present. But when
platinum-group metals are absent, it offers certain advantages, and the
student should become familiar with it.
It is necessary to decide what metal to add, and how much
of it. Many shops add silver. Since they recover it later on and
use it over and over again, this involves comparatively small expense.
Other shops use copper or brass; this does not cost much initially,
but since it is not feasible to recover the copper or brass for re-use,
the expense may be considerable in time. Rolled- or filled gold scrap,
or electroplated gold scrap, and old jewelry made of these materials
are often used for this purpose, and if you have such scrap on hand
you will want to use it. However, for this first refining, we ask you
to use silver, or clean copper, or clean brass. Later, after you have
studied Chapter VII, which covers rolled and filled stuff, we advise
you to make up a button with it. But for reasons that will then be
clear, we ask you now to use silver, or clean copper, or clean brass.
You must next decide how much metal to add.
You want the resulting button to be about 6-k (25% gold) or
less; the other 75% to be metal that will dissolve in nitric acid.
Suppose your original scrap ran about 15-k on the average and
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weighed 100 dwt. Fifteen-karat gold is 15/24 or 5/8 gold
of
100 dwt. is 62 1/2 dwt. The rest, or 37 1/2 dwt., is metal that will dis
solve in nitric acid. You want to make up a button that will be
one part gold to three (or more) parts metal that will dissolve in
acid; 3 times 62 1/2equals 187 1/2. Your metal already contains 37 1/2
dwt. soluble metal, so, if you add 150 dwt. of silver or copper or
brass, your button will be one-quarter gold.
(This practice of making a button that is one-quarter gold, is called
quartation or in quart ation and has been employed for many years in
assaying and refining.)
If you have doubts as to the fineness of the original material, add
more silver or copper, rather than less.
The resulting button should be rolled thin if possible, and cut up
into small pieces, which are then twisted and annealed. Usually
the metal is too brittle to be rolled, so it is melted again and
granulated.
( 3 ) REMOVING BASE METALS WITH ACID

In all cases, the object of this step is to remove as much as possible of the base metals and silver. Nitric acid is used in the majority
of cases, especially in the small jobs. When very large lots, running
100 ounces and over, are treated, sulphuric acid may be chosen; but
it is suitable only when the added metal is silver, when the copper
content of the resulting button is 10% or less, and when the lead
content is low. Sulphuric acid is cheaper than nitric, but more
unpleasant to handle. Since your purpose at this time is to learn
the various modifications of these processes, we suggest that you
now take a button in which silver is the added metal, which contains little or no lead, and in which copper runs not over 10%, and
treat it with sulphuric acid instead of nitric acid.
A small lot would be treated in a casserole or flask. Large lots
are treated in cast iron pots; sulphuric acid, so long as it is concentrated, has surprisingly little effect on cast iron. Heavy fumes are
produced, differing chemically from those yielded by nitric acid,
but equally offensive and dangerous. The mixture should be
stirred often.
From two to three ounces of concentrated sulphuric acid are
needed for each ounce of metal (more or less), and the mixture is
heated cautiously until action begins.
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When the action of the acid ceases or becomes very slow, let the
vessel cool. This takes some time, because boiling sulphuric acid
is much hotter than boiling nitric acid. Then cautiously ladle the
liquid into a barrel or big crock of water. Pour this acid into the
water, slowly. {Never pour water into sulphuric acid it would
instantly become steaming hot and spurt out. Instead, pour the acid
slowly into the water, giving the mixture time to cool.) Leave the
remaining metal in the vessel and treat it with a small lot of fresh
acid, breaking up the lumps. Finally scrape it into a porcelain dish.
Do not put water into the iron pot, because dilute sulphuric acid
attacks iron rapidly.
The solution in the barrel contains dissolved silver, copper, and other
base metals in the form of sulphates. Often when ladling it into the
barrel of water you will see a white cloud form, which may or may not
redissolve as you stir it through the water; this is silver sulphate. Silver
sulphate dissolves scantily in water. That is, if much water is present,
all the silver sulphate may dissolve. Since the quantity of silver present
may be considerable, your next task is to save it. As before, you add
either hydrochloric acid or a solution of table salt, and the insoluble
silver chloride will be precipitated as a white cloud, which does not
redissolve on stirring. Let it settle, then test the top liquor with another
drop of salt to see if all the silver is down. If not, add more salt, and
let it settle again.
After a satisfactory test, pour off the liquid and throw it away,
as it should contain nothing of value. Methods of recovering the
silver from the silver chloride are given in Chapter VIII. (If your
original material had contained platinum or palladium, this liquid
would be of value, but that is another story.)
Returning now to the gold in the porcelain dish: wash it well,
to remove all sulphates of copper or silver. As we said before, this
gold may be as pure as you require. The exact purity will depend
mainly upon the nature of the metal you started with, partly on
your skill and patience, and partly on the composition of the button
you obtained by inquartation. Thus, if the gold in your button is
too high, say 30% or so, the gold you recover will be of doubtful
purity. (That is why some workers make up their buttons with a
gold content of only 10% or 15%, although this means added expense in acid and time, and rarely pays.) Note also that if your
original material contains much lead, sulphuric acid may not remove
all of it.
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When highest purity is required, this gold must be dissolved in aqua
regia and precipitated again. Chapter XV on the special repurification
of precious metals tells you more about this.

(4)

DISSOLVING THE GOLD IN AQUA REGIA

When you handle large quantities of metal, you will use larger
vessels, but the processes will not differ in principle. Filtering a
big jar of solution is slow work, but it can be hastened by such
devices as the filter pump and the Blichner funnel. These are de
scribed fully in Chapter XX. Hot aqua regia works more rapidly
than cold, but you are advised not to let it boil, because boiling
drives off the acids and wastes them; gentle heating on the steam
bath is better.

(5) EVAPORATING OFF THE EXCESS NITRIC ACID

Here again the steam bath is advised, especially for large quan
tities of material. Sometimes this evaporation may go too far, and
brown metallic gold will bake out onto the dish. You can easily
dissolve this baked out gold (without adding any nitric acid) in
this way: cover it with a few drops of full-strength hydrochloric
acid, then slowly add a few drops not more of a solution of
sodium chlorate in warm water. A very small amount of this so
dium chlorate solution will do the work; add it a drop at a time,
tilting the dish to wash the dissolved gold into the syrup. Stir
well, as this mixture of chlorate and hydrochloric acid can form an
explosive gas, especially when cold, but if your dish is warm, and
your chlorate solution is warm, and if you work slowly, little if any
of the explosive gas will collect.
(6) RECOVERING THE DISSOLVED GOLD BY ALTERNATIVE METHODS

In Chapter V you were told to use copperas (ferrous sulphate) to
precipitate the gold that was dissolved in the aqua regia. Copperas
is not the only reagent that will accomplish this, though it is the
most popular one. It is cheap, easy to use, obtainable everywhere,
and offers no hazards; in time it will lose its strength if exposed to
air, but with ordinary care it lasts for years. It is the small refiner's
standby.
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There are several things to be considered when choosing a precipitant:
its cost; the ease of handling; and the completeness and cleanness with
which it works. That is, you want it to bring down 100% of the dis
solved gold, and nothing else. This final consideration the cleanliness
with which it works is one that has been somewhat neglected, with the
result that some recovered gold is not pure enough to use.
Reagents that we shall describe here are: sulphur dioxide gas;
oxalic acid; sodium nitrite; and the metallic precipitants such as
copper wire, sheet iron and zinc. This does not complete the list
of possible precipitants, but covers those in general use. Each has
its advantages and its disadvantages.
SULPHUR DIOXIDE GAS

A new way of precipitating gold from aqua regia solution employs
sulphur dioxide gas. This method is destined to become very popular, especially among large users.
Sulphur dioxide gas is dispensed in steel cylinders, something like
oxygen tanks; several sizes are on the market. It is one of the gases used
in refrigerators such as Frigidaire. In the past it has not been generally
available, but its sale is becoming common, and it is now available in
most parts of the country at a price within the reach of even the small
user. In most cases the dealers sell the tank with its contents, and then
will refill the tank or exchange it when empty for a full one, at a reasonable charge.
When bubbled slowly through your regia aqua solution, it throws
down the gold as that same brown powder that you obtain with
copperas.
It is normally much cheaper in operation than are other methods
equally suitable. Even with beginners the gas is cheaper, and time and
labor costs are less. It is also less bulky than copperas or other materials.
Thus, suppose you have two gallons of solution containing gold; if using
copperas you would dissolve the copperas in two or more gallons of
water; that means four or more gallons to handle and filter. Other
reagents, such as the oxalic acid that is shortly to be described, also involve
bulky solutions, which sometimes require heating, an operation which
involves further time and expense.
Sulphur dioxide gas is simply passed into the original two gallons
of solution. This saves floor space, equipment, and time especially
when filtering. The gas keeps indefinitely until used.
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Most workers report that they get purer gold with sulphur dioxide than
with any other precipitant. Even when soft solder is present, the fine
gold obtained is apt to be of high quality. In other words, sulphur dioxide is not likely to "carry down" other substances with the gold, and the
chemist speaks of it as giving a "good separation."
Sulphur dioxide has two disadvantages: first, the initial cost is high,
since you have to buy the first cylinder, as well as its contents. After
that, the expense is low, as you return the tank to be refilled, or exchange
it for a full tank. The average medium sized shop will find that a tank
will last for a year or more, so the bother of changing tanks does not
come often. The second great disadvantage is that the gas has an
extremely evil smell the smell of burning sulphur. If it escapes from
the tank it is stifling and dangerous, also it tarnishes shop machinery,
jewelry and other metal objects. When using it you must work near a
fan or under a hood. However, you have already had some experience
in handling dangerous fumes, and this is no worse than those you are
already familiar with. Store the tank in a safe place and handle it intelligently, and it will be no more dangerous than your illuminating gas.
HOW TO RECOVER DISSOLVED GOLD WITH SULPHUR DIOXIDE

As in Chapter V, you must remove the excess nitric acid by evaporating the solution to a syrup, adding hydrochloric acid, and boiling down again, finally diluting with considerable water and getting
rid of all sediment. This procedure is necessary when you use cop-

Precipitating gold with sulphur dioxide gas.

peras, or sulphur dioxide, or any other precipitant. Be sure that
the resulting solution is perfectly clear and free from sediment or
cloudiness.
The solution should now be in a jar or crock, preferably one that
is tall rather than wide. A glass vessel is pleasant to work with,
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since it permits you to watch the operation. Simply bubble the gas
through the solution, a bubble at a time, as shown in the sketch.
Use tubing of at least 1/4 inch inside diameter; smaller tubing might
become clogged by the gold. Fasten the tank in an upright position, so that it cannot tip over; the gas within is really in liquefied
form, and if the tank were on its side, the liquid would run out,
which would be wasteful and very unpleasant.
At first the bubbles of gas will all be absorbed. Let them pass in
slowly, say sixty to a hundred bubbles a minute. After five or ten
minutes let them run more slowly. The solution will soon become
dark with the precipitated gold. Stir gently, to bring all parts of
the liquid in contact with the bubbles.
The length of time required will depend upon the quantity of solution
you have, the amount of gold it contains, also whether you removed all
excess nitric acid or not. Normally it takes about 45 minutes to throw
down 10 ounces of gold contained in two gallons of solution, assuming
that you had removed practically all the excess nitric acid.
The beginner sometimes finds that the gold is very slow to come down.
Usually the trouble is that the liquid contains too high a concentration of
acid; that is, maybe he failed to evaporate off all his excess nitric acid;
or maybe he used too much sulphuric or hydrochloric acid in previous
steps. One remedy is to add water to dilute the liquid and reduce the
concentration of acid; another is to add pinches of sodium carbonate, a
very small quantity at a time, stirring well. When the acid concentration is right, the dark cloud of precipitated gold will appear promptly.
Let the powder settle as usual; take out a few drops of the liquid
and test it to be sure that you have used enough of the sulphur
dioxide to throw down all of the gold; place a few drops in a test
tube, heat it gently to boiling, and then add a clean green crystal
of copperas and watch to see if any more gold powder appears.
When you are sure that all the gold has been precipitated, let it
settle, pour off the solution as usual, and collect the gold powder,
and wash it with plenty of hot water, then with hot strong hydrochloric acid (to remove dissolved copper, etc.), then rinse well, dry,
and melt as usual.
If your material had contained no platinum metals, the solution
will now be worthless and ready to throw away.
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PRECIPITATING GOLD WITH OXALIC ACID

Oxalic acid is often used to precipitate gold from aqua regia solutions, but since it is relatively expensive, it is usually saved for occasions
where the purpose is to obtain specially pure gold; that is, when the gold
you start with is already nearly pure enough for your purpose. Thus,
suppose you had your gold content down to 6-k or less, had dissolved
out the base metals with nitric acid, and had obtained a gold residue that
was almost pure enough to be used again. This in turn you had dissolved in aqua regia, and you are now ready to re-precipitate it. This
aqua regia solution therefore contains only small amounts of other metals.
This is a case where oxalic acid might well be chosen as the most suitable
reagent.
You will observe that copperas and sulphur dioxide were employed on
solutions that contained (in addition to dissolved gold) much dissolved
copper, zinc, and possibly nickel and other metals.
Oxalic acid has this advantage over copperas: it does not introduce any
iron or other material which, if melted in with the fine gold, could hurt
its quality. The disadvantages are its cost, and the fact that when using
it you must heat your solutions, both the aqua regia solution and the dissolved oxalic acid that is added to it, preferably to the boiling point. Hot
solutions, especially when bulky, are awkward to handle, and may be
dangerous. For these reasons, as we said, oxalic acid is usually reserved
for jobs where the quantity of solution is relatively small, or when you
are working with a solution that contains little or no dissolved base
metals.
The method of using it, therefore, will be described in Chapter XV
on the special purification of gold. You should become acquainted with
this method, even though you do not plan to use it regularly.
PRECIPITATING GOLD WITH SODIUM NITRITE

This method is mentioned in British Patent 380,324, February 12,
1931. One of its advantages is that this reagent, if melted in with
the fine gold, will cause no trouble; sodium nitrite is chemically
related to sodium nitrate, and the latter, often called Chile saltpetre,
is used as a flux and purifier when gold is melted. Sodium nitrite
is not expensive, but it may weaken on long standing and eventually
lose its power to react with gold solutions.
The method of using it is simple practically the same as for
copperas. The aqua regia solution is evaporated to a syrup as
usual, taken up with water and a little hydrochloric acid as usual,
and filtered clear as usual. Do not use too much hydrochloric acid;
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the final clear and filtered solution should contain not more than
about 5% of total acids. This includes the sulphuric acid you added
to your aqua regia. If too much acid is present, the acid will react
with the nitrite and waste it, producing reddish fumes, but no gold
will come down. The nitrite may be added in solid form, a little
at a time, or may first be dissolved in water, as convenient. The
gold appears as an attractive yellow or brownish powder, which
settles promptly under normal conditions that is, when the solu
tion is not too concentrated. If it seems slow to settle, add water.
Finally, after proper tests, pour or filter off the solution, discard
it, and wash the gold as usual.
METALLIC PRECIPITANTS

COPPER, IRON, ZINC

One of the oldest ways to get gold out of solution is to hang bunches
of copper wire in the jar. The copper slowly dissolves and grains of
metallic gold appear in its place, clinging to the remaining copper. (The
process is often spoken of as "cementing the gold out," as the same
method can be used to take silver out of solution, and the resulting grains
of silver bear a fancied resemblance to cement and are called "cement
silver." The phrase was then extended to cover the similar process when
applied to gold.) At intervals the grains of gold should be knocked off,
to expose a fresh copper surface.
The process is slow, and you must test the liquid now and then to see
if the copper has had time to remove all the gold. When you are sure
that this has taken place, the liquid (which by now is deep green with
dissolved copper chloride) should be dipped or filtered off and thrown
away. The remaining metal consists of gold and probably bits of unused
copper wire. It should be washed, boiled in nitric acid to remove all the
copper, and finally washed, dried and melted as usual.
This method has the disadvantage of being slow, and also more expen
sive than other methods except in those rare cases where you can use
the dissolved copper in some manner or other. Its less obvious disad
vantage is this: if any platinum or palladium should be present, they will
come down with the gold, in metallic form also. This means that your
"refined" gold will simply have to be refined over again in order to save
these two metals and provide you with pure gold. In this respect the
method differs conspicuously from copperas, sulphur dioxide, sodium
nitrite, or oxalic acid methods; you will recall that when these latter are
used, any platinum and palladium will remain in solution while the
gold alone is thrown down. This difference is important.
Iron and zinc may be used in the same way; wire, foil, shavings, or
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granulated metals are used. The reaction is similar to that between
copper wire and dissolved gold; the iron or zinc dissolves and the metallic
gold is cemented out in its place. Iron and zinc work somewhat more
rapidly than copper. The disadvantage here is the same as with copper;
if platinum or palladium be present, they also will come down with the
gold. In addition, whatever dissolved copper is present will also come
down. The result is a mass of granular particles of gold, copper, platinum, and palladium, mixed with any iron or zinc that may not have
been used up in the reaction.
These methods, therefore, are not true refining methods, since the
gold they bring down is mixed with quantities of other metallic particles. Accordingly "cementing out" is done only when the purpose is
simply to recover precious metal, without regard to its purity. Instances
of this will come up in later chapters.

(7) WASHING THE FINE GOLD

In Chapter V we washed the fine gold powder first with water,
then with hydrochloric acid, then with water again. Some people
use two acid washes. Sometimes sulphuric acid is used instead of
hydrochloric, thus: cover the powder with cold water and add a
few drops of acid, slowly, and stir well. (Do not add the water to
the acid.) Work slowly or it may spatter. Heat to boiling, then
wash well with plain water to remove the acid, following the routine
suggested in Chapter V.

(8)

MELTING THE FINE GOLD
(9)

SAVING THE SILVER

Melting the fine gold and saving the silver will be discussed fully
in chapters of their own Chapter XV, Chapter A of the Appendix,
and Chapter VIII so no more will be said about them now.
* # * #
To summarize:
High grade gold scrap is treated as follows:
(1) Preliminary treatments: sieving, burning, panning, treatment
with caustic and with the magnet, as required by circumstances.
(2) Melting into a button if necessary. In some cases a metal
such as silver or copper or brass is added in sufficient quantity to

reduce the gold content to 25% or less. Rolling the button thin,
or granulating it.
(3) Treatment with nitric or sulphuric acid, to remove base
metals and silver.
(4) Dissolving the remaining gold in aqua regia, if desirable.
(5) Evaporating off the excess nitric acid.
(6) Recovering the dissolved gold, using copperas, or sulphur
dioxide, or, in certain cases, oxalic acid, sodium nitrite, or a metallic precipitant.
(7) Washing the fine gold.
(8) Melting the fine gold.
(9) Saving the silver when advisable.
In Chapters XXI and XXII of this book, other alternative methods,
suitable primarily to the large plant, are described.
# # # #
*

#

•

*

In this chapter the following equipment and chemicals are mentioned
for the first time:
Flat pan for "panning" filings; metallic silver, copper, or brass, to serve
as added metal; cast iron pot; sodium chlorate; sulphur dioxide; oxalic
acid; sodium nitrite; metallic precipitants such as copper, iron or zinc;
rubber and glass tubing for use with sulphur dioxide.
Note that all of these materials are employed in alternative methods;
none are absolutely essential, and many workers will not find them
desirable.
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material had been, for example, dirty low-grade scrap containing much
soft solder.
* # # *
RECOGNIZING QUALITY. Q. HOW can I tell whether my fine gold is
really of good quality and fineness or not? Do I have to assay every lot?
A. The usual procedure is to melt the gold powder into a button, then
roll or hammer it. With a little experience you can tell by the appearance of the button whether it is good or bad, closely enough for most
commercial purposes. A good button has a characteristic yellow color,
which rarely appears when impurities are present even in small amounts.
It also shows a characteristic depression or "pipe," a sort of dimple on its
surface where the metal contracted on cooling.
When placed under the hammer or rolls, a good button flattens
smoothly and easily. As the melters say, "It rolls like butter." Most of
the very large bullion dealers, whose business is to manufacture gold of
definite purity, do assay each batch, but the jewelry shop whose business
is simply to get gold for re-use, does not assay its refined gold. The
beginner would do well to obtain some fine gold of unimpeachable
quality, such as that sold by the U. S. Mint, and melt it and roll it, in
order to see the characteristic color and "pipe" and to appreciate its
characteristic softness under the rolls.

COPPERAS. Q. What is copperas? Does it contain any copper?
A. Copperas does not contain any copper. The name is definitely
misleading; it is an iron salt. One way to make it is to dissolve iron in
sulphuric acid, then crystallize out the salt that forms. Its chemical name
is ferrous sulphate, and it is also called green vitriol. When exposed to
air the surface turns yellow. Only the green salt is useful in precipitating gold, the yellow stuff being worthless for this purpose.

CHAPTER VII
SOME SPECIAL CASES
Green gold. White golds. Rolled, filled, and electroplated gold, and
gold scrap, containing soft solder. Procedure to be followed when tin
and lead are present.
* # # #
It is now time to take up some of the materials that were excluded from study in Chapters V and VI. .
GREEN GOLD

Acquaintance Experiments: Cover a piece of 16-k or 18-k green
gold with nitric acid, and warm it. There will be no action; this is
not surprising, since it contains so much gold. Now add a little
hydrochloric acid to the nitric acid in the vessel, thus forming aqua
regia. . . You expect aqua regia to dissolve gold, but in this case
it acts for a few minutes, and then stops. Warm the aqua regia,
and watch carefully. . . A firm coating of a grayish substance will
collect on the green gold, and even prolonged heating in aqua regia
will have surprisingly little effect.
The explanation is that green gold contains considerable silver,
and, as you know, aqua regia does not dissolve silver but merely
converts it into this whitish silver chloride. Eighteen karat green
gold is usually 25% silver.
These facts leave the beginner in a quandary. He says to him
self: it contains so much gold that nitric acid will not dissolve it;
and so much silver that aqua regia will not dissolve it; what is
there to do?
One answer is to melt it with enough copper, silver, brass, or
zinc to reduce it to 6-k or less; then it will yield to nitric acid and
crumble to a powder. A second answer is to melt it up with enough
gold (or other metal) to make it yield to aqua regia; this means
reducing the silver percentage to 10% or less. And there is a third
way out, as will be described in Chapter XVI, that is especially
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suitable when green gold is soldered to, or mixed with, platinum,
as in the case of platinum topped jewelry with a green-gold base.
You are already familiar with the idea of inquartation, or adding
enough silver, copper, or brass, to reduce the gold content to 25%
or less. This is the usual plan when green gold is refined.
The other alternative, of melting it up with some metal that will
make it soluble in aqua regia, is not so popular, but the student
should understand it. A button that contains more than 12% silver
is very slow to dissolve in aqua regia. With silver as low as 8%,
aqua regia works readily enough, especially if hot. (We are as
suming that the other constituents are metals that are themselves
soluble in aqua regia, such as gold, copper, zinc, or nickel.) We
can easily imagine a situation wherein a jeweler might have on
hand a little green gold, and considerable yellow gold, red gold, or
fine gold. By melting all these together he would obtain a button
of less than 12% silver, that would dissolve in aqua regia, and that
could be refined by familiar methods.
WHITE GOLDS

White golds, to the refiner, are of two classes: those that are
whitened with nickel and those that are whitened with palladium.
The nickel golds are the cheaper and commoner class. Palladium
golds are used frequently in the dental laboratory, sometimes in
high grade jewelry, and sometimes in chemical apparatus; it is not
unusual for platinum to be another constituent in these special
dental golds. The refiner's first task, therefore, is to establish which
class his white gold belongs to. If it contains palladium, with or
without platinum, it must be handled according to the plan de
scribed in Chapters XI, XII and XIII, in order that the valuable
platinum-group metals may be saved.
Chapter IX describes methods of determining whether your gold
belongs to the nickel class or the palladium class. If after reading
Chapter IX and utilizing the tests described, you are still in doubt,
you are advised to assume that your white gold may contain pal
ladium, and treat it accordingly.
And if you are sure that no palladium or platinum can be present
and if the gold is low karat, or of low price, you can be reasonably
sure they are absent your white gold should be refined exactly as
described in Chapters V and VI, with which you are now familiar.
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Nickel, which is such an important element in the commoner
white golds, has a rather high melting point; you notice this when
melting the scrap into a button. The button is apt to be brittle and
difficult to roll; therefore it is customary to granulate it at once.
Some nickel golds are attracted by the magnet and may be confused with steel.
With these facts in mind, the student is now ready to handle any
of the nickel white golds.
ROLLED, FILLED AND ELECTROPLATED GOLD, AND GOLD SCRAP,
CONTAINING SOFT SOLDER

Rolled and filled gold consist of thin shells of a gold alloy
usually low-karat gold soldered onto a heavier core of brass or
nickel silver.
Even in the better grades of filled goods, the quantity of gold is
small. Thus, goods stamped 1/10 12-k" at best will assay one
twentieth fine gold, the other 95% being base metal. Old jewelry
Billet of base metal with thin layer of
karat gold soldered to top and bottom,
ready to be rolled.

whose surfaces are worn down will contain even less gold than the
karat-mark will indicate. Electroplated gold contains an even lower
percentage of precious metal.
For our convenience we shall group these three kinds of scrap
together as "cheap" scrap. They have two things in common
they contain very little gold, and usually they contain soft solder.
The scantiness of the gold, and the presence of the soft solder, com
bine to make this type of scrap relatively unprofitable and trouble
some to handle.
Soft solder contains tin and lead, both of which are difficult to
remove. Moreover, if small amounts are left to contaminate the
recovered gold, they will make it brittle and useless.
When the depression of the 1930's forced many jewelers to go
into the business of buying old gold, many shops that had pre
viously handled only high grade gold bought old cheap jewelry,
old spectacle frames, old jewelry that had been repaired with soft
solder, and so on. They quickly found themselves in difficulty with
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their refining; many a refiner with years of good work behind him
began to turn out brittle buttons, pale and crumbling "fine" gold,
and unworkable alloys. In most cases the trouble was due to the
tin and lead, which he had failed to remove completely.
The fact that some of this cheap jewelry is hollow, and is weighted
with sealing wax, shellac, or lead, did not help matters.
It is the purpose of this chapter to clear up these various problems.
At certain times the United States Assay Office has not bought
cheap scrap rolled, filled, or plated stuff. However, the regulations
change from time to time, and at certain times it may be wise to
sell all this material to Uncle Sam. The reader is advised to apply
for new rulings from season to season.
There are several ways in which this cheap scrap may be disposed
of. The larger handlers sell it to a copper refinery. The stuff will
then be treated as though it were impure copper, and the gold and
silver will become by-products. When several hundred pounds are
available, this method is normally chosen.
A second plan utilized by large shops is to melt it with low-grade
wastes such as floor sweeps or polishings. Low grade waste must be
melted up with considerable clean metal in order to collect its
precious metal particles into a button. If there is some rolled-gold
scrap on hand, for example, it can be melted in with the sweeps;
that saves the expense of buying clean metal for this purpose, and
all the precious metals are collected and refined together. This is
referred to again in Chapter XVIII.
A third plan, suitable to the average shop, is to use cheap scrap
as the added material in the inquartation of high grade scrap, as
described in Chapter VI. This gives the worker a button similar
to that described in Chapter VI except that it probably contains
tin and lead.
In a shop that handles gold and silver only no platinum-group
metals this is an excellent scheme so long as the worker understands
the effects of the tin and lead, and knows how to get rid of them.
We urge the student to become familiar with this plan, as he will
have many opportunities to use it.
Two other plans, less advisable, are mentioned now simply for the
sake of the record:
(a) Stripping the gold layer off the base metal core, using a "reversed"
electric current and a cyanide solution. The idea is to dissolve the gold
layer only. This is hard to do economically, and is dangerous to the
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workmen. People who have equipment for electroplating or gilding,
and who have had experience in handling cyanide, should experiment
with this process, but others are advised not to. More will be said on
this subject in Chapter XVI under the heading of "Green Gold with
Platinum."
(b) Stripping the gold off by dipping the articles into aqua regia, and
fishing them out as soon as all the gold is dissolved. This also is hard
to do economically; sometimes the acid works in and acts more rapidly
on the core than on the outside gold layer. We do not recommend this
method.
•

•

•

•

Sometimes the worker has on hand only cheap scrap, such as old
spectacle frames, and wants to refine them as they are. That is, he
does not wish to melt them up with sweeps, nor with high grade
gold. Perhaps he has no facilities for melting them up at all. In
that case he will use an acid method similar in principle to that
described in Chapter V, making only such changes as are demanded
by the tin and lead.
For your first refining of cheap scrap rolled gold, filled gold,
electroplated goods, or goods that have been repaired with soft
solder we suggest that you employ this modified acid method,
which will now be described fully, in order to learn to recognize
the effects of tin and lead, and to get rid of them. Having learned
these important things, you can then use the method of inquarta
tion when desired, as it employs the same general principles.
Acquaintance Tests: Obtain from your supply house small samples
of pure tin and pure lead. A pennyweight of each will be enough.
Do not use metals of whose purity you have doubts. The metals
may be in pellets, foil, grains, or any other convenient form.
First take a bit of tin about the size of the head of a pin and cover
it with a few drops of hydrochloric acid, plus a couple of drops of
water. Heat to boiling and watch the results. Now do the same
thing with a little lead; use a clean test tube or beaker for each test.
Note that hot hydrochloric acid dissolves tin promptly. It is
slower in its action on lead. Now, let the lead-hydrochloric acid
mixture cool. . . Note that a heavy precipitate of white crystals
appears. This is lead chloride. Add some water to make up for
evaporation, then alternately heat and cool the mixture, observing
that considerable lead chloride will be held in solution by a little
hot water, only to crystallize out when it cools.
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You will note that the tin chloride, formed when the tin is acted
on by hot hydrochloric acid, is not so markedly affected by heat.
Because of the above facts, we use hot hydrochloric acid to dissolve solder (tin plus lead) in cases where the hot acid can reach
the solder. So, if your old jewelry shows lumps of soft solder, boil
it in hydrochloric acid until the solder loosens and can be scraped
off. But if the solder is inside the article, the hot acid will not
reach it.
Second: Try the effect of hot strong nitric acid, first on a scrap of
tin, then (in a clean test tube or beaker) on lead. . . The effect is
quite different. In both cases the acid goes to work at once, giving
off the usual brown fumes. . . The tin goes to pieces, and in its
place appears a white pasty or slimy substance. We call this tin
paste. The chemists call it meta stannic acid. If you add some
water the tin paste will thin out, like jelly, but it will not dissolve.
This tin paste, which forms when nitric acid acts on tin (and at
other times as well) is the main reason why tin is troublesome in
refining.
The lead, as we saw at first, reacts promptly with the nitric acid,
but in a few minutes it becomes coated over with a white salt,
which soon becomes so thick that action ceases. When this happens,
add a little water. . . The white salt will dissolve.
This means that lead, treated with strong nitric acid, forms a
white salt of lead nitrate, which may coat over the lead so closely
that the acid cannot reach it. But this lead nitrate will dissolve if
water is added. In other words, lead nitrate is fairly soluble in
water, less soluble in concentrated nitric acid.
Because of these facts, we dissolve lead metal in diluted nitric
acid. But when it comes to tin we see that, while nitric acid acts
on it, it does not really dissolve it, but merely converts it into that
troublesome tin paste.
Third: Repeat these tests, using clean test tubes and fresh samples
of tin and lead, with sulphuric acid. Have the test tubes dry when
making the first of these tests; just cover the small samples with a
few drops of the strong acid, and warm cautiously.
Strong sulphuric acid, powerful as it is in some respects, acts
rather oddly on metals. If diluted with an equal volume of water,
or more, it acts much more like the other acids. Try this: take a
clean cup or beaker, place in it an ounce of water, and then add
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slowly a quarter ounce or less of sulphuric acid. Add the acid
slowly, and stir it between additions. Note how hot it gets.
(Never pour water into sulphuric acid. If you should it would at
once boil and spurt out of the dish. Always pour the acid, slowly, into
the water, stirring all the time.)
Now try the effect of the diluted acid on samples of tin and
lead. . . We find that, if heated, the acid will dissolve tin promptly,
but it does not dissolve lead at all; merely converts it into a white
salt (lead sulphate) which does not dissolve in more water. If you
still have some tin paste, left over from an earlier experiment, try
the effect of sulphuric acid upon it. . . It dissolves it, whether dilute
or concentrated.
It is valuable to repeat these tests using aqua regia, first strong,
then diluted, to see what it does to these two metals. Use small new
samples, and write down the results of each test.
By this time you will see that tin and lead are quite different in
their reactions; also different from copper or silver. This means
that each one demands attention in the refining process.
You are now familiar with the regular acid refining of high grade
gold the method described in Chapter V. By making a few
changes you can adapt this method to take care of tin and lead.
PROCEDURE WHEN TIN AND LEAD ARE PRESENT

ACID METHOD

For your first refining of rolled, filled, or plated scrap, take clean
stuff such as old spectacle frames, or old jewelry or collar buttons.
Sometimes the thin outer layer of gold is firm enough to keep the
acids from reaching the base metal core; therefore roll this scrap
out thin, cut up the pieces and twist them to keep them from lying
flat in the acid. In many cases the gold layer is so thin that this
precaution is not necessary.
If there are visible lumps of soft solder, cover the articles with
full strength hydrochloric acid, and heat to boiling until the solder
loosens and can be scraped off. Then pour off the acid and throw
it away, and wash the metal thoroughly to get rid of all traces of
this acid. Wash till the washings have no more sour taste, or fail
to turn blue litmus paper red. (See Chapter IX.)
Next, treat the metal with nitric acid and a little water, as usual.
Since low grade scrap is mostly base metal, you will need much
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more acid than in Chapters V and VI, and there is much more
chance that it will boil over, so add the acid slowly. This dissolves
all the copper, silver, brass, zinc, iron, cadmium, and nickel, that
the acid can reach. Tin is converted to the gelatinous tin paste.
Lead turns into the scantily soluble lead nitrate; add a little more
water, and all the lead nitrate will dissolve.
Pour or filter off this solution, looking out for flakes of gold.
Usually the liquid contains so little silver, if any, that it should be
thrown away. Repeat the nitric treatment if necessary, then wash
the residue well, but do not let it dry. The residue is gold, plus tin
paste, plus such base metals as were not reached by the nitric acid.
Next, mix up a little sulphuric acid and water, half and half (pour
the acid into the water, slowly, and stir all the time) and cover
your residue with this solution. Warm gently. This dissolves the
tin paste, dissolves any remaining tin metal that the acid can reach,
and changes any remaining lead into white insoluble lead sulphate.
The next task is to pour off and get rid of this sulphuric acid
solution. This is not as easy as it might appear; it is so strongly
acid that it would destroy a filter paper, so it must first be diluted.
The best way to do this is to pour everything acid, residue, and
all into another larger vessel which contains considerable water.
Let it settle somewhat, and you can then easily pour off and throw
away the bulk of the liquid. Then get the washed residue back
into your casserole for the next treatment.
From here on, follow one or another of the methods with which
you are already familiar. Some workers will melt this gold residue
(it usually is in the form of thin flakes) into a button first, but
usually the most economical plan is to dissolve it at once in aqua
regia. Its value will depend upon the type of stuff you started with,
but it rarely runs as high as 14-k. It may still contain a little tin
and lead, which must be taken into consideration in later stages.
Thus, when making up aqua regia, add some sulphuric acid, say
an ounce of the concentrated acid to each pint of aqua regia, more
or less. As we said in Chapter V, this sulphuric acid serves two
purposes: it hastens the expulsion of the excess nitric acid, and it
also helps to get rid of lead. You will now see how it does this:
by converting the lead into the insoluble white lead sulphate, which
will remain with the mud of silver chloride that is left after the
other metals dissolve in aqua regia, and which is filtered out at
the same time.
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Tin dissolves in aqua regia, and will go along with the dissolved
gold. Small traces of lead sometimes do the same. If you precipi
tate your gold with copperas, some tin paste may be carried down
mechanically with the gold, and some lead may be precipitated with
it as lead sulphate. (With sulphur dioxide there is less tendency
for tin to be dragged down.) But if you use special care when
washing the gold powder you can expect good results. Thus, with
out letting the gold powder get dry, wash it first with much hot
water; then (second) boil it in hydrochloric acid to remove com
pounds of tin, iron, and copper; wash (third) in hot water to re
move the acid; then (fourth) boil it in a strong solution of caustic
soda to dissolve lead sulphate; and finally (fifth) rinse again in
much hot water.
But the cautious worker does not melt up all his recovered gold
at once; he takes about a pennyweight and makes a small test
button. If it is good, he melts the whole quantity. If it is brittle
or of! color, he turns to Chapter XV and follows the suggestions
given there for the further repurification of gold that is already of
fairly high quality.
*

#

•

#

NOTE. As we go to press, we learn that the Western Electric Co.
is working on a process for stripping the gold from gold-plated
articles. Details are not yet available.

CHAPTER VIII
SILVER
Forms of silver encountered by the refiner. Characteristics and properties
of silver; acquaintance experiments. Metallic silver wastes scrap, filings,
polishings. Silver chloride, and its conversion into metallic silver. Silver
in solution: silver nitrate; silver sulphate; stripping and pickling solutions. Cyanide solutions of silver or gold; plating baths. Mirror solutions. Alternative methods of reducing silver chloride. Photographers'
wastes.
•

*

*

*

The reader is already familiar with many of the more important
characteristics of silver. He knows that it is a white metal popularly included in the group known as "precious" metals. This
inclusion has sometimes had unfortunate consequences, because
silver, in spite of its beauty and usefulness, is much less expensive
than the other precious metals. Thus, during the last few years
the highest ratio, in terms of gold, was reached in November, 1919,
when silver was quoted at 1/15 the price of gold. In December,
1932, it fell to 1/8 and in July, 1939, "foreign" silver was exactly
1/100 the price of gold. This relative cheapness must not be lost
sight of by the refiner, especially the beginner, when deciding how
to handle a given lot of material.
FORMS OF SILVER ENCOUNTERED

The jeweler, dental mechanic, and refiner will encounter silver in
several forms. These may be divided into two kinds metallic and
non metallic. Of the metallic group the most valuable form is
clean metallic scrap such as old anodes, old Sterling silver tableware,
old silver jewelry, or the clippings from the silversmith's bench.
Good quality silver filings are nearly as valuable. These will be
discussed in this chapter. The fine metallic particles found in pol
ishings, floor sweeps, and wash-barrel deposits will be discussed in
Chapter XVIII on Low Grade Wastes.
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Silver is also present as an alloying element in most gold alloys.
Even the higher grade dental golds usually contain silver, and some
of the green golds used in jewelry contain as much as 25% silver.
In the processes of refining, this silver is separated from the gold
and other elements, usually in the form of silver chloride.
Non-metallic wastes include silver salts such as the silver chloride
and silver sulphate which the reader has already met in Chapters V
and VI; and the solutions used in pickling, stripping, and electroplating. Most of these solutions are acid in reaction; a few, such as
the cyanide plating solutions, are alkaline.
Photographers' wastes, and the solutions left over from the making of
mirrors, do not come strictly within the scope of this book, but so many
people are interested in their treatment that a brief discussion of them will
be included.
This chapter will try to cover the ways in which these forms of
silver metallic and non-metallic may be converted into clean
pure metallic silver, ready to be used again or sold.
METALLIC SILVER WASTES

Clean scraps of silver metal, such as clippings of Sterling silver,
old Sterling tableware, wire, sheet, and the like, if perfectly free
from solder or Britannia metal, are usually melted, cast into ingot
form and used again. Impurities are apt to get in, however, and
bits of solder, binding wire, iron from the shears, etc., will cause
brittleness if melted into the bar, and a good proportion of what
seems to be clean scrap will yield a bad ingot. The process of
melting often changes the fineness of the Sterling silver, and in
large plants these ingots are assayed to establish their quality before
they are re-used.
Good quality silver filings should be sieved, gone through with
a magnet, and the organic matter should be burned out before they
are melted and cast into ingot form. The result, however, is frequently a brittle bar, which may be sold as is, or perhaps used as
the "added metal" in the inquartation of gold.
Obviously these metallic wastes could be refined by acid methods; the
process is simple and the reader probably has guessed the steps that
might be used. But with prices at present levels it would not pay; much
acid and labor would be required, and it is better to return brittle bars
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to the professional refiner, who will refine them in large quantities ac
cording to methods described in Chapter XXII.
Old suspension wires used in silver-plating become coated with
silver and finally break. These may be melted up with filings or
scrap that is to be sold.
NON-METALLIC WASTES

These include various salts of silver, either in solid or liquid form.
Of these the most important is silver chloride, and its recovery will
be discussed fully in this chapter.
Before going further, it would be well for the reader to recall the
several acquaintance experiments in previous chapters, in which he
handled silver. Thus in Chapter V he observed that silver dissolved
readily in nitric acid, and he prepared some silver nitrate, laying
some aside for later examination. When freshly made from fine
silver, the silver nitrate solution is colorless, like water. If made
from coin silver it will be greenish, the green color being due to
dissolved copper nitrate. If exposed to light, silver nitrate (as well
as most other silver salts) darkens and finally becomes black.
Silver also will dissolve in hot concentrated sulphuric acid, to
form silver sulphate. (See Chapter VI.) Aqua regia does not dis
solve silver, but attacks the surface layer and converts it into a
coating of silver chloride. Straight hydrochloric acid if hot and con
centrated does the same thing; cold dilute hydrochloric acid has
almost no action on silver.
One of the Acquaintance Tests of Chapter V was the addition of
a little hydrochloric acid or table salt to a solution of silver nitrate.
The resulting precipitate of silver chloride was seen to form as a
white cloud which gradually settled to the bottom of the vessel.
For the last five chapters silver has been accumulating in our
Silver Jar, in which we originally placed the nitric acid with which
we had dissolved as much as possible of the base metals that con
taminated our gold scrap. This liquid contained dissolved silver
nitrate, copper nitrate, probably zinc and nickel nitrates as well.
We added some hydrochloric acid (or perhaps some table salt) and
we obtained the white precipitate. This silver chloride was allowed
to settle, and when we were sure that the liquid over it had been
freed from all dissolved silver, we threw the spent liquid away,
leaving the deposit of silver chloride in the jar. At our next refining
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we put the new nitric solution in on top of the old white chloride,
and again we added hydrochloric acid or table salt, and again let
the heavy chloride settle, and again, after proper tests, threw away
the spent liquid.
Silver chloride obtained as above, or secured in other ways that
will soon be mentioned, is on hand in almost every shop that handles
precious metals.
Many jewelers, especially those who are cramped for room, do not
refine it; they wash and dry it and sell it as silver chloride because

of the difficulty in obtaining recovered silver of sufficient purity for
the manufacture of new alloys. However this book would be incomplete without full instructions for carrying out this step.
It is almost as easy to refine a large lot of chloride as a small lot,
and in general you are advised to refine silver salts only in fairly
large quantities.
RECOVERING SILVER FROM SILVER CHLORIDE

There are several ways to reduce silver chloride to metallic silver.
We shall first describe a standard method; you are advised to learn
later the alternative methods described at the end of this chapter,
then to choose the one best suited to your requirements.
In all methods you begin by collecting the deposit of silver chloride and washing it well, with much hot water, breaking up the
lumps and washing until all green copper stains are gone. You will
recall that lead chloride, which may be present and which looks like
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silver chloride, will dissolve in hot water.
tunately, will not dissolve.

Lead sulphate, unfor-

(Sometimes, when breaking up lumps of silver chloride obtained from
dissolving gold alloys in aqua regia, you will find that some gold re
mains undissolved. Beginners often have this experience. If such bits
of residual gold do appear, pick them out and return them for further
treatment. This mistake is one that is easily recognized and should not
happen to the careful worker. In later chapters you will learn that when
alloys containing gold plus silver and platinum-group metals are dissolved in aqua regia, there are occasional complications and the silver
chloride thus obtained may require special treatment, which will be discussed in the proper place. For the present we are considering silver
chloride in which gold and platinum-group metals are absent.)
After the chloride has been thoroughly washed, cover it with
diluted sulphuric acid, using about one part acid to fifteen or
twenty parts water. (Pour the acid into the water, slowly, stirring
all the time; it may spatter.) Use enough to cover the chloride
well. Next add zinc, preferably in the form of shavings or thin
foil. Zinc plates or shot work more slowly. The zinc will begin
to dissolve at once, giving off many bubbles; as the zinc dissolves,
the silver chloride that is in contact with it is changed into grains
of metallic silver. Stir often. The bubbles consist of hydrogen gas;
this gas will burn, and if confined may become a fire hazard; therefore it should be permitted to escape freely into the outside air.
For each pound of chloride, you will use about one-quarter to
one-half pound of zinc (more or less) and about one-half pound
of concentrated sulphuric acid.
The chloride changes to granules of metallic silver, called "cement
silver." Dip some out with a porcelain spoon and look at it, and
you will see it looks quite different from the chloride.
Stir the mass often to permit all parts of the chloride to come in
contact with the zinc as it dissolves. Stirring hastens matters, and
also reduces the loss of zinc that dissolves while not in contact
with chloride.
When all the silver chloride has changed over into cement silver,
pour off the liquid and throw it away. The length of time required
will depend upon the rapidity with which you bring zinc and chloride into contact with each other; that is why zinc shavings or thin
foil work faster than thick plates; they present more surface.
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The cement silver must now be freed of the unused zinc. This
can be done by picking out any pieces large enough to be seen, then
by dissolving the rest in weak acid. Mix up some weak sulphuric
or hydrochloric acid say one part sulphuric acid to twenty parts
of water, more or less; or one part hydrochloric acid to fifteen parts
water and cover the cement silver with either mixture and watch
for bubbles. When there are no more bubbles on stirring, you may
conclude that all unused zinc has dissolved. Wash well with plenty
of clean hot water to remove all salts and acid, and let the cement
silver dry.
This process is entirely comparable to the precipitation of dissolved
gold by means of copper wire or other metallic precipitants, as described
in Chapter VI.
Usually the next step is to melt the cement silver into a bar or
button; use a flux containing borax with charcoal or sugar, in a
graphite crucible. The silver thus obtained is rarely pure enough
for new alloys, and most jewelers sell it as is. However, if you
use the inquartation process described in Chapter VI, this silver is
precisely what you want for reducing your scrap gold to 6-k or less.
(Alternative methods of reducing silver chloride will be given later in
this chapter.)
RECOVERING SILVER FROM SILVER NITRATE AND SILVER SULPHATE

These salts are formed by dissolving silver in nitric acid or sulphuric acid. Examples will be found in Chapters V and VI, in
which we removed the silver from gold alloys. Nitric acid acts
quickly on silver, dissolving it rapidly even when cold. Moreover,
a small amount of acid will hold in solution a relatively large
amount of silver, which is another way of saying that silver nitrate
is a very soluble salt 100 grams of water being able to dissolve
213.4 grams of silver nitrate at room temperature. Sulphuric acid
acts less readily, and the silver sulphate thus formed is only scantily
soluble in water, only .55 gram being held in solution by 100 grams
of water. If any larger quantity of silver sulphate should find itself
in a scanty supply of water it would appear in solid form, that is,
as a precipitate. This precipitate will dissolve on the addition of
more water, as you will recall from Chapter VI.
The first step toward the recovery of dissolved silver from silver
nitrate or from silver sulphate is, as you have already learned, to
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add hydrochloric acid or table salt, to bring down the insoluble
white chloride. A consideration of the figures just given will show
you why a nitrate solution may require more salt than a sulphate
solution.
In general, a better precipitate is obtained if the solutions are fairly
dilute; also if warm rather than cold. To explain: a "good" precipitate
is one that settles quickly and completely, and that does not carry other
substances down with it. Here is an interesting experiment to illustrate
this point: divide a small amount of concentrated silver nitrate solution
into halves, placing each in a beaker or glass. Make up a concentrated solution of table salt, and divide it also into halves. Now pour
the strong salt solution into the strong nitrate solution, and set aside.
Next, dilute the remaining salt solution with considerable hot water, and
dilute the remaining silver nitrate solution with considerable hot water,
finally adding these two hot dilute liquids together, and set aside as before.
In both cases you have a precipitate of silver chloride; but watch the
two vessels and compare the way in which the precipitates settle. . . .
You will find that when silver chloride precipitates in the presence of
considerable hot water, it settles much more promptly than when formed
in cold concentrated solution. Analogous experiments would show that
when other substances (for example dissolved lead or palladium) are
present, the precipitate obtained from a dilute solution carries down much
less of the other substance.
Accordingly, in most cases not all when recovering dissolved silver
we add hot water, and we dissolve our table salt or hydrochloric acid in
hot water before adding it. The exception to this rule appears when a
bulky or dilute solution is objectionable for one reason or another, such
as lack of room, or when the solution remaining must undergo further
treatment that would be made difficult by the presence of much water.
The second step in the recovery of silver from solutions of silver
nitrate or silver sulphate is to collect the precipitated silver chloride,
to wash it well, and then to treat it with zinc, as described in the
previous section of this chapter.
ACID STRIPPING AND PICKLING SOLUTIONS

In this classification come old sulphuric acid stripping solutions
used to remove deposited silver from electroplated articles before
replating. Such solutions contain strong sulphuric acid to which
has been added some nitric acid, or perhaps potassium nitrate. To
recover the silver in as pure form as possible, dilute such solutions
with considerable hot water, and let any deposit or sediment settle
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overnight. Pour or filter off the clear liquid, and add to it a
solution of table salt, or some hydrochloric acid diluted with warm
water. Treat the precipitated silver chloride as usual.
The sediment that was filtered out of the solution above should
be examined, as it may contain considerable silver or silver com
pounds, mixed with material from the walls of the vessels, organic
trash, and so on. If a lead vessel had been used, more or less lead
sulphate, also particles of metallic silver deposited out on the lead
walls, may be included. The deposit, therefore, may well be worth
salvaging; usually it is melted into a button and sold with other
impure silver.
The pickling solutions used to strip firecoat from silver articles
belong to the same group, except that they may not require dilution.
Otherwise they are treated the same as above: the sediment is fil
tered out and saved if worth while, and the silver is precipitated as
silver chloride, as usual.
CYANIDE SOLUTIONS

OF SILVER OR GOLD;

PLATING BATHS

Old silver cyanide solutions, such as foul electroplating baths,
sometimes contain enough silver to justify treatment. All cyanides
are poisonous, and when mixed with acid they are doubly so. The
fumes are deadly if breathed, and the solution should not be per
mitted to touch the skin if the latter is broken or chapped.
It is possible possible but not advisable to recover silver from cyanide
solutions by the same method we used on acid solutions, namely to add
plenty of hydrochloric acid. This method is not advised, however, for two
reasons: the fumes are extremely dangerous to the worker, and in addi
tion they may cause the solution to froth over and be lost.
Another way, safer and better, is to add zinc to the cyanide solu
tion, and let it stand for some hours or days, stirring often. It is
not necessary to add any acid; some workers do add a little acid,
however (sulphuric or hydrochloric), because it hastens matters.
We do not advise this because it produces the poisonous hydro
cyanic acid gas, which may cause the liquid to froth over. The
zinc may be in the form of turnings or foil, or zinc sheets may be
suspended so as to hang free in the solution. Stir often. An ounce
of zinc will reduce about a gallon of solution if agitated well, the
exact quantity depending upon the amount of metal present and
the thoroughness with which it is brought in contact with the zinc.
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This process is essentially the same as the precipitation of gold by
metallic precipitants (Chapter VI) and the reduction of silver chloride
with zinc (this chapter) Silver appears in fine grains, called cement
silver Most old plating baths contain impurities such as dissolved copper,
and the treatment with zinc will carry down the copper too, in grain
form, and as a result the recovered silver will be impure The usual
procedure is to wash it well and melt it, the impure silver button being
used in inquartation or sold to a refiner.
A second way to recover silver is to evaporate the old solution to
a crust. This takes time, but if your shop has facilities for the
task, the method has advantages. Be sure the fumes escape into
the outer air. Heat the dried crust in a crucible; the salts that are
present serve as a flux and on stronger heating a silver button will
collect. The button is apt to contain copper and other base metals,
and usually is sold with other silver-bearing wastes.
A third way to get silver out of cyanide solutions is to plate it
out electrically, using steel or platinum anodes and a silver cathode.
This is slow and the last few grains of silver are hard to recover,
so in general the method is not recommended.
Gold can be recovered from cyanide solutions in the same ways.
Thus old gilding baths are dried to a crust and melted down; or
they may be treated with zinc (without acid) exactly as above, the
cement gold being washed extremely well, then refined as in Chap
ter V or XV. Sometimes it pays to plate the gold out electro
lytically, as described in Chapter XVI in the section on 18-k green
gold with platinum, to which you are referred.
In an article entitled RECOVERY OF GOLD AND SILVER FROM
PLATING SOLUTIONS l F r a n k K Savage describes the methods used
in the C G Conn plant at Elkhart, Indiana The silver rinse waters
pass over glass baffles that force it to travel some twenty-five feet before
reaching the sewer The space between the baffles is packed with zinc
shavings, held in place with excelsior In this particular plant the gold
is plated out electrolytically from the drag out solutions, work from the
various gilding operations being rinsed into a tank where the free sodium
cyanide concentration is kept at 1/4 to 1/2 ounce per gallon. Carbon
anodes and brass cathodes are used, the cathodes having cloth bags to
catch any gold that may drop off after deposition.
1 The Metal Industry, New York

Page 159, April, 1939
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Further information on the recovery of these metals from cyanide solutions will be found in S. B. Christy's 171-page pamphlet entitled
ELECTRO-DEPOSITION OF GOLD AND SILVER FROM
CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.2
SOLUTIONS USED IN MAKING MIRRORS

These solutions are made up with silver nitrate and ammonia, to
which is added a reducing agent such as sugar, or Rochelle salt, or
formaldehyde, or the like. The compounds formed are apt to be
highly explosive, and care must be taken to prevent any residues
becoming dry. This hazard is emphasized in a pamphlet 3 Pu 1S e
by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, and the reader is told that all
vessels containing silver solutions should be carefully cleaned at
once, and all residues disposed of without delay. The proper
method of disposal is to dilute with cold water, then add enough
hydrochloric acid to neutralize the ammonia (in which process the
solution becomes warm) with sufficient excess to throw down the
silver as silver chloride.
From here on the process is familiar, the silver chloride being
collected, washed, and reduced to metallic silver as usual.
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REDUCING SILVER CHLORIDE TO SILVER

You are already familiar with the standard method, in which the
washed silver chloride is covered with acid and left in contact with zinc
to form cement silver, which is washed and melted into a button.
There are however several other ways of reducing silver chloride to
metallic silver. The standard method is susceptible of variations. Thus
aluminum or iron may be used instead of zinc. Aluminum, as powder,
foil, or sheet, works more rapidly than zinc, and is much more apt to
make the jar boil over. Also aluminum is more expensive than zinc.
It is chosen only when rapid action is required, and the worker is warned
to add it very slowly, with frequent stirring, because its action with acid
produces heat, sufficient to crack the jar if produced suddenly.
Iron is cheaper than zinc and works more slowly. Flat iron plates
may be used, the silver chloride being spread over them in a thin
layer, the whole being covered with dilute sulphuric acid as before.
2 Bulletin 150 of the Bureau of Mines.

Obtainable from the Superintendent of
DEPOSITION OF METAL ON GLASS.

Circular No. 389 of the Bureau of Standards.

Price $0.05 January 6, 1931.
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Rake the chloride back and forth at intervals, to bring all parts of
it in contact with the iron. Finally lift out the iron plates, which
possibly can be used again.
The liquid which covers the cement silver now contains iron sul
phate, also called ferrous sulphate or copperas; this was formed by
the interaction of iron and dilute sulphuric acid. It is impure, and
contains ferrous chloride and possibly other salts as well. However,
you will recall that you used ferrous sulphate (copperas) to precipitate your dissolved gold. Some refiners, therefore, collect this
ferrous sulphate solution and use it for this purpose; they let the
cement silver settle, pour off the supernatant liquid, and sometimes
evaporate it down and get the green crystals of copperas. In most
parts of the country, however, fresh pure copperas can be obtained
so cheaply that this expedient does not pay.
The cement silver obtained as above should be washed in dilute
acid as before, to remove all unused aluminum or iron, and dried
and melted as usual. If any copper salts were present in the original
silver chloride, metallic copper will be present now, mixed with
the cement silver.
REDUCING SILVER CHLORIDE THE DRY WAY

Here is another method which involves a different principle, and
is quicker than the first method, but requires a furnace with a
good draft.
After the chloride has been washed well with plenty of hot water,
spread it out and let it dry. Mix up a flux of equal parts dry borax
glass and soda ash; or use a prepared flux made for this purpose.
When the silver chloride is perfectly dry, mix it well with an equal
weight (or more) of flux.
Put the mixture into a large graphite crucible, filling it less than
half full. Melt in a gas furnace, slowly. Unpleasant fumes come
off and the crucible tends to boil over, so watch it and reduce the
heat if necessary. As it boils down, add more chloride-flux mixture.
Continue until everything becomes quiet, then let the mass cool in
the crucible. The button will be metallic silver, the chlorine having
gone off as fumes.
Here again the metal obtained is of doubtful purity, but con
venient to use in the inquartation process described in Chapter VI.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS' SOLUTIONS

With silver at present prices, there is small profit in these wastes,
except when handled on a large scale. Photography produces silver
wastes of several kinds: old films and prints, and the solutions used
in developing and printing, the latter being the stuff that commands
most interest. Large quantities of silver go into photography, at
least one hundred tons of silver salts being dissolved annually by
America alone, and the jeweler or small refiner may have occasion
to handle hypo solutions to his advantage.
Several ways of recovering silver from old hypo (thiosulphate)
solutions are in use, and by an unfortunate coincidence, at least
three essentially different methods are commonly referred to as
"electrolytic." This has caused confusion both in the literature and
among users.
When silver is to be recovered from ordinary quantities of old
hypo baths, such as accumulate in the average photo shop, the
commonest procedure is to add sodium sulphide, which immediately
precipitates the black silver sulphide; the liquid is discarded and
the sulphide is washed and melted with a flux (litharge and soda
ash perhaps) which gives a lead-silver button ready for further
purification.
A second method, equally applicable to small or medium-sized
lots, is the familiar one of adding metallic zinc, which gradually
deposits cement silver. This method is cleaner than the sulphide
method, but takes longer. The cement silver is melted into a button,
which as before is often of doubtful purity. Since the reaction be
tween the zinc and the dissolved silver depends upon the fact that
zinc is higher than silver in the electromotive series of metals, the
method is loosely referred to as an "electrolytic" method, even
though no generator is involved.
Indeed, the name "Electrolytic Unit" has been given to a prepared
device, which when immersed in an old hypo bath will collect silver
upon itself, the solution being saved for re-use. Such a device is
being provided by refiners for the use of their clients; it utilizes in
a convenient form the principle that is employed when zinc dis
solves to displace a heavier metal.
In both the above methods, the metallic silver obtained requires
further purification. When large quantities of such silver are avail
able, the most popular methods of purifying it are the Thum and
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Moebius processes, described in Chapters XXI and XXII. These
are true electrolytic methods, employing electric generators, an
electrolyte, a heavy current of electricity, etc. The impure metal is
made the anode in an acid bath, it is carried into solution by an
electric current, and is then deposited out again on a cathode as
pure silver, the impurities being collected in the electrolyte.
The Eastman Kodak Co. has worked out another and quite different
method. It is truly electrolytic, in that the bath is traversed by an electric
current provided by a generator, and silver is deposited on the cathode.
The equipment required is extensive, and rigid control of the process
is imperative; hence the method is one that has found successful applica
tion only where large quantities of film are being treated.
The Eastman Kodak Co. controls several patents covering both the
principles and details of this method, which is described in an article
entitled ELECTROLYSIS OF SILVER-BEARING THIOSULPHATE
SOLUTIONS 4 w r i t t e n by engineers of its staff.
The process is carried on in large cells containing 100 square feet of
cathode surface, through which a current of 300 amperes is passed at
1 to 1.5 volts. At the anode, thiosulphate (hypo) is oxidized to tetra
thionate and trithionate sulphate; at the cathode silver is deposited with
small inclusions of silver sulphide and gelatin from the film; some of
the tetrathionate is reduced to thiosulphate, which is then available for
re-use.
The electric efficiency varies between 65% and 80% in large installa
tions, and the yield per million feet of film is about 1200 ounces of silver.
By utilizing the solutions from which silver has been removed, the con
sumption of fixing baths is reduced to 35% of that previously demanded.
When a simple silver-bearing hypo solution is electrolysed under ordi
nary conditions with fixed electrodes, for example as soon as the cur
rent is applied a stream of brown colloidal silver sulphide falls away
from the cathode, yielding a dirty unfilterable liquid. For this reason
earlier workers on this problem dismissed as impracticable the electrolysis
of hypo solutions.
However, by strictly regulating several factors, electrolysis can be
accomplished with the deposition of high-purity, mirror-bright silver.
Vigorous agitation, together with proper concentration of acid, sulphite,
and certain promoting agents, is essential.
In general, cells should be as large as will pass through a doorway, and
the cathode assemblies, plus their load of deposited silver, should not be
too heavy to be lifted by hand. The choice of building material for the
4 By K. Hickman, W. Weyerts, and O. E. Goehler.

Journal of Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry, pp. 202-212, vol. 25, February, 1933.
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cells was found to be difficult, partly because of the corrosive action of
acid hypo solutions, and also because, as the action proceeds, silver tends
to deposit and spread from any spot where the cathodes touch the wall,
eventually causing short circuits.
Carbon or graphite anodes are used; the cathode may be of Monel
metal or Alleghany metal. The silver complex that deposits out is melted
in 100 lb. lots in an iron crucible, with a little nitre. In the first six
months of operation, the Metro Goldwyn Mayer plant at Culver City,
California, with one tailing and four working cells, recovered 60,000
ounces of silver. There was a saving of 65% in fixing and precipitating
chemicals.
OTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC WASTES

Old print paper containing silver can be burned, and the ashes collected
and melted. Old film contains two valuable ingredients, the silverbearing emulsion and the celluloid base. Some large establishments are
salvaging both of these. They remove the emulsion with caustics, and
the clean celluloid is sold for use in making campaign buttons and the
like. At present silver prices, the profit on this kind of waste is small,
even when relatively large lots are handled.
Several other metals, including gold, platinum, iron, palladium, uranium and selenium, find employment in photography, in printing papers
and toning solutions. Occasionally it pays to burn such papers and to
add sodium sulphide or zinc to such solutions. Chapter IX gives tests
for the identification of such precious metals as these residues may
contain. Photographic solutions normally contain complex organic
chemicals, some of which inhibit the reactions of the heavy metals.
Chapters XII, XIII and XIV describe recovery methods, some of which
can be adapted to residues of this kind. The salvaging of these wastes
by the non-chemist is not advised, partly because of their small intrinsic
value, partly because of the complications occasioned by these organic
chemicals.

CHAPTER IX
IDENTIFYING METALS IN SOLUTION
The need for identification. Definition of "in solution." Equipment for
making tests. Testing for gold in acid solution, with copperas. Testing
for gold in alkaline or cyanide solution. Testing for silver. Stannous
chloride testing solution, for all precious metals. Standard solutions of
gold, platinum, and palladium. Using stannous chloride with platinum.
With gold. With palladium. With silver. Usefulness of stannous
chloride. If the tests are not conclusive. . . . Two or more precious
metals. Dimethyl glyoxime for palladium. DMG and nickel. Other
chemical tests—The glow test. Copper. Iron. Acid and alkaline solution: litmus paper. Other tests. A warning. Identifying metals in
solid form.
An important part of the refiner's job is to know whether solutions do or do not contain dissolved metals, and, if so, roughly in
what quantity.
Thus you have frequently been told to throw away a solution
which had once contained precious metal. For example, in Chapters V, VI, VII and VIII you are told to discard solutions from
which gold or silver has been precipitated. The beginner is always
reluctant to do this, and as a result his shop is soon cluttered with
jars and bottles of worthless solutions. Before long his troubles
are further complicated by his forgetting what the various liquids
originally contained. Finally in desperation he packs them up expensively and ships them off to some refiner, who naturally gives
him nothing in return.
It is therefore advisable to test all spent solutions at once, and to
throw them away promptly if they are worthless. Wash the sink out
well afterwards with plenty of water, to protect the plumbing. In
general it is well to send worthless solutions directly down the drain,
not into the settling tanks; being acid they may dissolve precious
metals that are present in the settlings and cause their loss.
But before throwing away any solution, you must assure yourself
by proper tests that it is indeed worthless. Fortunately there are
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several such tests, all easy to perform and so dependable that the
most self-distrustful worker can soon use them with confidence.
Two of the most useful ones are already familiar to you.
DEFINITION OF "IN SOLUTION"

But before describing these tests, we must first make clear what
we mean by "dissolved metals" or metals "in solution." We mean
that they are distributed throughout the fluid in the sense that sugar
may be dissolved in water. Sometimes we may see particles in the
solid form as a sediment in the bottom of a dish, like undissolved
sugar in a teacup; this sediment is a different thing from a metal
"in solution" do not confuse the two. Some workers, especially
those to whom English is an acquired language, make this mistake,
and when they are told that there is no metal in a given solution,
they will say: "But I see little pieces of it there in the bottom of
the jar!" When metal is present in solid form, no matter how
small the particles, we call it a sediment, or a residue, or a precipitate; it is not "in solution." Substance "in solution" will pass
through a filter paper; if a substance will not pass through a filter
paper, it is not "in solution."
(When you wish to test metal in solid form, your first step, as
will be described on page 102, is to get it into solution.)
All of these tests consist of taking a small quantity of the suspected solution which we shall call the "unknown" and adding to
it a substance that will show the presence of a small amount of the
precious metal in question. That is the whole story in one sentence.
Certain ways of handling the solutions tend to make the tests
more delicate or more sure, and these will be described in turn.
EQUIPMENT FOR MAKING TESTS

Chemists generally use test tubes for making tests of this kind.
Small glass beakers are almost as good. Porcelain spoons and the
porcelain spot plates that will be described shortly are excellent in
many cases. The porcelain spoon and spot plate are especially
useful when the test involves a change of color, but they cannot be
used when the solution must be boiled.
All testing equipment must be kept scrupulously clean.
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TESTING FOR GOLD IN ACID SOLUTIONS, WITH COPPERAS

You will recall that you recovered dissolved gold by means of
copperas. After the gold powder had settled, you tested the remaining liquid to see if you had thrown down all the gold, by
taking a few drops of the liquid in a porcelain spoon and adding a
clean green crystal of copperas. If after a few minutes a dark cloud
formed around the crystal, you realized that your "unknown" still
contained some dissolved gold. This is one of the most useful tests
for gold, especially as it can be used even when other heavy metals
such as the platinum-group metals are present in quantity.
Note that your unknown was originally an aqua regia solution,
and you had driven off the excess nitric acid by repeated evaporations. You will also recall that copperas will not throw down the
gold until all the unused nitric acid has been disposed of; it will
produce brown bubbles but no brown powder. This fact must be
remembered when using this same reaction as a test; that is, if on
adding copperas you observe a brownness or darkening remember
that this may be gold or it may be merely brown bubbles. To settle
this doubt, repeat the test using a test tube or beaker, and heat the
solution to boiling; brown bubbles will be driven off but brown
powder (gold) will remain. Add enough copperas to be sure that
you have "killed" any nitric acid that may be present, and if the
gold is indeed present, you will soon observe the brown powder.
In order to gain assurance in making this test, practise first with solutions whose compositions you know, noticing for example how a concentrated solution behaves how instantly the dark cloud forms; then
take a few drops of this same solution and dilute it with three or four
ounces of water and test it again; notice the difference in the appear
ance of the dark cloud. Repeat a third 'time, taking a single drop of
your rich solution and diluting it with a pint of water, then testing the
result; as your skill increases you will be able to detect smaller and
smaller quantities of gold. This skill is especially useful to the man
who buys old solutions for their metal value.
TESTING FOR GOLD IN ALKALINE OR CYANIDE SOLUTION

The test with copperas works only in acid solutions; it will not
work at all in alkaline or cyanide solutions until the alkalinity is
destroyed.
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Thus, suppose you have an old cyanide gilding solution, and
wonder if it might contain dissolved gold. Take about five drops
of the suspected liquid in a small test tube or tiny beaker, stand
near a window or an exhaust fan, and add four or five drops of
hydrochloric acid. The fumes evolved are extremely poisonous
hence the need for working near an exhaust. Bring the mixture
cautiously to a boil; this drives off the cyanide. Let it cool, and
you can now test with copperas as usual.
TESTING FOR SILVER IN SOLUTION

This test also is already familiar. On several occasions in the
past you have added hydrochloric acid (or table salt) to solutions
that contain silver, and you have seen silver chloride form and
settle as a white precipitate. You observed that a small amount of
silver produced a surprisingly large amount of chloride.
Your purpose when examining spent solutions, to see whether
they are worthless or not, is to recognize small quantities of precious
metals dissolved in a relatively large quantity of liquid. Accord
ingly you must give your eye some practice in recognizing small
precipitates and thin clouds. Thus, take one drop of silver nitrate
solution (left over from the acquaintance experiments of Chap
ter V, for instance) and dilute it with an ounce or so of plain
water; then add a few drops of hydrochloric acid. You will see
the same white cloud of silver chloride, but much less dense than
before.
It is interesting to repeat this, diluting one drop of silver nitrate with
a pint of water, stirring well. This will convince you that the test,
properly conducted, is indeed delicate. Do not let this fact lose its
economic significance that is, if you find that a certain solution con
tains so little silver that the test gives only a thin cloud, you must realize
that it is not worth refining.
This test for silver can be used on either nitric acid or sulphuric
acid solutions; also on pickling solutions (which contain both nitric
and sulphuric acid). Cyanide or ammonia solutions require slightly
different handling; use a test tube or small beaker and take only a
few drops of the unknown solution, and cautiously add five or six
drops of hydrochloric acid; the ammonia mixture will become hot;
with cyanide solutions there will be bubbles of the deadly hydro
cyanic acid gas, which should be driven off by gentle heating. As
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Purchase the following from any chemical supply house:
1 oz. stannous chloride crystals;
1 oz. or less pure tin metal—mossy, granular, or foil;
Porcelain spot plate with cavities—Eimer and Amend No. 29844
or equivalent; about $0.70
Dropping bottle size 30 to 50 cc; Eimer and Amend No. 18824
or equivalent. (Dropping bottles have grooves in the stopper, and
with them it is easy to get one drop, or as many drops as needed,
without delay or waste.) Price$.30to $0.50
You will also need hydrochloric acid and water, and a small glass
rod. Total cost, not over $2.00; you can hardly make a better investment. These quantities will provide hundreds of tests.
Make up only a small amount of Testing Solution A at a time, as
it does not keep indefinitely. Take about a pennyweight of the
stannous chloride crystals (also called tin salts) in the dropping
bottle, add a pennyweight or less of tin metal, and fill the bottle
three-fourths full of water. Ordinary tap water will do. Now add
a little hydrochloric acid, about 25 or 30 drops to a 30 cc. bottle.
This gives a milky liquid which is ready to use. The tin metal will
dissolve very slowly, and it serves to keep the solution in good condition. Label the bottle "Testing Solution A."
As we said, Testing Solution A when properly used shows the
presence of precious metals in solution. In order to get acquainted
with the color changes involved, you should first make up some
solutions containing these metals. You should have a solution containing gold, one containing platinum, and another containing palladium. This method is so useful and fascinating that most users
wind up with a whole series of standard solutions, so perhaps you
might as well get a half dozen dropping bottles in the first place.
STANDARD SOLUTIONS OF GOLD, PLATINUM, AND PALLADIUM

To make a standard solution, dissolve a weighed piece of metal
in a definite quantity of solution. Thus, dissolve two grains of
fine gold in a few drops of aqua regia, wash it into a two-ounce
bottle, and fill the bottle up to the mark with water; label it "Two
Grains Gold in Two Fluid Ounces Water."
When your only object is to become acquainted with the various
solutions, it is not necessary to use exact measurements. But later on,
when trying to estimate precious metal in a solution, it will be extremely
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helpful to have standard solutions made up with a definite weight of
metal in a definite volume of liquid. Therefore it saves time to make
up your solutions in the beginning according to a definite plan. Some
people use 100 milligrams to 100 cc. of solution. It makes no differ
ence which unit you use, but use the same unit every time.
Use pure metals; not alloys. The gold and the palladium will dissolve
readily in cold aqua regia, but it will be necessary to heat the platinum.
Use as little aqua regia in each case as will do the work, then evaporate
the solutions gently to get rid of excess acid, finally washing them into
their respective bottles with a little water.
USING STANNOUS CHLORIDE WITH PLATINUM

Take the spot plate and drop one drop of the standard platinum
solution into a cavity. Notice the pale yellow color. Add a drop
or more of Testing Solution A. If properly prepared the two will
react instantly to give a deep yellow or brown color. If too con
centrated, the color will be almost black; in that case, dilute the
platinum solution with an equal volume of water. This deep yellow
color with Solution A is a characteristic of platinum and iridium.
WITH GOLD

In another cavity, place one drop of gold solution, and add a drop
of Solution A. After several moments add several more drops of
Solution A. Note the first intense dark color, deep purple or black.
This is characteristic of gold. After it stands a few minutes, notice
the purple stain on the white porcelain.
Now, in another cavity, take just one drop of your gold solution,
and dilute it with five drops of plain water. Take one drop of this
dilute gold, in another cavity, and add a drop of Solution A. Note
that the color is still definite. Dilute with five more drops of plain
water, and try again. See how dilute this gold solution must be
before it becomes so weak that you cannot detect a change with
Testing Solution A. If you figure this out, you will find that Solu
tion A constitutes a delicate test, and will reveal the presence of a
very small percentage of gold.
WITH PALLADIUM

In the same way, learn the color changes shown when mixing
standard palladium solution with Testing Solution A. This color
change is even more interesting than the others. When the two
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drops are first admixed, you see a deep yellow, not unlike the effect
produced by platinum. After some minutes the yellow turns bluegreen. This blue-green color is characteristic of palladium.
WITH SILVER

Silver solutions, such as silver nitrate, do not give any color reaction with Testing Solution A. What you will see when the two are
mixed is the white cheesy precipitate of silver chloride, similar to
that obtained when table salt is added to a silver nitrate solution.
USEFULNESS OF STANNOUS CHLORIDE

By the time you are familiar with the color changes produced by
gold, platinum, and palladium in solution, you will also be able to
gauge the approximate quantities of metal present. This knowledge is especially valuable when you are examining spent solutions
to decide whether they should be discarded or not. You will also
have occasion in later chapters to use Testing Solution A to decide
upon what methods of recovery to use. If you are a professional
refiner who buys old solutions, you will find this solution invaluable
when making quick appraisals of your purchases.
IF

THE

TESTS

ARE

NOT

CONCLUSIVE

....

Of course the beginner sometimes gets confusing results. Sometimes the colors fail to appear. This may mean that the testing
solution has lost its strength, or, more likely, too much strong acid
is present.
(Testing Solution A must be made up freshly from time to time.
It loses its virtue completely in a few weeks. Therefore, begin the
day's work by checking your Solution A against a drop of standard
gold solution. If it fails to respond, throw it away at once.)
Solutions containing only such base metals as iron, copper, zinc,
nickel and cadmium give no color change with stannous chloride.
Lead may give a white precipitate of lead chloride, which may be
confused with silver chloride see page 92 for a way to distinguish
between them. Another base metal that is apt to confuse the
beginner is mercury, which under some conditions gives a heavy
grey precipitate with stannous chloride. If you suspect mercury,
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make up a standard mercury solution and make a few acquaintance
tests in order to recognize this reaction.
Here is another complication: solutions of the platinum metals,
especially iridium, to which much ammonia has been added at certain stages of the procedure, sometimes fail to respond to the usual
tests. The ammonia can form a sort of complex which ties up the
metal and the usual reactions may not occur. This will be spoken
of again in Chapter XIII. Organic substances sometimes do the
same sort of thing. In this book we go to some pains to avoid the
formation of these complexes, hence this difficulty is not apt to occur
when following these routines. If it should occur, however, do this:
evaporate a sample of the solution to a crust, and heat the crust to
redness. This breaks up the complexes and reduces the precious
metals to metallic form. Dissolve the residue in a little aqua regia
and the usual tests can be made.
If your unknown solution contains a very large concentration of
iron salts (as from copperas) or of copper salts, the test with stan
nous chloride may seem slow to appear, and you will need more
testing solution than usual. This is because of a by-reaction that
consumes some of the stannous salt before it reacts with the precious
metal.
Remember that Testing Solution A spoils on standing. The
standard solutions do not spoil; but when you make them up, do
not use an excessive amount of acid to dissolve your bits of metal,
or the tests will be weakened or even destroyed.
TWO OR MORE PRECIOUS METALS

If your unknown contains two or more precious metals say gold
and platinum you may at first be confused, especially if one or
the other is in large excess. The answer is to practice with mix
tures of the standard solutions, varying the proportions and concen
trations, and in a short time your eye will become skilled.
Remember also that gold reacts with copperas, and platinum does
not. Therefore, if your stannous chloride test is confused, it may
be helpful to repeat the test using copperas instead.
Instead of the spot plate, some people use white blotting paper or white
filter paper. Place on it a drop of the unknown solution, then drop
one drop of Testing Solution A on top of the first drop. The colors
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will spread through the paper, and if two or more metals are present the
characteristic colors of both will appear.
Another situation that may confuse a beginner is to find an unknown
containing much platinum and very little palladium; or much gold and
very little palladium. He finds that the palladium color is obscured by
the intense reactions of the platinum or the gold. As his eye becomes
skilled he can detect smaller and smaller proportions; however, he will
be glad to know that there is another solution that is especially valuable
in detecting small amounts of palladium.
DIMETHYL GLYOXIME SOLUTION AND PALLADIUM

This solution has the added virtue of showing up nickel even in
small amounts. It will show up nickel in a platinum alloy; in a
white gold alloy; in a dental alloy. It will show up palladium and
nickel when both are present in small amounts in an alloy that is
largely platinum or gold.
One gram of dimethyl glyoxime will be enough for several hundred spot plate tests. It is a white or pale yellow powder. The
name is pronounced "dye-methyl glyoxeem," but no one will blame
us if we refer to it as DMG.
Dissolve this gram of DMG by bringing it to a boil in about
100 cc. of water about 4 fluid ounces. It dissolves rather slowly.
If possible let it stand overnight; then filter. It is important that
the solution be free from sediment or crystals. It is now ready to
place in a dropping bottle, which should be labeled DMG. It
keeps quite well for years, except that you may have to filter it again.
Let us get acquainted with DMG. Its most interesting characteristic, as we said, is to show up palladium and nickel, in the presence of other metals and in the presence of each other.
You can see this more clearly by using a few small test tubes. In
No. 1 place a few drops of standard platinum solution; in No. 2 a
little of your standard palladium solution; in No. 3 some standard
gold solution. All three have a pale yellow color. Be sure that all
the solutions are free from sediment. Now add a few drops of
DMG to each test tube, and note the change in the palladium tube.
Note the precipitate that forms, and its color. The pale yellow
colors do not change, but in the test tube containing palladium you
will see a precipitate. Note carefully that while Testing Solution A
gives prompt change in color, DMG distinguishes between palladium and the other metals by forming a precipitate.
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In a fourth test tube take several drops of water and a very small
amount of palladium solution; add DMG and see how small a quantity
of palladium is the smallest that you can detect. With practice in looking at precipitates, your eye will detect smaller and smaller percentages.
Be sure that all your solutions are clear and free from precipitates
or flocculence; otherwise you will be deceived.
DMG AND NICKEL

Rub a piece of nickel a five-cent piece will do vigorously on
the unglazed bottom of your spot plate, so as to obtain a "streak"
of metal particles. Dissolve the streak with a drop of nitric acid or
aqua regia. Add a drop or two of DMG. Nothing special will
happen.
Now repeat, but with this difference: after dissolving the nickel
streak in acid, add a big drop of ammonia. Then add the DMG.
If you used enough ammonia to kill the acid, you will see a very
beautiful and characteristic color change.
From one point of view it is a waste of time to describe these
color changes, since they become of value only through being seen
by each observer. However, for the sake of the record we may say
that this color, produced by DMG, nickel, and ammonia, is a striking rose-red. And the precipitate produced by palladium and DMG
in acid solution is canary yellow.
Note this particularly. The test for palladium appears only in
acid solution; the test for nickel must be made in ammoniacal
solution.
This is very handy. Thus, suppose you have a piece of white
dental alloy as an unknown, and you suspect that it may contain
nickel or palladium. First get some of it into solution with aqua
regia. Then add DMG. If palladium is present you will see the
copious precipitate, canary yellow in color. Now add enough ammonia to make the mixture smell faintly. If nickel is there, you
will at once see the beautiful rose-red. All in one test tube. Continue to use various scraps of metal, such as cheap white gold (which
is almost sure to contain nickel) and high grade dental alloys (which
are almost sure to contain palladium). These tests are so fascinating
that it will be no hardship to practice until your eye is quite thoroughly trained.
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THE GLOW TEST

There are other chemicals, in addition to Testing Solution A and
DMG, that can be used in identifying precious metals.
Mercuric cyanide (poison), which dissolves readily in water, can
serve as a test for palladium. It gives a dense precipitate when
added to mildly acid palladium solutions.
One interesting peculiarity of platinum and palladium is their
ability to soak up gases. This is utilized in several technical appli
cations, including a popular kind of cigarette lighter; a bit of finely
divided platinum or palladium is exposed to the fumes of naphtha;
it soaks up the fumes, and in so doing becomes hot, and finally the
fumes ignite.
It is essential that the metal be in a finely-divided form; preferably
as a fine powder. This phenomenon can be used as a test for
platinum-group metals in some cases. To make the test, dissolve
your metal in aqua regia, dip into the solution a bit of thin asbestos
paper; heat this for a few seconds in a flame to drive off the aqua
regia and dry the residue (which by now has been converted into
a metallic powder) and let it cool somewhat. Now hold the asbestos
over an unlit jet of gas; soon the powder will begin to glow, and
finally the gas will be ignited.
This glow test works successfully with platinum, palladium and
rhodium. However, if your solution contains considerable quan
tities of other metals, this test should not be used, as some of them
inhibit it, and others, such as copper, may sometimes produce a
false glow.
COPPER

The green color of dissolved copper sometimes identifies it. There
are several other metals, however, that give green solutions, includ
ing nickel, chromium, and sometimes iron. For most purposes, the
addition of strong ammonia to a green solution will settle the ques
tion. Take a few drops in a test tube or beaker, and add a few
drops of ammonia; the mixture may spatter, so work slowly. First
there will be a curdlike precipitate, but on the addition of more
ammonia, if copper is present, the precipitate will dissolve to yield
a clear solution of a beautiful sapphire blue color. This blue color
is characteristic of copper, and will distinguish it from chromium or
iron. Unfortunately, nickel also gives a blue color with ammonia
though not so deep a blue which means that you will then have
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to add a little DMG to settle your doubts; thus nickel with DMG,
in the presence of ammonia, gives a rose-pink flaky precipitate
while copper does not.
IRON

Iron in solution has sometimes a pale green color the color of
copperas but more frequently a brown, yellow, or rust color. The
rust color is so much like the color of dissolved gold or platinum,
that the worker may hesitate to throw away a brown solution be
cause it looks so much like something of value. Here is a quick
test that reveals the presence of iron: dissolve a gram of ammonium
thiocyanate (potassium thiocyanate works the same way) in three
or four ounces of water; place one drop of your unknown solution
in a cavity of the porcelain spot-plate, and add one drop of ammo
nium thiocyanate. If dissolved iron is present a deep blood red
color will appear, usually at once, perhaps only after a few minutes'
exposure to the air.
This deep red color constitutes a very delicate test, as it will
appear when even a minute trace of iron is present. Indeed, if
you drop some thiocyanate on your hand, the chances are that
there will be enough iron on your skin, picked up from handling
iron and steel articles, to give a red stain. Do not make this test
in solutions containing much nitric acid, because the nitric acid
itself gives a red color with the thiocyanate. Mercury, oxalic acid,
and some other substances also interfere with this test. If copper is
present there may be a brown precipitate, which may or may not
obscure the red color produced by iron. A few acquaintance tests
made with solutions whose compositions are known will be help
ful here.
Here is a second test for iron in solution: add a few drops of po
tassium ferro cyanide, and if iron is present an intense blue color
will appear, either immediately or after exposure to the air.
RECOGNIZING ACID AND ALKALINE SOLUTION; LITMUS PAPER

One test is to take a few drops in a beaker and add a little
ordinary bicarbonate of soda; nearly all acids will produce an
effervescence. Chemists, however, usually use litmus paper. Lit
mus paper can be bought at any drug store for a few cents. Litmus
itself is a dyestuff extracted from a seaweed; it has the valuable
property of being red when in an acid solution, blue when in an
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alkali solution; when in a solution that is exactly neutral, such as
pure distilled water, it is lavender-colored.
Get some litmus paper paper impregnated with this dyestuff
and learn its characteristics. Tear off a small piece, and drop it
into a beaker of water and add a drop of sulphuric, or nitric, or
hydrochloric, or oxalic acid. (Dozens of other acids will behave
the same way.) Litmus paper as bought will probably be of the
lavender color; when immersed in the acid it turns red. Now drop
a second scrap of litmus paper into a second beaker containing
water to which you have added a drop of ammonia, or a very small
amount of caustic soda, or a little potassium cyanide or sodium
cyanide. (There are dozens of other substances with alkaline or
caustic reactions that will behave the same way.) Notice that the
paper turns blue.
It is valuable to repeat these tests with many variations. Thus,
with a glass rod fish the red scrap out of the first beaker and drop
it into the second beaker. Also fish the blue scrap out of the second
beaker and drop it into the acid solution. If, as advised, your solu
tions are fairly dilute, you can repeat this many times, making the
dyestuff change from blue to red, from red to blue, over and over
again. (Concentrated acids or alkalies will destroy the paper.)
Finally, suspend a piece of damp red litmus paper over the open
mouth of the ammonia bottle; note that even the fumes will turn
it blue. Suspend a piece of damp blue litmus paper over the open
mouth of the hydrochloric acid bottle; and it will soon turn red.
Remember
College boys
say "Alkaloo
often in later

in acid, litmus is red; in alkaline solution it is blue.
have a little rhyme that helps them remember this they
turns it blue." You will have occasion to use these tests
chapters.

Another characteristic common to all soluble acids is their sour
taste. A single drop of hydrochloric acid will confer a sour taste
on a pint of water. However, so many acids are poisonous, espe
cially if concentrated, that it is unwise to taste them.
OTHER TESTS.

A WARNING

The foregoing does not exhaust the list of tests that can be made.
There are dozens of others, but some of them are so difficult, or
so complicated by the presence or absence of this or that other sub
stance, that the non-chemist should not attempt them.
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The non-chemist would also do well to confine himself, at least
in the beginning, to solutions that originate in his own shop.
Strange mixtures may be offered him by itinerant prospectors or
old-gold buyers. The non-chemist (or the chemist who is inexperienced in this field) would do well to exercise extreme caution
before purchasing such things, no matter what color tests they may
produce.
IDENTIFYING METALS IN SOLID FORM

The refiner has frequent occasion to examine buttons, old dentures, sediments, residues, and the like, to learn which precious
metals are present. If he is familiar with the reactions described
in this chapter, this will be no problem. As we say, the usual procedure is to get some of the metal into solution by warming it in
a test tube with nitric acid, or sulphuric acid, or hydrochloric acid,
or aqua regia—whatever is found necessary. An excess of acid should
be avoided. The solution is then tested by the methods just described.
The familiar touchstone tests, used by jewelers when buying old
gold, utilize this principle on a small scale. These are described in
the book TESTING PRECIOUS METALS, mentioned on page
92. The metal is rubbed against a stone to leave a streak of metallic
particles which are brought into solution with a drop or two of acid.
The porcelain spot plate can be used instead of the stone, and reagents such as stannous chloride, copperas, or DMG will be added,
as the ingenuity of the operator may suggest.

CHAPTER X
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE PLATINUM GROUP
Especially Platinum, Palladium and Iridium.
The six metals. Their employment in art and industry. Books to read.
Familiar characteristics. Platinum and ammonium chloride. Palladium
and ammonium chloride. Palladium and acids. Possible experiments.
A little about iridium. Questions and answers.
* # • •
Platinum, palladium and iridium are the commoner members of
this group, and the ones of greatest general interest. The other three,
osmium, ruthenium, and rhodium, will be discussed in Chapter
XVII.
These six sister metals share many characteristics, especially rarity,
white color, unusual resistance to corrosion, high melting point,
and many chemical peculiarities; but like human sisters, each has
an individuality of its own.
The reader undoubtedly has had some previous acquaintance
with the group. Thus if he is a jeweler he knows that pure platinum
is almost as soft as fine gold, and must be hardened for most industrial purposes. He knows that the addition of a little indium will
produce an alloy of beauty and working qualities that make it
the supreme jewelry material. The alloy 10% iridium with 90%
platinum, called in the trade "10% iridio-platinum," is the favorite,
though lower percentages of iridium are often used.
Pure iridium is rarely seen, except by jewelers who make up
their own alloys. So popular are these iridium-platinum alloys that
the word "platinum" is now commonly applied not only to the pure
soft metal, but to these alloys as well.
The jeweler will also be acquainted with "platinum solders,"
which normally contain no platinum at all, the best ones consisting
of gold and palladium; the cheaper ones, of gold and palladium plus
other metals such as brass and silver. Perhaps the jeweler will
have met palladium in other forms as well; in England during the
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first World War much handsome jewelry was made of it, and it is
used today as an ingredient of high grade white golds.
The dentist reader knows platinum and lndio-platinum, and
probably several of the alloys of platinum with gold and palladium.
Dental alloys, of which more will be said in Chapter XII, are of
many kinds, the precious metals being combined in various proportions, oftimes with the addition of base metals.
The desirable chemical and physical properties of the platinumgroup metals have insured their use in many other fields as well.
Chemical ware is made of platinum because of its resistance to most
chemical reagents. Hypodermic needles are made of 20% lndioplatinum because of its strength and the ease with which it can be
sterilized. Immense quantities of platinum and its alloys go into
radio and electrical equipment. An alloy of osmium and iridium
(called osmindium) is used to tip fountain pen points, because of its
hardness and resistance to corrosion. Most of these uses are familiar
to the layman.
The word '"platinum" is derived from the Spanish "platina,"
meaning "little silver." Iridium gets its name from its iridescent or
many-colored compounds. Palladium was named from the planet
Pallas, which happened to be discovered at about the same time,
Pallas in turn being named for the Greek goddess of Wisdom.
The history of the platinum metals, and the story of their occurrence in nature, are interesting and romantic, but have no place
in this book. Nevertheless, a knowledge of that history will have
a dollar-and-cents value to every man who refines, works, buys or
sells these metals, because it gives him that familiarity that is the
basis of successful business.
BOOKS TO READ

Chapter E at the end of this volume, on "Books to Read," might
be consulted at this point. If you are in a business that employs
the precious metals, you can without cost obtain several publications
of high merit, simply by writing for them on your letterhead.
While they are primarily advertisements, they contain general information of especial interest to the refiner. The following are
notably useful:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PLATINUM, put out by
J. Bishop and Co., Malvern, Pa.
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PLATINUM, A THUMBNAIL HISTORY, by Sigmund Cohn,
44 Gold St., New York City.
DATA CONCERNING PLATINUM, by Baker & Co., Newark,
New Jersey.
PLATINUM-PALLADIUM-GOLD IN DENTISTRY, by the
International Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall St., New York City.
LABORATORY APPARATUS OF PLATINUM, GOLD,
SILVER, by the American Platinum Works, Newark, N. J.
THE HANDY BOOK FOR JEWELERS, by Handy & Harman,
Bridgeport, Conn. Price, $1.00.
FIFTY YEARS OF PROGRESS, by Thomas J. Dee & Co.,
Chicago, Illinios.
FAMILIAR

CHEMICAL

CHARACTERISTICS

The reader who has studied previous chapters of this book will
already be familiar with several characteristics of interest to the
platinum refiner. Thus in Chapter III, in which he removed dirt
and base metal fiom platinum filings, he observed the following:
(1) Platinum may be boiled in nitric acid without dissolving or
suffering other change.
(2) Platinum is not attracted noticeably by the magnet.
(3) Platinum does not dissolve in caustic soda or potash.
(4) Platinum shows no tarnish after being heated to redness.
(5) If he has done electro-plating he has observed that platinum
does not dissolve in cyanide solutions, even under the electric current.
(6) In Chapter VI he learned about the use of metallic precipitants
such as copper wire, or zinc shavings, to get gold out of solution.
In the discussion on this method he read "One disadvantage is this:
if any platinum or palladium should be present in the solution, they
will come down with the gold, in metallic form also. . . . In this
respect the metallic precipitants differ from copperas, sulphur
dioxide, sodium nitrite or oxalic acid; when these latter are used,
platinum or palladium will remain in solution while the gold alone
is thrown down. This difference is important." Indeed, as he
will shortly learn, differences such as these are the basis of most
of our refining procedures.
(7) In Chapter IX, when making up his standard solutions, he
dissolved weighed samples of pure platinum, palladium and gold;
he observed that gold and palladium dissolved readily in cold aqua
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regia, but that platinum reacted so slowly that he heated the dish
to hasten matters. This difference in speed with which gold and
platinum are attacked by cold aqua regia is important and will be
referred to again later.
There is another respect in which platinum differs from gold.
You will recall from Chapter VI (See Quartation) that gold can be
separated from silver by treating a silver-rich alloy with nitric or
sulphuric acid. That is, if an alloy containing three times as much
silver as gold is boiled with either of these acids, the silver will
dissolve and all the gold will remain as a brown powder, thus
effecting a separation. This method cannot be used to separate
platinum from silver, as platinum-silver alloys behave quite differently from gold-silver alloys. Thus, if you should expose an
alloy of 95% silver and 5% platinum to boiling nitric acid, everything will dissolve, the platinum forming a soluble platinum nitrate,
from which it is not easy to recover the platinum. If you should
expose an alloy of 75% silver and 25% platinum to nitric acid, most
of the silver and some of the platinum will dissolve, and there will
be a considerable residue which contains both metals. In other
words, you will not effect a separation.
Silver-rich platinum alloys react to boiling concentrated sulphuric
acid in about the same way no separation is effected. With sulphuric acid that is slightly diluted, a fair separation can be obtained.
This point will be mentioned again in the latter part of Chapter XII.
Before the reader becomes an accomplished refiner he will come
to know several other characteristics of platinum, but for the
moment (since we are anxious to begin actual work) we shall
content ourselves with only one or two further observations.
(Several new chemicals and pieces of equipment will be needed in
Chapters XI, XII and XIII. These are described in Chapter XI. Of
these, the following will be employed now: the porcelain crucible and
the clay triangle that supports it; sodium chlorate; ammonium chloride.)
PLATINUM AND AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

Place in a small beaker a half ounce or less of the platinum solution you prepared in Chapter IX. This is a solution of platinum in
hot aqua regia, made up with as little aqua regia as would do the
work, plus water; its chemical name is "Platinum Chloride" or
"Chloro-platinic acid." Notice the yellow color. In a second vessel
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dissolve a tablespoonful of good quality ammonium chloride in a
little water, to make a clear concentrated solution. (Cheap ammonium chloride gives a muddy solution that must be filtered before
use.) Add one-third of the ammonium chloride solution to your
platinum chloride solution, stir, and let settle.
The orange-colored powder that forms is called platinum ammonium chloride or ammonium chloro-platinate. These names are
long, and it is usual to refer to it simply as the "orange powder."
Next, let us separate the orange powder from the liquid, using
a small filter paper, and collecting the clear solution in a clean
beaker. Test a drop of the clear solution in a cavity of the spot
plate with stannous chloride solution. . . . You will find that it
still contains a little dissolved platinum.
In other words, the ammonium chloride precipitated most of
the platinum, but not all. Naturally you will add a little more
ammonium chloride with the idea of completing the precipitation,
after which you will test the clear liquid again with stannous
chloride. . . . You will find that it still contains a little platinum—
enough to be detectable.
In this respect ammonium chloride differs from reagents like the copperas with which you can precipitate gold so completely that no ordinary
test will show its presence.
There are at least two good ways to reduce the orange powder
back into metallic platinum: by heating it strongly in a crucible,
and by boiling it in formic acid; and even the amateur refiner
should know both methods.
The first way is the older method, and the one we shall use now.
(Later, in Chapter XIV, we shall use the formic acid method.) Let
the powder dry, then brush it into a porcelain crucible and heat
it, gently at first, then more strongly. Use a Bunsen flame, or a
small gas flame such as is used in cooking, or a gas-fired muffle furnace. Do not use a gold-melting furnace.
Observe the effect of heat. The powder shrinks and changes
color, and fumes appear which are hard on machinery as well as
on human lungs, so work under the hood. If the fumes are white
you are working at proper speed; black or yellow fumes mean you
are heating too rapidly. Soon you will have left a lump of gray
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metallic powder, called platinum sponge, all the ammonium
chloride having gone off in fumes.
This sponge is (if these directions have been followed) quite
pure, and should be saved. Residues such as the liquid above, which
contain a trace of dissolved platinum, should be saved too, though
of small value. Place this liquid aside for the moment, and later add
it to the "Stock Pot" which will be described in Chapter XI.
PALLADIUM AND AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

Place in a small beaker a half ounce or less of the palladium solution you prepared in Chapter IX. This was made by dissolving pure
palladium in a little aqua regia, evaporating off the excess acid, and
adding a little water; its chemical name is "palladium chloride."
In appearance it resembles both gold chloride and platinum chloride.
To this add a little of the ammonium chloride solution you prepared for the previous test a quarter ounce, more or less. Does
anything happen ?
If your palladium is pure, and if your standard solution was prepared as directed, nothing will happen. This experiment shows
that palladium differs from platinum in that it is not precipitated
with ammonium chloride from an aqua regia solution from which
excess nitric acid has been boiled off.
Warm the mixture gently, and add a single crystal of sodium
chlorate. Or, dissolve a pennyweight of chlorate in a little warm
water, and add a drop at a time. There will be considerable fizzing,
and as it subsides, add another small crystal or another drop. The
solution should be just short of boiling. After the addition of a little
more of the chlorate, a change in color will be noted. Stir the
mixture with a glass stirring rod; soon a dark red precipitate will be
seen, floating on the surface and then sinking. Continue to add
chlorate, a little at a time until the liquid is almost colorless, and
then let cool. This red powder is palladium ammonium chloride
chemically much like the orange powder above.
If you heat this red powder in a crucible in the same way that
you treated the orange powder, the results will be practically the
same, as would be expected. However, the palladium sponge that
remains after heating will rarely show a clean gray color; usually
there are bluish tones suggesting peacock feathers, due to palladium
oxides. This is one difference between platinum and palladium;
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palladium is apt to form oxides, and the oxides show rainbow colors.
Another and very important difference was hinted at in Chapter
III, where you were removing base metals from platinum filings,
using nitric acid. You were told not to use the nitric acid treatment if your material contained any pure palladium, or platinumpalladium alloys in which the latter metal ran as high as 40%. The
reason for that is that palladium dissolves in nitric acid.
Palladium is the only metal of the platinum-group that shows this
characteristic. It also dissolves in boiling sulphuric acid. Hydrochloric acid has little effect upon it.
In the following chapter we shall expose platinum, iridio-platinum, and
palladium to a variety of reagents. A full discussion of all the chemical
changes that might go on would consume many pages, and the list of
acquaintance tests that might be performed, if one had unlimited time,
is almost endless. Thus, the reader might profitably take samples of
his standard platinum and palladium solutions and expose each in turn
to copperas, sodium nitrite, oxalic acid, sulphur dioxide gas, zinc shavings, copper wire, table salt, and many other things.
We have assumed all along that the reader has never formally studied
chemistry in school or college; we can assure him that the formal study
of this science consists mostly of just such simple acquaintance tests, the
addition of one substance to another under varying conditions of concentration, temperature, and so on, with careful observations of the effects.
If the reader has performed all the experiments thus far described he
has learned a method of approach which if followed will carry him well
along toward an understanding of the precious metals.
A complete understanding would involve much study and many
experiments, as can be judged from a glance at the list of books that
have been written about these metals. Indeed, if you should ask any one
of the experts on this subject for example the chemists at the National
Bureau of Standards they would assure you that one lifetime is far too
short for a complete understanding of this fascinating group. But that
does not mean that an intelligent layman cannot learn enough to refine
profitably the materials used in his own shop.
Experiments, therefore, will suggest themselves to him from time to
time. If he uses small samples, and works slowly, he will run little risk
of accident and be sure to learn much. Beginners always use too large
samples, which waste time and money, and often by their sheer bulk,
obscure the reaction.
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Moreover, it is possible also to learn while doing; that is, to proceed
with the actual work of refining some jewelers' filings or some dental
scrap, accomplishing at the same time the recovery of precious metal
and the attainment of precious knowledge. This we shall do, pausing
now only to mention a few more facts.
A LITTLE ABOUT IRIDIUM

Pure iridium is a very hard metal, insoluble in any single acid,
and attacked even by aqua regia with the greatest difficulty, and
only under special conditions. Platinum that is alloyed with 30%
iridium can be boiled for hours in aqua regia with only minor
loss. In its chemical functions it resembles platinum in many respects; for example, if ammonium chloride is added to iridium
chloride, there will soon appear a precipitate of dark iridium ammonium chloride, chemically so much like the orange powder that it
is difficult to separate the two. Other characteristics will be discussed in later chapters, as the process of refining reveals them.
* * * *
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. I saw a display of platinum-group metals at the World's Fair a
series of buttons, bars, crucibles, articles of jewelry, etc. To my eye all
six metals were exactly the same white color. But in a book I read, one
metal is described as "steel white," another as "silvery," another as "tinwhite," etc. How do they differ?
A. To most eyes, rhodium is the whitest, with iridium and palladium
tied for second place, and platinum close behind. The color depends
partly on the form of the metal. Thus the platinum sponge obtained
by heating the orange powder is gray; melt this sponge into a button
and it will be tin-white.
The color of electrodeposited metal will vary with the conditions under
which it was deposited, from the mirror-like brilliance of good rhodium
plating to a dull leaden hue in badly done work.
A well-polished surface seems whiter than one bearing many small
scratches. The usual cause of darkening, however, is an impurity; thus
small amounts of other metals, of impurities soaked up from the crucible, or gases absorbed from the torch while the metal was molten, can
all cause darkening. But it is generally agreed now that all six metals
when pure and properly melted, are so nearly the same tin-white color
that experts cannot certainly distinguish them by the eye alone.

CHAPTER XI
JEWELERS' FILINGS AND CLIPPINGS CONTAINING
MIXTURES OF GOLD WITH PLATINUM-GROUP
METALS
Kind of materials handled. Equipment and chemicals. Beginning work,
(1) General cleaning. (2) Removing base metals with nitric acid. (3)
Removing gold with aqua regia. (4) Removing silver chloride.
(5) Melting the platinum filings. (6) Recovering dissolved platinum.
(7) Burning the orange powder. (8) Melting the platinum sponge.
(9) Recovering the dissolved gold. (10) Washing and melting the fine
gold. The Stock Pot. (11) The Silver Jar. Summary. Questions
and answers.
* *

*

*

KIND OF MATERIALS HANDLED

This chapter covers the filings and clippings ordinarily produced
in a jewelry shop where both gold and platinum articles are made.
Material of this type is rarely found in dental laboratories, but it
is one of the most important encountered in the jewelry industry,
and usually offers more profit to the small-scale refiner than any
other. Even the smallest jewelry shop will find that these gold and
platinum mixtures can be refined easily and with profit.
So important is this type of waste that some readers may turn
immediately to this chapter and skip the preceding ones. If so,
they should be warned that a knowledge of much that has gone
before is essential for the proper understanding of what follows.
We shall exclude from this chapter all buttons or alloys in which
gold and platinum-group metals are MELTED together.
(In
Chapter XII we shall discuss such buttons or alloys fully; they are
an important part of dental wastes.) This distinction between a
mixture of particles of gold and platinum, and an alloy in which
these same metals are melted together, is important; the reason will
be clear shortly. We shall for the present, exclude amalgams also,
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Jewelers' filings of this type contain the usual dirt, such as iron
from the files, emery and bits of paper that we found in Chapters III
and V.
The platinum used in ordinary high grade jewelry, included in this
chapter, normally contains a little iridium to stiffen it. White golds,
and the solders used in making platinum jewelry may contain palladium. This iridium and palladium are taken care of in this
chapter, and recovered in due time. Included also is old jewelry in
which platinum and gold are soldered together; for example,
platinum-topped gold jewelry.
We shall include in this chapter all the kinds of gold normally
used in jewelry, except one. Thus, we include yellow gold, red
gold, rolled and filled gold, white gold, and low-karat green gold.
We shall exclude only 18-k green gold. You will recall from Chapter VII, that 18-k green gold behaves differently from most gold
alloys in that it does not dissolve in aqua regia. For that reason we
exclude it from this chapter, reserving it for Chapter XVI.
*

*

* *

The procedure consists essentially of the removal of first one kind
of unwanted matter, then another, from the particles of platinum.
That is, we shall remove, in turn, the shellac and grease, the iron
from the files, the base metals, and the gold, our effort being to leave
the platinum particles unchanged as far as is possible.
With some mixtures this is quite easy; with others it is impossible.
That is why we have spent so much time in listing the mixtures that
can be handled in this way. Our reasons for including some things
and excluding others will be clear to the reader after he has been
through the procedure once or twice.
This chapter, then, can be used only when the composition of
the mixture is known, in the sense that a jeweler working on his
own wastes knows what sort of alloys and materials have been
employed. The professional refiner who buys filings, old dental
scrap, and the like, usually does not have sufficient knowledge of his
purchases to justify him in using this chapter.
To summarize: This chapter treats of the filings and clippings
produced in a jewelry factory where platinum and ordinary gold jewelry are being made, and in which particles of gold and platinum
are mixed—not melted—together.
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EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS

We shall use all the equipment already employed, and a few other
things beside. That includes table, burner, exhaust fan or hood,
wash-bottle, funnels, funnel support, evaporating dish, graduate
glass, glass stirring rods, spoon-spatula, casserole, asbestos to go
between casserole and flame, glass beakers, test tubes, the spot plate
and dropping bottle used in testing; steam bath, magnet, frying
pan for burning out dirt; a crucible for melting the refined gold,
and at least one stoneware crock of generous size.

Wash-bottle.

Mortar and pestle.

Pipe-clay triangle.

Watch glass.

Porcelain crucible.

Tongs for handling crucible.

In addition you will want the following for use in this chapter
and in Chapters XII and XIII: a second wash-bottle, smaller than
the first (Eimer & Amend No. 18952, size 500 cc, at$0.60);a mortar
and pestle, No. 28688,5 1/2 inches across, at $0.95. A porcelain crucible
No. 21241 or 21243, size 4, at about$0.50,will be big enough for the
small shop. Sand crucibles used in melting gold can be used instead,
but are not nearly so satisfactory. (Graphite crucibles should not
be used at all with platinum.) A pipe-clay triangle No. 32646,
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size 7 1/2 cm., is needed to support your porcelain crucible while it is
being heated; price $0.13. Crucible tongs No. 32553, 9 inches, at
$1.10, will be used for picking up hot articles. Watch glasses, to
cover dishes and beakers, make for cleanliness; No. 32850, assorted
sizes, say one each of sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 inches, cost about $0.62
You will use the following familiar chemicals: nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, copperas, sulphuric acid, stannous chloride testing solution, granulated zinc or zinc shavings, and fluxes for melting gold.
In addition the following new chemicals: 5 lb. ammonium chloride,
U. S. P. or C.P., at about$0.25per pound; 1 pound cyanide sodium
cyanide, or cyanide-chloride mixture, or "Cyanegg"; (ordinary
commercial purity is good enough) price about $0.40; a pound of
sodium chlorate, C.P., about $0.80 and a pound of pure ammonia
(ammonium hydroxide) at $0.50 or less.
BEGINNING WORK

For your first refining, handle only a small quantity of material,
not over three or four ounces. As you become familiar with the
procedures, you will handle larger and larger batches with ease.
Briefly, the material will be treated in the following steps:
(1) Removing bits of iron with a magnet; removing shellac and
grease by caustic or by burning in a frying pan. These steps were
discussed fully in Chapters III, V, and VI.
(2) Removing base metals with nitric acid; this is the same as in
Chapters III and V.
(3) Removing gold by means of cold aqua regia; at the same time
a little platinum is dissolved. This differs only slightly from the
procedure described in Chapter V.
(4) Removing silver chloride. This normally leaves your platinum clean.
(5) Melting the clean platinum filings.
(6) Recovering the platinum that is dissolved in aqua regia.
(7) Melting the platinum sponge.
(8) Recovering the gold that is dissolved in aqua regia, using
methods already learned in Chapters V and VI.
(9) Recovering the silver, if worth while.
(10) Laying aside the remaining solution—called the Stock Pot—
which contains a little platinum and probably some palladium and
iridium, for treatment in Chapter XIII.
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Clippings and old jewelry, etc., must be rolled thin; the thinner
the better. Hammer them flat; then feed them into the rolls with
a little scoop whose sides have been cut out so that it will fit against
the rolls; or put them on a piece of paper and feed in paper and all.
Roll very thin; a few minutes spent at the rolls may save several
hours later. Twist the pieces so that they will not lie flat in the acid,
then anneal.
Do NOT melt the filings into a button no matter how dirty
they may be if you expect to refine them according to the procedure
of this chapter.
(I)

GENERAL CLEANING

This is in every way similar to the methods used in Chapters III,
V and VI. Thus:
A. Take out bits of iron with a magnet. Put these with your
sweeps, as they may contain some value. (Some kinds of white gold
are attracted to a magnet; so if your white gold is of this kind, do
not use the magnet.)
B. Most workers burn out organic matter such as paper, lint, etc.,
in a frying pan. A few little cinders will be produced; they will
be washed out later.
C. But if your filings contain much shellac or grease, instead of
burning them, place them in a casserole and boil in lye or caustic, as
described in previous instructions, after which wash well, with plenty
of hot water. Let the wash-water settle overnight, then throw it
away, being careful not to pour over any filings. The mud that has
settled out contains some platinum, so put it with your polishings,
with old filter papers, or in the sweeps.
( 2 ) REMOVING BASE METALS WITH NITRIC ACID

Base metals, including some of the alloy in the gold, will now be
dissolved in nitric acid. Have the filings or clips in the casserole, and
cover them well with nitric acid. Use C.P. acid, and add a little
water, exactly as described in Chapters III or V. If there is much
base metal add the acid slowly, as it may boil over. The familiar
heavy brown fumes appear, so you must work near the fan. Dis
solve as much as possible of the base metals. The more base metals,
the more acid needed. When there are no more brown fumes on
stirring, add a good quantity of hot water to dilute the acid, and
pour it off through a clean filter, leaving the filings in the dish. Let
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the liquid run through into a jar with a wide mouth; it contains
dissolved silver, copper, and base metals, and is the same as the
"Silver Jar" of Chapter V. Wash the filings clean with plenty of
hot water, as usual. Filter this wash water in with the acid. The
cinders produced when you burned out the organic matter will
gradually be flushed out by this and subsequent washings.
Sometimes there is so little silver in your material that it does not
pay you to save this nitric acid solution. But if there is enough
silver in it to be worth recovering, follow the procedure given in
Chapter VIII.
If your original material contained any tin, you will now see
more or less of that jelly-like tin paste noticed in Chapter VII in the
discussion on soft solder. You can dissolve this tin paste by means
of a little sulphuric acid; then wash this off and throw it away.
( 3 ) REMOVING GOLD WITH AQUA REGIA

All the gold is now to be dissolved. A little platinum will dissolve unavoidably at the same time. For every Troy ounce of gold,
more or less, add
1 fluid ounce nitric acid,
1 fluid ounce water,
4 fluid ounces hydrochloric acid.
Do not add sulphuric acid yet. Use enough aqua regia to cover
the filings well. Do not heat this (unless you are in a great hurry)
because the hotter it is the more platinum it dissolves, and we do
not want to dissolve any more platinum than necessary. If your
material is mainly gold, add the aqua regia slowly, as it may bubble
over.
Let this stand till there is no more bubbling when you stir.
Usually 24 hours are enough, but the thicker the lumps of gold the
longer it takes. In hot weather it works more rapidly. You can
hasten action by stirring frequently, by heating, and by having all
pieces rolled very thin. In some cases two hours are long enough
to dissolve all the gold. If you have much gold, put on a little aqua
regia at first, let it act all it will, then pour it off and add more. It is
better to do this than to add all the aqua regia at once.
Try not to use any more aqua regia than is necessary to dissolve all
the gold. If you use more than necessary, you not only waste acids and
time, but also make trouble for yourself later. With a little experience
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you will learn how to dissolve all the gold, and at the same time have all
the acids killed when you are through.
When there is no further bubbling on stirring, pour off the aqua
regia solution (do not filter it yet) into a pitcher or jar, leaving the
filings in the casserole. This liquid contains dissolved gold, a little
dissolved platinum, perhaps some palladium and iridium, and such
base metals as were not reached by the nitric acid. This includes a
little lead in some cases.
To the liquid now add a little sulphuric acid, to throw down the
lead, if any is present, as white lead sulphate. Use say an ounce or
less of concentrated sulphuric acid to each quart of solution, add it
slowly, stirring all the while. The lead sulphate settles slowly.
Returning now to the platinum filings in the casserole: they are
mixed with a greyish mud of silver chloride, formed from the silver
that was alloyed with the gold. It forms a tight scum over the metal
and may keep the aqua regia from acting on it.
Dump the mass of filings into the mortar, and rub them hard
with the pestle, to loosen this scum of silver chloride. Then dump
them back into the casserole, washing them in with the wash-bottle.
Pour the water and loosened chloride into the pitcher of aqua
regia solution, leaving the filings in the casserole. The idea is
to wash off as much of this loose chloride as possible, but try not to
use more water than is necessary. At the same time you will be
flushing off cinders and other light-weight dirt.
Look through your material carefully, and if any large lumps of
gold are left, you will see them. Test to see if there are any small
pieces by adding a little fresh aqua regia, and watching the effect; if
in five minutes you see no bubbles on stirring, then the gold is probably all dissolved. If it is not all dissolved, leave the metal covered
with aqua regia for a few more hours, or until all the gold is dissolved.
Wash this aqua regia in with the other aqua regia in the pitcher,
washing well but using as little water as will do the work; you can
get your filings cleaner with several portions of water, of a few
spoonfuls each, than with one large portion, if you stir well and
pour off each portion completely before putting on the next. Wash
until there is no more color in the wash waters.
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(4) REMOVING SILVER CHLORIDE FROM THE FILINGS WITH CYANIDE
(OR AMMONIA)

When you are sure that your filings are free from acid, fill up the
casserole with hot water, and add a piece of cyanide. For 100 dwt of
filings a piece as big as a walnut may be enough. Stir well, and heat
to boiling if possible. This treatment dissolves any remaining silver
chloride mud, and leaves the platinum clean and bright. Use either
sodium cyanide or potassium cyanide, or the chloride-cyanide
mixture.
Cyanide is a deadly poison. When mixed with acid it gives off its
deadly fumes more rapidly. That is why you must wash off the acid
so thoroughly.
If you do not like to use cyanide, you can use ammonia instead, but
it is slower. Use it exactly as you use cyanide wash the filings WELL,
then add a strong solution of ammonia, chemically pure, in hot water.
Stir often. Do not boil the ammonia, but set it in a warm place.
If there was much gold in your filings originally, there will be so
much silver chloride that you may have to repeat this treatment.
Finally pour or filter off the cyanide water (or ammonia) and wash
the filings well with much hot water. Be careful not to pour off
bits of platinum. Washings containing cyanide should not be put
in the Silver Jar; if the amount of silver is small you are advised
to throw them away at once. But if you want to keep and refine
them, keep them in a separate container, and follow the suggestions
in Chapter VIII.
As soon as the filings are clean and dry, they are ready to be
melted with the oxygen-gas flame. Pick them over well; you may
find bits of gold. Remember that small pieces dissolve before the
big ones, so if you cannot find any big ones there probably are no
small ones. Pick out any tiny squares of metal with a white look;
they are a certain kind of platinum solder.
If you have any 18-k green gold, or any gold-platinum dental
alloy, in your material, you will find them now. Pick them out, as
they require methods to be described in later chapters. Run through
the filings with a magnet to be sure all steel is removed. If the
filings contain much sand or enamel, see later instruction. A little
emery is often seen but it does no harm.
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(5) MELTING THE PLATINUM FILINGS

It is always wise to melt about a pennyweight of metal first, to
make a test button If good, melt the whole lot. Remember that
it is easy to get dirt out of filings, but very hard to purify an impure
bar. So if your sample is bad, now is the time to clean your filings
further. Sometimes it is enough to wash them once more with
cyanide and water. Sometimes you must soak them again in aqua
regia. Clean filings will melt easily and perfectly, without smell or
smoke, and without loss. See Chapter A of the Appendix.
(6)

RECOVERING DISSOLVED PLATINUM

Return now to the aqua regia solution which contains dissolved
gold, also some dissolved platinum; (also dissolved base metals and
probably some dissolved palladium and iridium). If the copper or
nickel content is high it will be greenish; otherwise it will be brown.
Probably by this time the sediment of silver chloride and lead
sulphate has had time to settle. This sediment must be removed
sooner or later, and now is one good time to get rid of it, so let it
settle well, pour off the clear part, and filter the remainder. The
sediment should be washed free of solution and placed in the Silver
Jar.
The next step is to drive off excess nitric acid. You were told to
use no more aqua regia than was needed, but there is always a
tendency to use too much, because fresh acids work much more
rapidly than acids that are almost exhausted. Put the solution in an
evaporating dish and heat it slowly, preferably on a steam bath, until
syrupy. Do not let it spatter. A maximum temperature of 140 to
150 degrees Centigrade is advised. Now slowly add a little full
strength hydrochloric acid to the syrup, and you will see the brown
nitric acid fumes being expelled. Evaporate to a syrup a second
time, possibly a third time, adding hydrochloric acid each time.
This is the same procedure that you used in Chapters V and VI.
If you carry the evaporation too far, you will form a hard cake
and gold may appear as a brown metallic film on the sides of the
dish. Try to avoid this. If metallic gold should bake out, dissolve
a crystal of sodium chlorate in a spoonful of hot water, and pour the
solution drop by drop where the gold has collected; this dissolves it.
Work slowly, drop by drop, as this combination (chlorate and acid)
tends to spatter violently.
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You may have to evaporate a third or fourth time, each time adding hydrochloric acid, to get rid of all the brown nitric acid fumes.
One reason why we added sulphuric acid to the aqua regia solution
is because with sulphuric acid the unused nitric acid can be driven
off with fewer evaporations. Finally thin the syrup with several
volumes of water, and wash it into a large vessel (not a bottle)
which should not be more than two-thirds full. There should not
be more than about three ounces of precious metal to each quart of
liquid.
Normally there is still some sediment present silver
chloride and lead sulphate that have managed to escape previous
efforts for their removal.
Get rid of this sediment, either by letting it settle and pouring off
the clear solution, or by filtering. The solution must be perfectly
free from cloudiness before you go to the next step.
The next step is to precipitate platinum by means of ammonium
chloride. For each quart of solution you will need about half a
pound of ammonium chloride, dissolved in hot water to make a
concentrated solution. Good quality (C. P. or T. P.) chloride is
best; cheaper stuff contains trash which must be filtered out.
Add the strong ammonium chloride solution to your aqua regia
solution, and stir well. Use plenty; for each pennyweight of platinum that is in solution, you will need a little over 1/2 a pennyweight
of ammonium chloride, and a definite excess is advisable.
Immediately the orange powder of platinum ammonium chloride
will appear. About 95 per cent, more or less, of the platinum that
was in solution will be precipitated in this form.
The color will range from canary yellow through orange to a deep
maroon. Do not be surprised if the shade is different every time; it
depends upon the temperature at which it forms, the impurities present,
and other factors as well.
Let the orange powder settle. If your solution contains much
IRIDIUM, some iridium-ammonium-chloride may come down,
mixed with the platinum salt. The longer it stands, the more of
this dark iridium compound will come down.
(Moral: if you want your recovered platinum to be free from iridium,
filter off the orange powder within an hour or so. But sometimes you
want the iridium to come down with the platinum; in that case let the
jar stand overnight in a cool place.)
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The next step is to get the orange powder into a filter paper; pour
the clear liquid through first, and then dump the orange powder in,
rinsing it in with a little of the solution that has already run
through. Let the liquid (which contains dissolved gold, etc.) run
into a big vessel such as a crock not a bottle.
Some of the powder will stick to the vessel. So dissolve a handful
of pure ammonium chloride in a pint of water, making up roughly
a 15% solution, and put it in your small wash-bottle. Label this
little wash-bottle, so as not to confuse it with the big one containing
plain water. Wash the orange powder into the filter with this ammonium-chloride-water, using as little as will do the work. Chemists
often use a glass rod tipped with a bit of rubber to wipe off the
powder that sticks to the glass; these rubber tips are called "police
men," and can be bought at your supply store.
When all the orange powder is in the filter, and all the liquid has
run through, and before the powder dries, wash down the sides of
the filter with some of this ammonium-chloride-water, so as to get
the orange powder into a lump. We use ammonium-chloridewater because some of the powder would dissolve in plain water,
but very little dissolves in ammonium-chloride-water. But use as
little as will do the work.
It is now necessary to wash the orange powder, because it is wet
with dissolved gold, dissolved copper, etc. A quick way is to pierce
the bottom of the filter paper with a glass rod and permit the powder
to run through into a clean dish below. Wash it down well, using
the ammonium-chloride-water. If you have time, wash the powder
into a wide flat vessel, cover it with plain water, and heat it gently
on a hot plate or small flame for several hours. Use a large jar so
that the layer of powder will be relatively thin. Let cool before
you filter again. These schemes serve to rinse and clean the orange
powder.
Finally get the powder into a new filter paper, washing it into a
lump as before. The liquid that runs through is of value, so add it to
the aqua regia solution. Spread the paper out on a plate to dry.
(7) BURNING THE ORANGE POWDER

When the orange powder is dry, dump it into a clean shallow
porcelain or sand crucible, filling it not quite full. Knock all the
orange off the paper that you can (if you washed it well this will be
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easy; if not, very difficult), and put the paper with your other old
filter papers. Do not burn the paper with the powder. Porcelain
crucibles cost more than sand and are more fragile, but are preferred
because the powder does not cling to the smooth surface. If you
can afford it, get a fused quartz evaporating dish for this job. It is
expensive but should last indefinitely.
Heat the powder, as in the acquaintance test, for some time. A
large lot will take an hour or more. The ideal method is to use a
gas-fired muffle furnace with a good flue; small shops use a gas
burner such as is used for cooking, or a Bunsen burner, supporting
the crucible on a clay triangle. Do not use a gold-melting furnace,
as the draft may carry the powder up the flue. Do not use an
electric furnace unless the wiring is carefully protected against the
fumes. The fumes are dangerous to the lungs and should be carried
off, preferably through a duct that can be cleaned out periodically to
salvage any metal that might collect in it. Refiners handling much
metal sometimes play a stream of burning hydrogen gas on the
powder as it is being reduced. This method can be dangerous if
not performed with the utmost precision and is not advised for the
small shop.
Heat the powder gently at first, and hold a cold object, such as a
pair of tongs, in the fumes. If a white crust appears on it, all right;
but if yellow or black stains appear, you are heating too rapidly and
will lose platinum. If you are using a pyrometer, proceed slowly
till a temperature of 370° C. is reached; after that the heat can be
increased rapidly to 900°, a t w h i c h a l l v o l a t i l e m a t t e r i s b u r n e d off .
You now have a mass of grey platinum sponge metallic platinum,
finely divided; sometimes it clings together in a sort of clinker.
Sponge reduced in this way by heat is sometimes spoken of as
having been ignited or calcined. There is an alternative method of
reducing the orange powder, preferred by many workers because it
involves less chance of loss; it employs formic acid, and is described
fully in Chapter XIV.
(8) MELTING THE PLATINUM SPONGE

Sponge is melted in practically the same way as filings; this process
will be described more fully in the Appendix. The result, assuming
that the refining was properly carried out, should be a button of
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almost pure platinum rather soft because it can contain at most
only a little iridium.
Beginners sometimes make a bad refining the first time, so it is
wise to make a small test button first, before melting the whole lot.
(More trouble and loss in refining is due to neglect of this last paragraph, than all other mistakes put together. The wise refiner takes this
precaution every time.)
If you get a bad test button, boil the sponge for ten minutes in
strong cyanide water. This generally dissolves the dirt, which is
probably silver chloride. Wash well with much hot water, dry, and
make another test melt.
Generally this gives good metal; or sometimes one or two remeltings will give a good button. (Another practice, which we do
not recommend, is to melt up a small lot of bad metal with a large
amount of good new metal, gradually getting rid of bad metal in
that way.)
But perhaps you made some serious mistake in your refining, and
cannot get good metal. In that case, turn to Chapter XV on special
repurification, and follow those directions. It is much easier to
purify bad sponge than to purify bad buttons.
(9)

RECOVERING THE GOLD FROM THE AQUA REGIA SOLUTION

Return now to the big vessel of aqua regia solution, which contains all the gold. (It also contains base metals, palladium, perhaps
some iridium, and a little platinum.)
The dissolved gold is now to be recovered. Use copperas, or
sodium nitrite, or sulphur dioxide, as preferred, as described in
Chapters V and VI.
When using copperas, be sure to add a little hydrochloric acid
to the copperas solution, enough to make it a clear green. Among
other things, this precaution tends to prevent palladium from being
carried down with the gold.
If, in procedure (6) you did not succeed in driving off all the
unused nitric acid in your aqua regia, you will have difficulty here;
brown bubbles will appear and gold will refuse to come down.
When this happens, you must get rid of this nitric acid by methods
described in Chapter V.
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WASHING AND MELTING THE FINE GOLD—THE STOCK POT

Let the fine gold powder settle for some hours; then test a few
drops of the liquid to see if all the gold has been precipitated, using
a clean green crystal of copperas as described in Chapter IX. Watch
it for a couple of minutes at least. If nothing happens you have used
enough copperas. But if a dark cloud forms around the crystal,
add more copperas (or sulphur dioxide) to the main solution and let
the gold settle again.
Or, if the solution does not contain too much platinum or palladium,
use the stannous chloride test. (Large quantities of platinum or palladium in the solution will mask the gold reaction.)
After a satisfactory test, dip or siphon off the liquid into the
largest crock you have, called the Stock Pot. You will have to
filter the last part of the liquid.
Dump the mass of gold into the casserole, and wash it as described in Chapter V, first with hot water, then with hydrochloric
acid, then with water again. These washings are all filtered and
added to the Stock Pot, as they contain dissolved platinum-group
metals.
Do not let any gold get into the Stock Pot if you can help it.
The liquid in the Stock Pot always contains a small amount of
platinum as well as palladium and iridium. These will be recovered
in Chapter XIII. It also contains considerable copper, nickel, etc.
If you used copperas as your precipitant, the Stock Pot will contain
much ferric iron in solution.
If your original material contained much palladium, some palladium may come down with your gold. If so, the gold powder will
look dark, even black, and when melted will give a whitish button.
When this happens, turn to Chapter XV on Repurification.
After thorough washing, the gold powder is usually ready to be
dried and melted. But here again it pays to make a small test melt,
before melting the whole batch. Normally this method gives gold
pure enough for most jewelers' requirements; but if the original
material contained much tin and lead, or much palladium, for
example, it may be advisable to go through the repurification.
(The purity of recovered gold depends, first, upon the kind and quantity of impurities that you started with, and second, upon your skill and
patience.)
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T H E SILVER JAR

You will recall that in some instances you were told to throw away
silver residues, especially the cyanide residues that are so dangerous to
handle. This advice is meant primarily for the small user.
The larger user might do well to save these, if he has good storage
facilities, and can keep the cyanide fumes from endangering his health.
But he should recall that even at best, silver residues have small value,
and usually are not worth refining as such, but should be put in with
the sweeps, wash-barrel wastes, or other low-grade stuff.
The Stock Pot the solution from which all the gold and most
of the dissolved platinum have been recovered is set aside for
further treatment in Chapter XIII.
SUMMARY

The following diagram, designed for the use of the man to whom
the various steps are already somewhat familiar, will be helpful as
a reminder and summary. ("Ppt." means "precipitate.")
JFWELERS' MIXTURES particles of PLATINUM; particles of GOLD alloyed with SILVER and BASE

METALS; organic TRASH such as paper, grease, shellac; IRON from the files; SAND or emery
(The platinum may be a loyed with palladium or iridium, or both )
Remove organic matter either by burning or by means of a caustic solution
Remove iron particles with a magnet
Dissolve with nitric acid all base metals that can be reached Filter
RESIDUE: PLATINUM; GOLD alloyed with BASE METALS and SILVER;
SAND.

FILTRATE: Nitrates of
SILVER andBASF METALS

Treat with cold aqua reg ia until all gold particles have been dissolved. Add hydrochloric acid or
Filter.
table Salt. Let settle
RESIDUE: Bulk of FILTRATE: Dissolved GOLD, some dissolved PPT:
PLATINUM in almost its PLATINUM, possibly some dissolved PALLA- SILVER
original form, mixed DIUM and IRIDIUM, with dissolved BASE CHLORIDE
with SILVER CHLORIDE METALS.
See

ChapVIII

(and SAND).

Treat with cyanide or
ammonia.
RESIDUE:
PLATINUM

(and
sand).

FILTRATE:

Expel excess nitric acid, take up with water
and hydrochloric acid, filter and discard any
residue, add ammonium chloride.
RATE:

Cyanide or Oruige
ammonia
powder.
salt of
Reduce
SILVER.
tQ metallic
See
PLATnrou
Chap. VIII.

FILTRATE contains dissolved
GOLD,

BASE

METALS,

and

traces of dissolved PLATINUM,
PALLADIUM, and IRIDIUM.

Add copperas. Let settle and
filter.
PPT: is FILTRATE:BASEMETFINE
ALS, traces of PLATIGOLD. NUM-GROUP metals.
To Stock Pot Chap
ter XIII.

FILTRATE
BASEMFTAL

salts
Discard
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. Is ammonium chloride poisonous? In using the little wash-bottle
I got some of the solution into my mouth, and it had a bitter taste.
A. Chemically this salt is related to table salt (sodium chloride), and
small quantities will do you no harm. In fact, it is used in some kinds
of cough medicine. However, you are advised not to swallow the solution, as it can upset the stomach. Ammonium chloride is also called
"sal ammoniac," especially by older chemists.
*

•

•

*

Q. Is there any way of knowing exactly how much platinum will go
into solution in aqua regia in a given time?
A. The quantity will depend upon the following factors: (1) the area
of platinum the surface that is reached by the acids; fine filings expose
much area, thick lumps expose relatively little; (2) the temperature of the
acids; the warmer the aqua regia the more rapidly it acts; (3) how
often you stir; frequent stirring permits fresh acid to reach the metal
and hastens action; (4) the composition of the platinum; pure soft platinum dissolves more rapidly than the iridio-platinum that is normally used
in jewelry, and the higher the percentage of iridium, the less of the metal
will dissolve. Also, some "platinum" is alloyed with more or less palladium, with or without gold and perhaps with nickel and other metals.
These alloys dissolve more rapidly than pure platinum; as the percentage
of these metals goes up, the rapidity of solution goes up.
*

•

*

*

Q. We are told not to burn the paper with the orange powder. This
paper has considerable powder sticking to it. What should be done
with it?
A. Discard any part of the paper that shows no stains, and put the
rest in with your "Paper Storage," which will be taken care of in
Chapter XVIII. We do not burn the paper with the orange powder
because the carbon in the paper can combine with platinum, under certain conditions, to form a compound (a carbonyl) that is volatile.
*

#

#

*

Q. Why is it necessary to remove all the excess nitric acid? Could we
not add an extra quantity of copperas and get rid of it that way?
A. Several things are accomplished by the removal of the nitric acid,
the first being the familiar one of facilitating the precipitation of gold.
Also, nitric acid hinders the precipitation of the orange powder, and at
the same time causes part of the palladium to come down with the
platinum.
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Q. I have a friend who is doing this work, and he throws down his
gold before throwing down the platinum. Is this all right?
A. Under certain conditions it is advisable. There are several possible
modifications of this procedure which will be discussed in Chapter XIV.
Q. What are the fumes that appear when the orange powder is burned?
A. Several different substances are present: ammonia, hydrochloric
acid, chlorine gas, and probably water and other things. This particular
reaction has been studied by chemists for a long time, but they are dissatisfied and at least one laboratory has been investigating the matter
recently. Undoubtedly some platinum can be carried off mechanically,
and apparently a volatile platinum compound can be formed, especially
if carbon is present.
* # # *
Q. When I heated the orange powder it darkened and then seemed
to creep up the sides of the crucible. Later it clung so tightly to the
crucible that I could not get it off. What causes this?
A. This happens when the powder is damp when being burned, also
when the ammonium chloride wash water is too concentrated. This
excess ammonium chloride is what causes the stuff to cling to the crucible. Impurities such as copper salts will stain the crucible.
Q. You tell us to clean the platinum filings with cyanide, to get rid of
the mud of silver chloride. Now, I have heard that cyanide will dissolve gold. Isn't it possible that I should lose some gold this way,
especially if I do as you say and throw away the cyanide afterwards?
A. Yes, there is a possibility of a small loss of gold here. That is one
reason why some people use ammonia for this step, in spite of its slowness. However, cyanide dissolves gold very slowly, even when helped
along by aeration, which is not done here. Moreover you were not advised to use the cyanide until after you had reason to believe that the
gold was already removed, either wholly or in large part.
Q. After evaporating to a syrup to get rid of excess nitric acid, I am
told to dilute the syrup with "several" volumes of water. What does
this mean?
A. With a little experience you will learn the quantity best suited to
your material. Some workers use only three or four volumes of water,
others use as much as ten volumes. If you use too much water you
waste time in filtering the bulky solutions, and the proportion of platinum recovered as orange powder will be relatively low. On the other
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hand, if you use too little water, your nickel or copper salts may deposit
out as a green crystalline crust mixed with the orange powder. Watch
out for this crust, and use enough water to prevent its formation.
• * * *
Q. I have a friend who does this work, and he always adds a little
ammonia when he precipitates the orange powder. Does this do any
good?
A. It does no good, and it can do harm. For example, if too much
ammonia is added (enough to neutralize the acid), all your metals will
precipitate together gold, iron, tin, platinum, zinc as a mass of pasty
compounds, difficult to redissolve and separate. Even a little ammonia
can do harm; you will recall in Chapter IX we said that ammonia can
form complex substances in which the platinum metals are so tied up
that they may not give the usual reactions. If these so-called amino
compounds do form, they may make your work in Chapter XIII more
difficult.
# * * •
Q. I have a friend who is doing this work, and when he precipitates
the orange powder he adds alcohol and a big piece of ice. Does this do
any good?
A. Ice and alcohol, either together or separately, are sometimes used.
Ice is added because more orange powder comes down in a cold solution
than in a warm one. Some people put the vessel in the icebox overnight for this reason. However, this chilling may cause nickel or copper
salts to crystallize out with the orange powder; accordingly, the method
is not generally recommended. Alcohol can also increase the proportion
of platinum that comes down. However it reacts with the iridium and
palladium (like ammonia) to form compounds that may not be desirable.
Accordingly the addition of alcohol is not recommended except in a
few rare cases where this reaction with iridium is desirable.
Q. I was reading an old book about platinum, and it said that platinum
should be precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen. Is that a good method?
A. Sulphuretted hydrogen, whose modern name is hydrogen sulphide,
is a poisonous gas with an unpleasant odor the odor of rotten eggs.
It will precipitate platinum if the acid concentration is right, but it will
also precipitate gold, copper, lead, mercury, and many other metals as
well, especially the heavy metals. Because of this latter fact it is rarely
used in the recoverv of nrecious metals.

CHAPTER XII
ALLOYS AND BUTTONS CONTAINING GOLD AND
PLATINUM-GROUP METALS
Material handled. Jewelers' buttons. Dental alloys. Equipment and
chemicals. (A) Preliminary treatments. (B) Melting into a button if
necessary. (C) Granulating the button or rolling it thin. (D) Dissolving the metal in aqua regia. (E) Recovering iridium from the silver
chloride. (F) Recovering dissolved platinum. (G) Recovering gold.
(H) Recovering silver if worth while. (I) The Stock Pot. Summary
and diagram. Silver-rich buttons. Questions and answers.
* # # *
MATERIAL HANDLED

In Chapter XI we refined mixtures of gold and platinum particles, the process consisting of the removal of first one, then another
contaminating substance, the platinum particles finally being left
clean and in practically their original form.
In this chapter we assume that our gold and platinum metals are
already melted and alloyed together, as in the case of certain dental
alloys. Such material must be dissolved completely, all the gold and
all the platinum going into solution and then being precipitated
separately. Both jewelers and dental technicians will handle materials of this kind.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with earlier chapters of
this book, has had experience in dissolving and recovering gold, and
has performed the acquaintance experiments in Chapter X. If he
has carried through a refining according to Chapter XI, so much
the better.
JEWELERS' BUTTONS AND ALLOYS

The jeweler occasionally has
cording to this chapter. Thus,
mixtures described in Chapter
number of old filter papers his

materials suitable for refining acafter a few weeks of refining the
XI he will have accumulated a
paper storage containing particles
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of precious metals and considerable dirt. He will reduce this to a
button, as described in Chapter XVIII on Low Grade Wastes, which
button should be refined according to the procedure shortly to be
described.
In past years, when indium and platinum were much more expensive than they are now, platinum alloys containing gold, palladium, nickel, silver, and even other metals, were sometimes made
into jewelry. Scrap and old jewelry made of this stock should be
handled according to this chapter. White gold of the highest class
(see Chapter VII) contains palladium; scrap and old jewelry made of
such white gold should also be handled as described here. Chapter
IX on "Identifying" tells how to recognize these complex platinum
alloys and how to determine whether a white gold does or does not
contain palladium.
DENTAL ALLOYS

Precious metals are employed in dentistry in several forms, some
of which have already been discussed. Pure gold in the form of foil
or adhesive sponge, is used in fillings; the scrap, which is nearly 24-k
gold, should be refined according to Chapter V or VI. There are
several kinds of dental gold solders and alloys in which gold and
silver are the only precious metals present; these also should be
refined according to Chapter V or VI. Amalgams and amalgam
alloys contain silver, and sometimes (by accident) other precious
metals as well; these should be laid aside and treated according to
Chapter XVI. Platinum and iridio-platinum pins also are discussed
in Chapter XVI, and generally should be treated separately, but if
they are included by accident in the material described below, no
harm will be done. Finally, we reach the very important modern
alloys that are the main concern of this chapter the wrought gold
alloys and the casting gold alloys in which gold and platinum-group
metals are present.
Base metals also find large employment in dentistry, and naturally become mixed with the precious metal wastes. Skinner's
SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS, listed in the Appendix,
describes their application. Thus aluminum is used in making dental plates; so are stainless steel and some of the chromium alloys.
Nickel and tungsten are used in dental pins. Steel is employed for
dental instruments, drills, etc. "Technic" alloys, which are not used
in the mouth, but only for practice, demonstration, etc., are of two
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types first the fusible alloys such as the bismuth-lead-tin alloys
which are used in dies and counterdies, some of which melt at
temperatures as low as that of boiling water, and second the yellow
silver-copper technic alloys that look like gold. The workman
should try to exclude these base metals as far as possible from his
valuable wastes, as they not only consume time and chemicals, but
some of them, like lead and tungsten, complicate the refining even
when present in small quantities.
Modern dental gold alloys always contain silver and copper, frequently platinum, palladium, zinc and tin as well. Sometimes
iridium, rhodium, nickel, and indium are present in small amounts,
and the base metals aluminum, magnesium, manganese and iron
have been found.
Much interesting research has been done on dental alloys during
the last few years, both by the firms that sell them and by the National Bureau of Standards, with the cooperation of the American
Dental Association. If the reader is not already familiar with these
investigations, he should at once obtain some of the publications
described in Chapter E of the Appendix. A familiarity with these
recent researches will be of great usefulness both to the user and the
refiner of these alloys.
The wrought gold alloys and casting alloys which are the main interest
of this chapter, are used for a variety of prosthetic purposes, and many
formulas have been proposed. Gold is the principal constituent of most
of them, especially the yellow ones. The silver content of the wrought
gold alloys ranges from about 5% to as much as 15%; this point will be
brought up again later. Platinum and palladium together may run
from 10% to as much as 25%. Normally iridium is present in small
proportions less than 1% and probably got in by accident rather than
by design. In the white alloys there is considerable nickel as much as
18%; copper runs from 9% to 15%, more or less, while zinc rarely runs
over 1%. The American Dental Association Specifications2 r e q uire
1 Indium is a rare metal, of the aluminum group, sometimes added in small quantities. See U. S. Patents 1,987,451 and 1,987,452, N. O. Taylor, January 8, 1935.
Because of its rarity indium is not taken into consideration in this book. If you know
that your metal contains indium in sufficient quantity to justify its recovery, sec
NEW PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF DENTAL GOLD ALLOYS, by
Raleigh Gilchrist; Research paper RP 1103, Journal of Research of the Bureau of
Standards, vol. 20, pp. 745-771, June, 1938.
2 These specifications were prepared by the National Bureau of Standards, in
cooperation with the Dental Association and the manufacturers of dental gold materials. See Chapter E of this volume.
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that dental wrought gold alloys should contain at least 7 5 % gold-andplatinum-group metals.
The casting gold alloys are also made up in a wide variety of formulas.
They differ from the wrought golds primarily in that the gold content
is relatively higher up to 90% and over and the platinum-group metals
are lower. The Association Specifications require for soft casting alloys
a minimum of 83% gold and platinum group, and for medium and hard
casting alloys a 78% minimum.
The dental technician will have a variety of wastes containing these
alloys, including scrap, clippings, old dentures, and the stuff swept from
the bench where they are fabricated.
For convenience we shall divide these materials into two grades:
first grade, consisting of clean buttons, sprues, dentures, clean scrap,
and clean old jewelry; while second grade scrap consists of filings
and stuff swept from the bench, which contain considerable dirt
such as emery, rouge, carborundum, wax, rubber, plaster of paris, in
vestment compound, charcoal, and what not.
For the present we shall exclude all amalgams and mercury; these
will be taken care of in Chapter XVI.
For the present we shall handle material that contains comparatively little silver. Later in this chapter we shall consider the button
in which silver is the major element.
EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS

These are the same as were employed in Chapter XI. Since in this
chapter we dissolve all our metal, we may need some more large
vessels, such as a large evaporating dish and one or more large jars
or crocks, in addition to those already used.
BEGINNING

WORK

For your first refining take a very small quantity, say 40 or 50 dwt.,
in order to gauge the size of vessels that this method calls for.
Briefly, the procedures are as follows, most of them being already
familiar.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Any preliminary treatment that may be useful.
Melting into a button if necessary.
Granulating this button, or rolling it thin, as preferred.
Dissolving the metal in aqua regia.
Recovering the iridium from the silver chloride.
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Recovering platinum from the aqua regia solution, as usual.
Recovering gold from the aqua regia solution, as usual.
Recovering silver if worth while.
Laying aside the remaining solution the Stock Pot for treat
ment in Chapter XIII.
A. PRELIMINARY TREATMENTS

First grade clean scrap rarely needs any preliminary treatment.
But second grade stuff, in which there is much assorted dirt, should
be sieved, and probably burned in the frying pan or boiled in caustic,
and it may help to take out iron particles with a magnet. Remember
that if appreciable quantities of amalgam are present, the material
should be treated by methods to be described later Chapter XVI.
Nitric acid, which we used in Chapters III, V, VI and XI to get
rid of base metals, is sometimes employed here, but not always, for
a variety of reasons. Thus, high grade wrought or casting golds
are not attacked by it; therefore nothing would be accomplished by
using it. Sometimes it pays to use it on the second grade (dirty) materials, depending upon the kind of dirt present, but usually it is
easier to flux the dirt off in the next procedure. A further consideration is the possible presence of palladium. You will recall that palladium, when present in pure form or in certain alloys, is soluble
in nitric acid; also a few rare alloys containing platinum will go
completely into solution when boiled in nitric acid.
Accordingly, take a sample of your material, and boil it in nitric
acid for a few minutes, then test the liquid with stannous chloride
testing solution. If it shows that platinum or palladium has gone
into solution, omit the treatment with nitric acid.
If you find that nitric acid dissolves only base metals, then treat
the whole quantity of material with nitric acid as usual. If the
solution contains worth while quantities of silver, put it in your
Silver Jar and refine according to Chapter VIII.
If you are in doubt, omit the nitric acid treatment.
B. MELTING THE MATERIAL INTO A BUTTON, IF NECESSARY

Second-grade stuff, especially if it contains much carborundum or
emery, is generally melted into a button.
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Mix it well with a flux such as crushed borax glass and soda ash,
using equal weights of flux and material, and melt in a gold-melting
furnace, using a sand crucible. The flux serves to liquefy the dirt,
while the metallic particles collect into a button at the bottom of the
crucible. If the proportion of emery is high, use more flux. The
chapter on Low Grade Wastes gives formulas of other fluxes. Do
not use litharge. Let the melt cool in the crucible, which is then
broken and the button carefully separated from the slag.

First-grade clean stuff, such as old dentures, may or may not
need to be melted into a button. It does no harm in any case, and
after a little experience you can tell whether it does any good or
not; different kinds of metal call for different treatments.
Thus, if your metal either first-grade or second-grade material
runs more than half platinum, whose melting point is high, ordinary
melting will not get it into a homogeneous button; you will want
to lower the melting point of the whole mass by adding some brass,
or perhaps some copper or zinc. If you have some rolled or filled
gold scrap to get rid of, here is a good place to utilize it by melting
it in with your second-grade dental wastes.
When breaking the crucible to remove the button, look out for beads
or shot metal embedded in the slag; if there are many of these it means
that you did not heat long enough, or did not use enough flux, or that
your platinum percentage was too high. If properly done, the melting
will consolidate all the metallic particles into a button, and all the
emery, rouge, plaster of paris, etc. will go into the slag which then can
be thrown away.
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C. GRANULATING THE METAL, OR ROLLING IT THIN

The next task is to get the metal into such form that acids can
work upon it easily. Sometimes the lumps or buttons are so soft
that they can be rolled thin as paper. Cut the strips into short
lengths and twist them so they will not lie flat in the acid, then
anneal. Roll very thin; a few minutes spent at the rolls will save
hours in the acid.
But often these metals refuse to roll, and it is easier to granulate
them. This is done by remelting the metal and pouring it while
molten into a big vessel of water. (See Chapter V.)
If your metal is as much as 12% silver, the silver will cause
trouble when you try to dissolve the button in aqua regia. In
Chapter VII on green gold we discussed this subject and the reader
would do well to refer to this chapter now. So, if you know your
metal to contain as much as 12% silver, melt some other metal in
with it gold, or copper, or zinc or brass sufficient to get the silver
content down to say 10% or less.
If you do not know what the percentage of silver is, drop a piece
of your metal into a little aqua regia, heat to a boil, and see what
happens. If the acids are very slow to act the chances are that it
would pay you to melt your metal up with brass, gold, or other
metal, in proper quantity to reduce the silver to 10% or less.
Usually it is best to add this extra metal when you are about to
granulate the material. But some workers like to add it when
making the first melt, just described.
D. DISSOLVING THE METAL IN AQUA REGIA

Place the metal, which by now is rolled thin or granulated, in a
casserole and cover it with aqua regia. Mix as follows:
Nitric acid, full strength
Hydrochloric acid, full strength
Water
.

1 part
4 parts
2 parts

Do not add any sulphuric acid yet.
Use 6 or 8 fluid ounces of the mixture to each Troy ounce of
metal; with much platinum you may need more.
Sometimes the acids go to work at once; usually you will have to
heat. If possible, set the casserole on a steam bath as that does not
cause spattering or require continuous attention. Stir often to dis
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lodge the scum of silver chloride. Place an inverted funnel over
the dish, to prevent spattering, save acid, and keep out dirt.
Some people like to use an Erlenmeyer flask for this step, because it
permits them to see what is going on. The thin Pyrex glass models
withstand heat well. The frontispiece shows several Erlenmeyer flasks
in operation, and on page 171 the reader will find other illustrations,
with catalogue numbers and prices. The refiner may have occasion to
use both the narrow-mouthed form and the wide-mouthed; the latter
when there is some danger of boiling over. The narrow-mouthed form
comes in many sizes, from the tiny 10 cc. size to the 6000 cc. model.
The wide-mouthed form is made in three sizes 250, 500, and 1000 cc.
Another advantage of these flasks is that the material therein can be
stirred easily merely by rotating the flask not too briskly, of course,
or it might froth over.
Do not use an evaporating dish for this procedure, as it permits too
much acid to evaporate off wastefully.
The length of time required to dissolve the metals depends upon
several factors. You can hasten matters by having the pieces very small
and thin, by heating, and by stirring often to loosen the coating of silver
chloride. Also, the more platinum and the more silver in the metal,
the slower the action of the acids.
Silver, especially, makes the process slow. If it runs as high as 12%
the slowness is noticeable; if as high as 25% the metal is practically
insoluble.
Sometimes it helps matters to pour the solution off into a pitcher,
then dump the whole mass of metal into the mortar and grind it
hard with the pestle, to loosen the chloride. Then dump it back
into the casserole, washing it back with a little water; then cover it
again with the aqua regia solution, which will now go to work
again with vigor.
Sometimes individual lumps or strips of metal will be much slower
to dissolve than the bulk of the material. It may pay to pick out
such lumps and lay them aside until they can be melted up and the
silver content reduced to 10% or less.
Finally all the metal will seem to be dissolved, and you will have
left only the powdery residue of silver chloride. Here, however, we
meet a new consideration a point that has not come up before. If
your original material contained iridium, the iridium will now re
main undissolved as a metallic dar\ powder, mixed with the silver
chloride.
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This fact that when these alloys are dissolved in aqua regia the
iridium remains undissolved was not appreciated by most early
workers, but careful research at the National Bureau of Standards 3
and elsewhere has established the fact that iridium does have this
peculiarity. And if the platinum content is high, sometimes some
of the platinum also will remain with the silver chloride. This may
or may not complicate your task, however, first because dental alloys
normally contain little if any iridium, and second because the platinum content is rarely high. The iridium residue has a dark color,
and as you become more experienced you can tell by its appearance
whether the silver chloride does or does not contain enough value
to justify its further treatment. Assuming for the moment that our
material might contain a good amount of iridium, we would proceed as follows:
E. RECOVERING IRIDIUM FROM THE SILVER CHLORIDE RESIDUE

When the aqua regia has dissolved all the metal that will dissolve,
dilute it with its own volume of hot water, let it stand a little while;
then pour or siphon off the solution do not filter it yet leaving
the residue in the dish. Wash the residue and add the washings to
the main solution. This main solution contains the gold, platinum,
and palladium, and the base metals. Add a little sulphuric acid to
it at this point, an ounce or less to each quart of solution, stirring
well and adding the acid slowly. This precipitates any lead that
might be present, and also facilitates the removal later of the excess
nitric acid. Set the solution aside to settle, while we turn our attention to the residue in the dish.
Take a small sample, say as much as can be taken on the tip of
the porcelain spoon, place it in a small beaker or tiny porcelain casserole, and add chemically pure ammonia diluted with hot water.
Ammonia dissolves silver chloride, leaving iridium or platinum un
dissolved as a fine heavy dark residue, so fine that it may be almost
3 See William H. Swanger's paper on ANALYSIS OF DENTAL GOLD ALLOYS,
Scientific Paper of the Bureau of Standards No. 532, of August 11, 1926. Also see
Raleigh Gilchrist's NEW PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF DENTAL GOLD
ALLOYS, Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards, Vol. 20, June
1938, pages 745-771. These papers, which are devoted primarily to the analysis
of these alloys, rather than to their refining, are mentioned again in Chapter E of
the Appendix.
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invisible. Rotate the little vessel and whirl all the powder into the
center, and it will be easier to see.
Frequently there is a light-weight light-colored residue, insoluble
in ammonia, that is merely flakes of glass or porcelain scaled off
the dishes and acid bottles. This is plainly of no value, and should
not deceive a careful observer.
You may find that no precious-metal residue remains; if so your
silver chloride is of small value and may be placed in the Silver Jar
or with other silver residues. But if the ammonia test reveals appreciable quantities of iridium, then the whole quantity of silver
chloride must be dissolved out.
This procedure is similar to procedure 4 in Chapter XI, where you
dissolved the silver chloride from the platinum filings, using either
cyanide or ammonia. If you are not already familiar with this procedure, go over it again now. Simply cover the material with water to
which cyanide or ammonia is added, and heat. Most workers prefer
ammonia for this task, rather than cyanide, because it is safer and because the silver may be recovered therefrom more conveniently.
Sometimes this treatment reveals pieces of metal that have not
been acted upon sufficiently by the aqua regia, and which must be
returned for further treatment, but after you have had a little experience this will not occur.
The residue that remains after all the silver chloride is dissolved
will consist of the fine dark iridium powder, which may contain
some platinum, and almost always there will be the light flakes of
porcelain or glass from the vessels. Wash it well and catch it in a
filter paper. The disposal of this powder will depend upon the
needs of the worker. If the iridium is to be used in making up
new alloys, the flakes of porcelain or glass should be removed with
hydrofluoric acid according to the method given in Chapter XVI.
If not, let the residue dry and then sell it to a professional refiner
who gives credit for iridium.
F. RECOVERING PLATINUM FROM THE AQUA REGIA

Returning now to the aqua regia solution that contains dissolved
gold, platinum, palladium, and base metals: we shall recover first
the platinum, then the gold, according to methods that were used
in Chapter XI. Turn back now to Chapter XI, procedure 6, and
proceed exactly as there described.
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You will note that the first step is to consider any sediment that
may be present; sometimes there is much sediment, sometimes very
little, and it can be removed now or later, as desired. The next step
is to drive off excess nitric acid, dilute with water, filter if not perfectly clear, and recover platinum with ammonium chloride, exactly
as in procedures 6, 7 and 8 in Chapter XI.
G. RECOVERING GOLD

This is accomplished precisely as in procedures 9 and 10, Chapter XL
H. RECOVERING SILVER IF WORTH WHILE

This is accomplished as in Chapter VIII.
I. THE STOCK POT

Here again we follow the procedure of Chapter XL The solution
from which you recovered the gold and most of the platinum still

contains all the palladium, as well as a little platinum. This constitutes what is called the Stock Pot, and it is laid aside for further
treatment in Chapter XIII.
• * # *
SUMMARY AND DIAGRAM

The following diagram will summarize this chapter, and will be
useful to the worker who is already familiar with the various procedures. It is helpful to compare it with the scheme given at the
end of Chapter XI.
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DENTAL ALLOYS

alloys containing GOLD with PLATINUM GROUP metals and BASE METALS

possibly mixed with organic TRASH such as paper, wax, vulcanite, as well as sand, emery, abrasives,
iron from files, etc
Remove iron with a magnet
Remove organic trash by burning, or by means of caustic, or by melting the material into a button
Heat with aqua regia until all metallic particles are dissolved
RESIDUF

SILVER CHLORIDE, mixed

FILTRATE

GOLD, PLATINUM GROUP metals

(except

with dark powder of IRIDIUM, also iridium) and BASE METALS, in solution
SAND

Expel excess nitric, take up with water and hydrochloric acid, filter and discard residue, and to the clear
solution add ammonium chloride Let settle and filter

Treat with cyanide or ammonia
RESIDUE: IRIDIUM,
SAND. See

Chap. XVI.

FILTRATE Cyan
ide or ammonia
salt of SILVER See
Chap VIII.or dis
card

PPT Orange
powder Re
duce to me
talhc plati
num

FILTRATE: GOLD, traces of PLATINUMGROUP metals, and BASE METALS, in

solution.
Add copperas. Let settle and filter.
PPT:
FINE
GOLD.

FILTRATE contains traces of
PLATINUM-GROUPmetals,espe
cially PALLADIUM, with base
metals. To Stock Pot Chap
ter X I I I .

SILVER-RICH BUTTONS

As we intimated earlier in this chapter, if an alloy containing both
gold and platinum-group metals should also contain much silver, it
will require somewhat different treatment. If the silver content is
as high as 15%, the button will be very difficult to dissolve in aqua
regia. The best plan, in such cases, is to add enough gold (or copper
or brass or zinc) to reduce the silver content to 10% or less, then to
proceed according to the method just given.
However, it occasionally happens that an alloy contains so much
silver, and so little gold and platinum-group metals, that the above
expedient will be unsuitable. If you can so manipulate your materials as to avoid the formation of buttons of this type, do so, as
they are not easy to refine.
You will recall in Chapter X, that when a button containing much
silver and only a little platinum is treated with nitric acid, more or
less platinum goes into solution. If the platinum content is low, it
will all dissolve; if the platinum content is high, part of it will dissolve, and part of the silver will remain in the residue. In other
words, nitric acid does not effect a separation. And it is not easy to
recover the platinum from the nitric acid solution.
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The way out is to dissolve such buttons in sulphuric acid not
full strength acid, but acid containing about one part water to three
parts acid. (Pour the acid into the water, slowly, and stir well.)
This can be done when the gold-platinum content is not over 25%.
The process is similar in principle to the inquartation described in
Chapter VI, where a silver-gold alloy was refined by means of sulphuric acid; and the same precautions should be observed.
After the sulphuric acid has acted all it will, pour it off into a
large jar of water, leaving the residue in the vessel. The liquid in
the large jar will contain sulphate of silver (and sulphates of base
metals), and the silver can be recovered as in Chapter VIII. The
residue will contain gold, platinum, and possibly some silver that
was not reached by the acid. Collect it and wash well, then treat it
with aqua regia exactly as you treated the gold-platinum alloys that
constitute the main topic of this chapter.
If you should, by inadvertence, dissolve a silver-platinum alloy in nitric
acid, and find that a worthwhile quantity of platinum has gone into
solution as platinum nitrate, do this: to the nitric solution, which contains platinum, silver, and perhaps other metals, add enough hydrochloric
acid to precipitate all the silver as silver chloride. Filter, and handle
the silver chloride as described in Chapter VIII. The solution will contain platinum dissolved in a sort of aqua regia in which the proportion
of nitric acid is unusually high. Evaporate as usual to expel the nitric
acid, then recover the platinum with ammonium chloride, as usual.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. Is it essential to add sulphuric acid to the aqua regia solution? I
have a friend who does this work, and he says he never uses it.
A. No, the sulphuric acid is not necessary. Many expert workers
never use it at all, even when lead is present, maintaining that it tends
to make the solution so strongly acid that the precipitation of gold is
hindered. On the other hand, one of the largest and best refiners of
dental wastes uses considerably more sulphuric acid than is suggested
in this book. See REFINING AND MELTING SOME PLATINUM
METALS, by J. O. Whiteley and C. Dietz, of the Dentists' Supply Co.
Laboratories, published by Mining and Metallurgy, March, 1928.
* * * *
Q. After precipitating the orange powder, I set the jar aside overnight
and next morning there was a crust of green granular stuff all over the
orange powder, and some was floating on the liquid. What shall I do?
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A. The green crystals are probably a nickel or copper salt, crystallized
out when the solution cooled. You may be able to get rid of some of
the crystals by fishing them out with the porcelain spoon. Dissolve the
rest in a little hot water, stirring well; then before they have time to
form again capture your orange powder in a filter paper, and proceed
as usual. This happens often when your material contains much nickel
or copper.
• * • •
Q. My material contains considerable palladium, but very little platinum, and no indium to my knowledge. When I add the ammonium
chloride in Procedure F, I get hardly enough orange powder to show
on a filter paper. Can I omit this treatment?
A. Yes. If you know that your solution contains very little platinum
you can omit the ammonium chloride, and proceed immediately to take
down the gold. Whatever platinum is present will be recovered when
you refine the Stock Pot in the next chapter.
*

#

#

•

If you have not already done so, we suggest that you read the group
of Questions and Answers at the end of Chapter XI.

CHAPTER
THE STOCK POT
Material handled. Equipment and chemicals. Collecting the precious
metals with zinc. Refining the black powder. The iridium residue.
The dilute aqua regia solution platinum, palladium, gold. Burning
the red palladium powder. Further treatment. Disposal of the final
tailings. Diagram. Questions and answers.
*

*

*

*

MATERIAL HANDLED

This chapter covers the recovery of the precious metals, usually
present in small amounts, that remain in the solutions that were
left over at the ends of Chapters X, XI and XII.
These solutions should be stored in a large crock of good-quality
stoneware. Cheap earthenware sometimes absorbs solution and in
time may crumble.
These solutions normally contain only a little platinum. Palladium and indium will be present in either large or small amount,
depending upon the original material; dental scrap usually contains
considerable palladium and very little iridium; jewelers' scrap will
differ from batch to batch.
If you used enough copperas in Chapters XI and XII there will
be no dissolved gold in the Stock Pot; if some should remain
through accident, it will be recovered in time. If you filtered properly there will be no silver chloride and no lead sulphate.
Other base metals will be present in considerable quantities. Thus
if you used copperas (iron sulphate) to precipitate your gold, there
will be much dissolved iron in the Stock Pot; this gives it a brown
color. Copper, nickel, zinc, tin, cadmium, and possibly other base
metals will be present as well.
The other metals of the platinum group rhodium, osmium, and
ruthenium are present here only under exceptional circumstances.
If present, they will be recovered in time. They will be discussed
more fully in Chapter XVII.
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The Stock Pot should contain only such solutions as are definitely
described as suitable to be added to it. In particular, never let any
cyanide get into the Stock Pot, nor the silver nitrate solutions that
belong in the Silver Jar, nor any of the other solutions you were
told explicitly to throw away.
The Stock Pot should be kept lightly covered to exclude dust. If
possible, set it on top of a radiator or steam pipes, that it may slowly
concentrate by evaporation.
EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS

At the beginning of Chapter XI we mentioned the equipment
and chemicals that will be used in this chapter.
COLLECTING THE PRECIOUS METALS WITH ZINC

Some workers wait until they have accumulated several gallons of
this solution before going to the next treatment. The man who has
very little room will probably want to refine each lot at once, instead
of waiting. For your first refining, handle not more than three
gallons.
When you are ready to clean out the Stock Pot, add a good quantity of zinc shavings and a little hydrochloric acid. Zinc shavings
are much better than granulated zinc or mossy zinc, but these latter
forms can be used if you cannot get the shavings. The kind described as "zinc shavings for cyaniding" is the best, and well worth
the slight extra cost.
There should be some bubbling when it goes in; if not, slowly add
more acid. But be careful, as sometimes it boils over, or it might
get hot enough to crack the jar.
You cannot tell beforehand how much acid or how much zinc
will be needed; it all depends upon how much precious metal is
present, and how much acid. A pound of zinc shavings may be
enough for a three gallon lot of solution; or you may need much
more.
Let this stand for at least three or four hours. If you stir it often
it may be ready sooner.
The zinc reduces or throws down the precious metals (also copper) as a fine black powder. If you have used enough acid and
enough zinc, in a few hours your solution will be a pale green, almost
colorless.
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Sometimes the solution suddenly becomes thick and muddy, with
a scum on top. In that case, add hydrochloric acid and stir, until it
clears up. Try to avoid this thick mud, by having plenty of acid in
your solution.
When the solution becomes a clear pale green, almost colorless,
you are usually safe in concluding that all the precious metal has
been thrown down, and that the solution contains nothing of value.
Test it with stannous chloride (see Chapter IX), which will show
if any precious metal is still in solution. (The only exception is
iridium, which reacts slowly with zinc and is the last to come down.)
After the black powder is once thrown down, do not leave it for
long with the pale green solution standing over it, or it will re-dissolve. In that case you must add more zinc and more hydrochloric
acid, just as before, until the black powder comes down again and
the liquid again becomes pale green and is proven to be of no value.
Let the black powder settle, dip off the clear solution and throw
it away. If the powder is slow to settle, pour in a good quantity of
hot water, and it will settle more promptly. Or, if necessary, filter.
Next get the black powder out of the big crock into a casserole or
big beaker, washing it out with the big wash-bottle.
Some people like to refine each batch of black powder at once.
Some merely wash each batch, and wait until they have accumulated
several batches before refining it. But for your first refining of the
black powder use a small quantity, not more than enough to fill a
300 cc. beaker.
If you prefer to put it away for a while, wash it into a vessel that
can be closed air-tight; a Mason jar is good. Use a wide-mouthed
vessel because it is hard to get powder out of a vessel with a narrow
mouth. Wash the powder down, so as not to leave any sticking to
the sides of the jar, and cover it with water, to stay wet until refined.
Stopper the jar firmly.
REFINING THE BLACK POWDER

There are several ways of refining this powder. The following is
a general method, and other methods will be given in Chapter XIV.
If your black powder has been left standing and if some of it has
re-dissolved and turned the liquid yellow, add a little hydrochloric
acid and zinc, until the liquid is colorless again. Next, wash the
black powder well to get rid of acid and zinc salts, using plenty of
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water; then dry it. The usual method is to get it into a clean filter
paper, and spread it out to dry in a warm place.
The next step, if possible, is to ignite this black powder to heat
it strongly, but not to melt it. The ideal arrangement is to place it
in a quartz evaporating dish and heat it in a muffle furnace. This
step is not absolutely necessary, and may be omitted; its purpose is
to convert the iridium into a form that is not readily soluble in aqua
regia, so if you are not anxious to obtain your iridium separate from
the platinum, this ignition may be omitted. If the ignition causes
the powder to stick together in clumps, break these up by crushing
with a glass rod or grinding in a mortar. Part of the palladium will
oxidize, and you will see the blue and green colors that you observed
in the acquaintance tests.
The next step is to dissolve platinum, palladium, palladium oxides,
gold and base metals, and to leave the iridium (and the other plati
num group metals, if any) undissolved. To do this we first treat
the powder with plain hydrochloric acid; then without filtering we
add nitric acid and some water to form dilute aqua regia. (Palla
dium oxides dissolve readily in plain hydrochloric acid, but not in
aqua regia; that is why we add the hydrochloric acid first). Since
we do not know how much palladium oxide is present, we begin by
using only enough hydrochloric acid to cover the powder, then heat
gently and watch the effect. Perhaps there will be very little action;
perhaps you will have so much palladium oxide that more hydro
chloric acid will be needed; the intention is to dissolve everything
that will dissolve in hydrochloric acid.
Then, as we said, without filtering, we add dilute aqua regia to
dissolve platinum, palladium, and whatever gold and base metals
are there. By "dilute" aqua regia we mean a mixture of 1 part
nitric acid to 4 parts hydrochloric acid and about 6 parts water.
This acts readily upon the finely divided metal particles; heat gently
for a few minutes; it may not be necessary to bring it to a boil.
Let the dilute aqua regia act all it will, stirring well so that it can
reach all parts of the material. Do not leave the acids on any longer
than is necessary to dissolve everything that will dissolve under this
gentle treatment. Then filter off the liquid and set it aside for fur
ther treatment, leaving the residue in the dish.
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THE IRIDIUM RESIDUE

This residue should be washed, the washings being added to
the main solution. Possibly there was no iridium, rhodium, or
ruthenium in your original material; in such case this residue will
be merely light-colored flakes of glass or porcelain that have scaled
off the vessels and acid bottles, which naturally may be discarded
at once. Iridium, if present, will be in a fine dark powder, very
heavy. Normally your residue will consist of both the light flakes
and the heavy iridium particles. Wash this into a filter, using plain
water at first. Then as you wash add an occasional drop no more
of hydrochloric acid. When washed in plain water these fine
metallic powders sometimes go through the paper; a little acid, or
an occasional crystal of table salt, in some odd way lessens this tendency. Add the washings to your main solution.
If your original Stock Pot solution contained any rhodium,
ruthenium or osmium, these metals will now be found as heavy
metallic powders, mixed with the iridium powder, presenting the
same appearance.
The disposal of this residue will depend upon individual circumstances. Often the best thing is to sell it to a professional refiner who
gives credit for indium. Sometimes you can use it to make up new
alloys. Unfortunately this separation is never a perfect one, no matter
how skilled you may be; that is, some iridium dissolves in the dilute aqua
regia, and usually the iridium residue contains a little platinum, and
possibly other things. Hence the advisability of subjecting the residue
to further purification as in Chapter XV, or of selling it as it is. The
flakes of glass and porcelain can usually be dissolved out with hydrofluoric acid, as in Chapter XVI, and with a little experience you can
tell by its looks whether the residue is of good quality or not.
THE DILUTE AQUA REGIA SOLUTION

PLATINUM, PALLADIUM, GOLD

This contains all the palladium, a little platinum, any gold that
might have gotten into the Stock Pot, and base metals; also considerable water, which we now get rid of by evaporating to a syrup.
Use a big evaporating dish and heat on the steam bath. At the
same time the excess nitric acid will be driven off. It does no harm
here to add a few drops of sulphuric acid, to throw down any lead
that might be present and at the same time to facilitate the expulsion
of the excess nitric acid.
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This is in every way comparable to the evaporations in previous
chapters. Take up the syrup with a little hydrochloric acid, as usual,
repeating if necessary, to get rid of all nitric acid; then dilute the
syrup with several volumes of water, all just as usual. If gold bakes
out, dissolve it with a few drops of hot water containing a little
sodium chlorate. (This combination of chlorate and acid produces
a gas which can be explosive under certain conditions, so work
slowly and keep everything hot; if all your solutions are hot there
is little danger of this gas accumulating in sufficient quantity to
cause damage.)
If any sediment or residue remains, filter it out and put it in
your paper storage. It is probably lead sulphate, but may contain
something valuable.
PLATINUM

To the solution now add ammonium chloride either the dry,
pure salt, or a concentrated solution. This will precipitate platinum
as the familiar orange powder, exactly the same as in Chapter XI
or XII. Let it settle, pour or siphon off the solution, catch the
orange powder in a filter, wash it well as usual, then dry and burn
it, all just as usual. If your original material contained no platinum,
nothing will happen here, so proceed at once to the next step. (But
even if you should know that platinum is absent, add the ammonium
chloride, as it is required for the next step.)
PALLADIUM

The solution from which you have removed the orange powder
should now be in a vessel that will stand heating; a tall glass beaker
is best, or a casserole. Heat it almost to boiling, and slowly add a
few small crystals, one or two at a time, of sodium chlorate. (See
Acquaintance Test with Palladium, Chapter X.)
Turn the flame down so that the liquid just boils. It is very apt
to boil over. Soon you will see bubbles of chlorine gas, so do this
work near the exhaust fan or flue.
For a quart of liquid a teaspoonful of chlorate may be enough;
sometimes much less, sometimes more. The amount of chlorate depends upon the amount of palladium present, and upon other factors
not easily regulated.
(Potassium chlorate is not as good for this work as sodium chlorate, but it can be used if you cannot get the sodium chlorate.)
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Soon you will see a red powder forming on the surface of the
liquid and on the sides of the dish. If no red powder forms in five
minutes, add some more hydrochloric acid and more chlorate, and
scratch the inside of the vessel with the glass rod.
This red powder is palladium-ammonium-chloride.
Use only enough chlorate to bring down all the red powder possible. Keep the solution hot almost boiling. With a little practice
you can tell when you have used enough chlorate, because as the
palladium goes into the form of red powder, and settles to the bottom
of the beaker, the liquid becomes paler and paler in color.
If you are interrupted while doing this, you may find on your return that some of the red powder has re-dissolved. If so, heat the
solution again and add a little more chlorate.
Let this stand on the little flame for perhaps half an hour, adding
an occasional crystal of chlorate, and filter within 24 hours. Wash
it into the filter as usual, washing the powder down into a lump
with a thin stream of ammonium-chloride-water. Drop a crystal of
chlorate into the funnel as it runs through. Wash well, the same as
you washed the orange powder in Chapter X. Then let it dry.
BURNING THE RED PALLADIUM POWDER

Dump the dry red powder out of the paper into a small porcelain
crucible, and ignite it exactly the way that you burned the orange
powder of platinum-ammonium-chloride. It shrinks on being
burned, so add more powder from time to time. Sand crucibles
have been used for this work, but the palladium sticks to them so
tightly that there is always loss in getting it out.
The red powder melts and burns down to a crust of palladium
sponge. It may be grey, or tinted with red, blue and green oxides.
Loosen the crust with a pen-knife and drop it out of the crucible
into a casserole.
It pays to reduce the palladium oxides before melting the sponge,
thus: moisten the sponge with alcohol and heat it gently until the
colors go and the sponge is a clean grey or black. The alcohol will
take fire, so work carefully.
Most people make up new alloys with the sponge, without melting
it into a button. With careful work you may get sponge pure
enough for commercial purposes at the first precipitation, but most
workers like to purify it further. (See Chapter XV.) The red
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powder is more easily purified than the sponge, accordingly, if you
intend to repurify, do not ignite the powder, but proceed at once
to Chapter XV.
Another method of reducing the red powder, in which formic
acid is used, will be described in Chapter XIV.
To melt the palladium sponge, use an oxy-gas torch, as described
in Chapter A of the Appendix. The button may swell up and act
queerly, because it absorbs large amounts of gases when hot, then
gives them off when cooling. After the metal is all molten, move
the flame away very slowly, turning the oxygen off slowly so that
the button may cool gradually in a yellow flame. Then turn the
button over and heat the other side until it just runs smooth. You
can get a whiter button by dropping it into water while still very hot.
FURTHER TREATMENT OF THE SOLUTION FROM WHICH PLATINUM
AND PALLADIUM HAVE BEEN REMOVED

Returning to the solution from which we filtered off the red powder:
it will contain traces of both platinum and palladium, and possibly some
gold. (You tried to recover all your gold in Chapters XI and XII, but
now and then some finds its way into the Stock Pot.) Test it with the
stannous chloride testing solution, as your next treatment will depend
upon what it contains.
Normally it contains only traces of platinum and palladium, and
therefore, will be placed in the Stock Pot again. (Note that this completes a sort of circle, the residues from the Stock Pot going back to
become a new Stock Pot.) But sometimes it contains considerable
palladium so much palladium that you feel that further treatment is
necessary in which case you may follow the procedure below. If
palladium is present only in small amount, however, proceed to the later
section in which gold, if any, is recovered.
Further treatment to recover palladium, to be used when the chlorate
treatment was inadequate and when considerable palladium is present,
follows.
First, add ammonia, slowly, and stir all the time. It gets hot and
fumes. With the first few drops you will get pasty precipitates of different colors, depending upon what base metals are present. As you
add more ammonia, the precipitates may get heavier. Add still more,
and most of them will re-dissolve.
The amount of ammonia needed depends largely upon the amount
of acids and base metals present. You want to add so much that there
is no further change in color, and no more precipitate dissolves. The
chemist would say that this is an "excess of ammonia."
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If much copper or nickel is present, the liquid will now be a beautiful
sapphire blue. If much iron is present, the precipitate will be a brown
jelly in little flakes. Lead and tin give pale precipitates.
After a few minutes filter off this precipitate. Generally it can be

Adding ammonia to a large quantity of palladium solution.

thrown away, as it consists of base metal compounds. But if very bulky,
put it in the paper storage or the sweeps, as bulky precipitates sometimes
take some palladium down with them. Wash the precipitate in the
funnel with a little ammonia.
Now take the clear ammonia-palladium solution, and very slowly add
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just enough hydrochloric acid to it to make it change color again. Make
it distinctly acid with the hydrochloric acid. Stir well with a glass rod.
The mixture becomes hot and bubbles appear, of a gas whose odor
suggests mice, and a bright yellow powder is soon seen. Let it stand
half an hour or so; over-night if desired. This yellow powder is called
palladosamine chloride, as well as by other names. It is much like the
red palladium powder in its general nature.
Filter off the yellow powder, washing it down into a lump with the
ammonium-chloride-water as usual. Wash and dry as usual, and burn
it the same as you burned the red powder. The two may be mixed
together if desired, or reduced by means of the formic acid method that
will be described in the next chapter, or repurified as described in
Chapter XV.
(Note: This "Further Treatment" should be avoided when your
solution contains very large quantities of copper. The sapphire-blue
copper-ammonia compound, observed above, has an unexpected effect
upon paper, and when present in large amount will weaken the filter
paper and render filtration difficult.)
DISPOSAL OF THE FINAL TAILINGS

The solution that remains should now contain only a trace of precious
metal. It is usually referred to as the final tailings, to distinguish it from
the solutions left over from Chapters XI and XII. Frequently it is of
such low value that you should throw it away without further ado.
Take out small samples and test them, first with copperas to see if gold
is present, then with stannous chloride to see if there is enough platinum
or palladium to justify further effort. At this point you find use for a
thorough familiarity with the color changes described in Chapter IX,
especially in comparison with standard solutions containing a known
weight of metal.
Normally gold is absent. But if present in paying quantities, recover
it as usual with copperas.
You will recall that in Chapter IX, you were told that ammonia added
to these solutions, can form amino compounds from which it is sometimes not always difficult to recover platinum and iridium, even by
treatment with zinc. When you recall this fact you see why we hesitate
to add this particular solution with its high concentration of ammonia
salts to the Stock Pot. One alternative is to evaporate it to a crust and
put the crust in the sweeps. Another alternative is to keep it in a small
jar, separate from your big Stock Pot, but to treat it with zinc in the
same way, using extra time and care to insure the recovery of all
precious metal.
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You will recall, also, that you have been told not to pour acid solutions
into the settling barrels or tanks through which your factory washwaters pass, because they might dissolve solid particles of precious metal.
You can get around this dilemma sometimes, however, by neutralizing
the acid in your tailings. (This may or may not be feasible.) Take
out a pint or so of the tailing solution, and add small lumps of air-slaked
lime, for example, until the acid is killed. This point can be recognized
by the litmus paper test described in Chapter IX; also by color changes in
the solution. Work slowly, as the lime and liquid become hot, and
might break the crock. Usually the mixture becomes pasty and manycolored, depending upon the variety of base metals present. This pasty
stuff may clog some types of wash-barrel systems so consider this possibility before using this plan on the whole solution.
Other suggestions will be found in Chapter XVIII on Low Grade
Wastes. Most jewelers, it might be noted at this point, are inclined to
waste time, chemicals and floor space on these low-grade solutions, and
workers have been known to spend fifteen or twenty dollars packing up
and shipping off a solution that contained about two dollars' worth of
metal. The way to avoid such mistakes is to utilize the tests and the
Standard Solutions that were described in Chapter IX.
# # # #
The following scheme will be helpful in following the routine of
the Stock Pot refining, but should not be used until after one has
become familiar with the individual steps.
BLACK POWDER obtained from concentrating the Stock Pot solution with zinc contains PLATI
NUM GROUP m e t a l s , BASE METALS, and possibly some GOLD

Wash ignite if possible to convert iridium to a less soluble form, treat with dilute aqua regia,
applying the hydrochloric acid first to dissolve the palladium oxides Filter
FILTRATE contains PLATINUM, PALLADIUM, GOLD if any, and BASE METALS

RESIDUE IS IRIDIUM

with flakes of glass
Expel excess nitric acid, dilute, add hydrochloric acid, discard residue, add and porcelain from
ammontum chloride Filter
the vessels Possi
•—•

PPT IS orange
powder of PLAT

——•

— bly r u t h e n i u m and

FILTRATE contains PALLADIUM, GOLD if any, BASE other platinum
METALS, and traces of the other platinum-group metals group metals

INUM AMMONIUM

CHLORIDE

Add SODIUM CHLORATE slowly to hot solution.
F P T , IS red
pawder of

FILTRATE contains traces of PLATINUUGROUP tnetals. GOLD, if any, and BASK

PAILADIUM METALS. Consider "Further
AMMONIUK m e n t " with ammonia, etc.
CHLORIDE

Filter.

Treat-
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When you read this over for the first time you will think that the
refining of the Stock Pot is a long and complicated process. But remember that the amount of metal handled is only a small percentage
of the original material, and that you may do only one Stock Pot
refining to several regular re finings. We might add also that the
Stock Pot refining is the most interesting part of the work.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. I have run through four Stock Pot refinings, and have recovered
very little metal. Doubtless that is because my material contains no
palladium, and very little iridium, and I am always careful to recover
all my gold the first time. The Stock Pot seems to be a lot of work
for a very small return. I did get some platinum out, so I hesitate to
throw away the next Stock Pot. Have you any suggestions? My
material contains considerable copper and nickel.
A. In Chapter XIV you will find several other methods of refining the
Stock Pot solutions, some of which are especially suitable when the copper
concentration is high, others of which are advised when palladium is
absent, and so on. We suggest that you become familiar with more than
one method, then use the one best suited to your needs and equipment.
Q. When we refined rolled and filled gold we took special precautions
to get rid of tin and lead. Do these metals cause any trouble in the
Stock Pot?
A. Occasionally. Small amounts of lead sometimes get into the Stock
Pot, in spite of the fact that you tried to get rid of it when, in mixing
up your original aqua regia, you added a little sulphuric acid. This
sulphuric acid precipitated most of the lead as lead sulphate, which was
discarded. Tin is rather more apt to get into the Stock Pot. For one
thing, it gets in from the stannous chloride solution that you use in
testing stannous chloride being another name for tin chloride.
You recall that the first treatment of the Stock Pot is to add zinc and
hydrochloric acid. This throws down the heavy metals and may carry
down some tin. But if plenty of hydrochloric acid is present at the end
of this process, the amount of tin that comes down will be very small.
That is, if you have more than enough hydrochloric acid to dissolve all
the unused zinc, you probably will at the same time dissolve any tin that
may have been deposited.
But if your black powder does contain tin or lead, they may show up
in one or several places. They may be carried down with the colored
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powder of palladium or platinum; tin oxide may contaminate the iridium.
If so, the repurification methods described in Chapter XV will remove
them.
*

*

•

#

Q. It is slow work to filter these big jars of solution. How can I
hasten the process?
A. In many cases you can save labor by letting the solution settle overnight, then syphoning off the clear part and filtering only the last fraction. A solution goes through a filter more rapidly when hot, and sometimes this fact can be utilized. Sometimes you can use three or four
funnels on the same job. This question comes up again in Chapter XX,
in which the Buchner funnel is described, that being a device that is
commonly used when handling large quantities of solutions.

CHAPTER XIV
ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR CHAPTERS XI, XII
AND XIII
Part I. An alternative procedure for the aqua regia solution in Chapters
XI or XII. Part II. Formic acid method of reducing the colored powders.
Part III. An alternative method of precipitating palladium, using dimethyl
glyoxime. Part IV. Alternative methods of refining the Stock Pot.
Alternative acid method for the black powder (Stock Pot concentrates);
recovering palladium from nitric acid solution; the second black powder,
platinum and iridium. Diagram of second scheme for Stock Pot concentrates. Questions and answers.
•

*

•

•

In this chapter we shall describe some alternative methods of handling gold and platinum mixtures, gold and platinum alloys, and the
Stock Pot solution. It is assumed that the reader is already thoroughly familiar with Chapters XI, XII and XIII.
PART I. AN ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE FOR THE AQUA REGIA SOLUTION
IN CHAPTER XI OR CHAPTER XII

In Chapters XI and XII we precipitated first the platinum, then
the gold, from the aqua regia solution. You will recall that platinum
comes down more completely in a concentrated solution, while gold
comes down more cleanly in a dilute solution. This is one of the
considerations that impel us to precipitate the platinum first, the
washings that follow the first precipitation serving to dilute the solution and prepare it for the subsequent treatment with copperas.
There are other considerations as well, some of which are not easily
explained to the non-chemist, and the beginner would do well to
follow the regular procedure unless he has excellent reason for doing
otherwise.
It is true that some workers, including Whiteley and Dietz,1 r e g u
i REFINING AND MELTING SOME PLATINUM METALS, by J. O. Whiteley
and C. Dietz, Technical Publication No. 84 of the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers. Published with Mining and Metallurgy, March, 1928. This
paper describes the methods employed in the commercial refining of jewelry and
dental scrap.
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larly precipitate the gold first, using sulphur dioxide gas. They
free the aqua regia solution from excess nitric acid as usual, filter
it clear of all sediment or cloudiness, then saturate with sulphur
dioxide gas until all the gold is precipitated. The gold powder is
filtered off, washed thoroughly as usual, first with water, then with
hot hydrochloric acid, then with water again, to remove dissolved
platinum and base metals. The filtrate from the gold precipitation
contains base metals and the platinum-group metals. It is now thoroughly saturated with chlorine gas for some time, in order to counteract the reducing effect of the sulphur dioxide upon the platinum.
(This effect is one of the considerations mentioned above, which is
not easily explained to the non-chemist and about which we shall
say something in the "Questions and Answers" at the end of this
chapter.) After that, the solution is placed in an evaporating dish
and concentrated somewhat, until there is no longer an odor of
chlorine.
If ammonium chloride should be added at this point, it will precipitate platinum as the orange powder, and most of the palladium
and iridium will come down with it. (The color of the powder
will run from pale yellow to deep maroon, depending upon the
proportions of the various metals and the temperature of the reacting substances.)
In some cases this is a satisfactory method that is, some workers
are willing to obtain all their platinum-group metals together in
this way, and then repurify the powder as required. Other workers,
including Whitely and Dietz, vary the procedure thus: just before
adding ammonium chloride, they stir some alcohol into the hot
solution from which the chlorine gas has just been expelled. This
reduces the palladium and iridium compounds to the "ous" condi
tion, in which they stay in solution while the platinum salt comes
down. The palladium and iridium are recovered later from the
Stock Pot, as usual.
As we said above, to the non-chemist this is confusing. We have
mentioned certain "considerations" and "effects" that are difficult to
explain, and this is one of them. In the Questions and Answers at
the end of this chapter we shall discuss these more fully under the
heading of "Oxidizing and reducing effects changes of valence
'ous' and"ic"conditions."
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PART II. ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REDUCING THE COLORED POWDERS OF
PLATINUM-AMMONIUM-CHLORIDE,

PALLADIUM-AMMONIUM-CHLORIDE,

AND

PALLADOSAMINE CHLORIDE TO METALLIC FORM

In previous chapters we reduced the orange, red, and yellow powders to platinum or palladium metal by heating them strongly until
they decomposed and the metallic sponge remained. In this chapter
we shall refer to these salts simply as the "colored powders," since
the method is the same with all three, also with the related dark
iridium salt. There are certain disadvantages to that strong heat
ing the danger of loss of precious metal in the fumes, and the fact
that the method does not remove any impurities. In spite of this,
the method is widely used. Large plants cut down the losses in two
ways; they pass the fumes through special baffles to capture any vola
tilized metal, and sometimes they play a stream of burning hydrogen
or illuminating gas on the colored powder as it is being decomposed.
This lessens the tendency to volatilize, but hydrogen and illuminat
ing gas are highly flammable, and can be explosive if not properly
handled.
The other method of reducing the colored powders is to boil them
with formic acid and ammonia as described below. This formic
acid method has several advantages: there is little danger of loss of
metal; many impurities are automatically removed during the re
duction; no muffle or furnace is needed; the method is quick; and
the fumes produced are not highly objectionable. The expense is
low. The precious metal is obtained as a finely divided powder,
called "platinum black" or "palladium black," not so easily handled
as the grey sponge but equally suitable for making up new alloys,
and easily susceptible to further purification if such is desired. The
method carries no personal hazards, and is destined to become
popular.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Formic acid, which is a colorless liquid with
a strong odor; ammonia; litmus paper; one or more Pyrex beakers,
preferably with a lip; the 2-liter size is good. A casserole can be
used, but the glass vessel is better since you can see through it and
watch the color changes. For large quantities of material, use sev
eral 2-liter beakers.
For each ounce of platinum expected, you will need approximately
the same weight of formic acid. It is easy to measure out a definite
weight of the acid by placing a tared beaker on the scales and pour
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ing in acid until the proper weight is reached. Formic acid loses
strength on standing, so you may need more; do not be afraid of
using too much, as a moderate excess does no harm. Palladium
requires a little more formic acid than platinum.
When using this method the first time, use only a few pennyweight
of the colored powder.
Mix the formic acid solution thus: place the proper quantity of
formic acid in a big beaker, dilute it with two or three volumes of
water, and drop in a piece of litmus paper. Now very slowly add
ammonia, stirring constantly. The solution gets hot and will spatter
unless you work slowly. The litmus paper will at first be red; use
enough ammonia so that, on stirring, the litmus just turns blue.
Now, add more formic acid, so that the litmus just turns red again.
(In other words, you want a mixture of ammonia and formic acid
that is slightly acid, and just turns litmus paper red. Fish out the
litmus paper with a glass rod and throw it away.)
Next take one of your 2-liter beakers and fill it about one-quarter
full with this formic-ammonia solution. Place your colored powder
in a casserole or beaker, cover it well with water and bring it to a
boil. At the same time the formic-ammonia mixture, in its beaker,
is also being brought to a boil.
Now slowly pour the precious metal mixture into the formicammonia solution, and if everything is quite hot the reaction will
take place at once, the mixture foaming up and turning black.
(That is why you were told to use a small quantity and to have
your beaker not over one-fourth full so that your foaming mixture
would not overflow the beaker.)
After the reaction once starts, the heat of the reaction will keep
the liquid hot, and there will be considerable bubbling and fuming.
Sometimes rarely you need to bring the mixture to a boil a second
time before the reaction will begin.
If your mixture is still yellow or brown after being boiled a few
minutes, try adding a little more ammonia. If that does not help,
add some more formic acid, slowly, and again bring to a boil.
When the reaction is complete your precious metal will all be in
the form of a black powder, which soon settles, leaving the liquid
colorless (or possibly pale green from nickel or copper). Let the
beaker stand in a warm place for about an hour. If your metal is
pure, the heavy black powder settles quickly; if impure, it settles
slowly and the mixture looks like ink.
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After the black powder has settled, it is easy to wash it by pouring
off the clear liquid (filter if necessary), adding hot water and pouring off as often as seems necessary.
Work with clean vessels, free from fingerprints inside. Otherwise,
precious metal will deposit as a mirror on the inside of the glass.
For very large quantities, do this: place the colored powder in a big
crock, cover it with water and run in steam. While it gets hot, mix the
formic acid, water, and ammonia, and pour the mixture into a number
of 2-liter beakers, about two inches to a beaker. Place these beakers in
a row on a steam bath or hot plate, and start the fan to draw off fumes.
When everything is hot, dip up the mixture of colored powder and water,
and pour it into the beakers; with a little practice in judging quantities
you will be able to use up all the formic acid and still not add too much
colored powder.
Let the beakers stand in a warm place till the black powder has
"digested," then wash as usual, and dry.
If your original powder is contaminated with small amounts of
iron, zinc, or other light metals, this method will separate your
precious metal from them. That is, the light metals will remain
dissolved in the liquid after the black powder has been thrown
down, but if your colored powders are contaminated with heavy
metals, such as gold, mercury or iridium, this method will not remove them. They will come down with the black powder, indistinguishable from it.
If nickel, copper, or silver are present in very large amounts, they
may come down to some extent, especially if the acid concentration
is too low. In such case a single repurification is normally sufficient.
When properly performed, this method converts all precious metals
into the metallic powder, and the liquid that remains, and the wash
waters, can be discarded as worthless.
• * • *
A final method for reducing the colored powders to metallic form
is the familiar one of cementing them out with zinc in the presence
of a dilute acid. Weak hydrochloric acid is commonly used.
PART III. AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF PRECIPITATING PALLADIUM
WITH DMG

It will be recalled from Chapter IX, on the identifying of precious
metals, that palladium reacts with dimethyl glyoxime to produce a
bright yellow precipitate. The reaction constitutes a delicate test, a
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very small amount of palladium in a large amount of solution pro
ducing a very conspicuous precipitate.
Dimethyl glyoxime called DMG for convenience can also be
used to recover palladium from solutions in which the other plati
num group metals are present. In the assay of ores and bullion
containing these metals, it is standard practice to precipitate pal
ladium with DMG.
However, the method is rarely used in refining these metals; only
in their assay. The reasons are: first, the DMG is relatively ex
pensive; second, the precipitate produced is so voluminous as to be
difficult to handle. Even a few pennyweight of palladium will pro
duce so copious a precipitate as to demand large vessels much larger
than needed for the formation of the red palladium-ammonium
chloride. The same peculiarity that makes DMG useful in identi
fying small quantities makes it unhandy in recovering large ones.
There may be occasions however when the method may be useful;
for example, to recover palladium from an aqua regia solution con
taining platinum-group metals, the usual base metals, but no gold,
when you are anxious to recover the palladium at once, and are
willing to postpone the recovery of the other platinum-group metals
to a later day.
For each pennyweight of palladium expected, at least 21/2 penny
weight of DMG are required, and a slight excess is advisable. Dis
solve the DMG in hot water a pennyweight of DMG to about
5 fluid ounces hot water (roughly the same as 1 gram of DMG to
100 cc. water). The powder dissolves slowly; if necessary filter out
any cloudiness, and let cool. The aqua regia solution, which may
contain platinum-group metals, and base metals, but no gold, should
contain about 3% to 5% acid; if it is stronger than that, dilute it
with water.
Add the DMG solution slowly; do not heat because heating will
bring down platinum as well. The voluminous yellow precipitate
ofpalladiumdimethylglyoximedimethylglyoximeappearsatonce.Ifyour solutions
are so concentrated that the mixture becomes thick, dilute it with
considerable cool water, and let the yellow precipitate settle, then
filter. Wash well with much hot water. The solution and washings
are treated with zinc and hydrochloric acid, to cement out the other
platinum-group metals.
The yellow precipitate can be reduced to palladium metal by strong
heating, or by means of formic acid, as in the case of the other col
ored powders.
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PART IV. ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF REFINING THE STOCK POT

In Chapter XIII the precious metals in the Stock Pot were recovered by a standard method, one that the student should understand
thoroughly before attempting other methods. The diagrammatic
scheme at the end of Chapter XIII will serve as a reminder of the
various steps.
• # • •
Sometimes the Stock Pot is of such slight value that you find it
does not pay to refine it. This is especially the case where your
original material contained little or no palladium or iridium, and
where you succeeded in removing all your gold at the first precipitation with copperas. In such a case the Stock Pot will contain
merely a small amount of dissolved platinum, plus much base metal.
If your time is valuable, and if your plant is crowded, it may pay
you, instead of refining this solution, to follow one or another of
these suggestions: (a) evaporate the Stock Pot solution to a crust,
and put the crust in with the low grade wastes that will be sold to
a professional refiner who gives credit for platinum-group metals;
(b) neutralize the acid in the solution by adding lime, then put the
thick mixture in with the wash barrel residues; (c) seal it up in a
tight barrel and sell it as is.

But generally the Stock Pot solution is well worth the time and
effort to refine it. Assuming such to be the case, the following are
several of the possible methods.
(I) Instead of precipitating the precious metals with zinc or other
precipitants, evaporate the whole Stock Pot solution down to a crust
on a sand bath or steam bath. This takes some time, but can go on
without attention from the worker, and if you are equipped with a
good steam bath (and you should be) it may pay to use this method.
Melt the crust down with a reducing flux such as soda ash with
charcoal, using a sand or graphite crucible and a gold-melting furnace. This gives a metallic button that must be refined by methods
to be determined by an examination of the button probably by the
methods given in Chapter XII.
Normally this button contains much iron (from the copperas) plus
considerable other base metals. The main disadvantage of this
method is the presence of this large amount of iron.
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(2) Cement out the heavy metals by means of zinc (or other metallic precipitant) as described in Chapter XIII, then melt the black
powder into a button, using a reducing flux such as soda ash and
charcoal. This button may be refined as it is, or melted in with
other metallic residues. The main objection to this method is the
large quantity of copper that is usually present. Also, if the black
powder contains much platinum and iridium, with their high melting points, the melting point of the button may be so high as to be
troublesome.
(3) Cement out the heavy metals by means of zinc (or other metallic precipitants), then melt the black powder into a button, using
an oxidizing flux, such as sodium nitrate. When properly done, as
described below, this method converts the copper into copper matte,
while the precious metals collect as a small and relatively valuable
button. Most of the iron and other base metals go into the copper
matte. Here are the details of this method, as described by the
refiner of one of our finest Eastern bullion plants:
"I take down my Stock Pot solutions with zinc, then wash the
precipitate well by decantation, filling the crock up at least four
times with hot water. This removes most of the acid. Then I cover
the metal with a little water and add considerable sal soda, stir well,
and leave overnight. I use about three pounds of sal soda to a five
gallon jar of our solutions, which are fairly rich.
"In the morning, add hot water again and decant, and by this
time the washings should be alkaline. If not, add more sal soda and
let stand again. Finally wash and catch the residue and dry it. I
use a suction funnel and wash it well with hot water in the funnel,
then dry it slowly on a hot plate.
"We melt about a 600 cc. beakerful of this dry powder at a time.
To the 600 cc. of powder, add 600 cc. of nitrate of soda and a tablespoonful of ground glass. This goes nicely into a size M Dixon
sand crucible.
"If we know that there is much palladium present, or very much
platinum, we add a half ounce of cement silver to collect them. We
have an iron mould, cup shaped, and when melted we pour into
this iron mould; in that way we can use the sand pot several times.
When the melt cools, drop it out and you will see that the precious
metals form a button in the bottom. This comes off readily with a
knock of a hammer. The copper matte contains most of the other
base metals. If properly handled, this matte does not contain appre
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ciable quantities of precious metal." The button will then be refined according to the method of Chapter XII.
(4) The rousting method. Cement out the precious metals as
usual, wash well, and dry. Then roast the powder, preferably in a
muffle furnace where air can reach it, at red heat, and rake the
powder about so that air can reach all parts of it. This converts
the copper into copper oxide, a form that will dissolve easily in
dilute sulphuric acid. At the same time the platinum, palladium,
iridium (and tin) are converted into forms that resist dilute sulphuric
acid. Let cool in the presence of air, and break up the lumps.
Treat the roasted material with warm dilute sulphuric acid, made
by pouring one quart of acid into five or six quarts of water. (Add
the acid to the water, slowly, stirring all the time.) The copperoxide (or most of it) will dissolve readily, as will most of the other
base metals that may be present. The residue will consist of precious
metals, tin oxide, and traces of other base metals. Wash it well,
then treat it according to one or another of the methods already
familiar, preferably according to the scheme given in Chapter XIII,
where you dissolve the black powder in aqua regia, adding the hydrochloric acid first to dissolve palladium oxide, then adding nitric acid
and water. From that point, follow Chapter XIII.
The following methods differ only in detail from the scheme outlined in Chapter XIII.
(5) Instead of concentrating the heavy metals by means of zinc, use
some other metal precipitant. Thus it is possible to use aluminum, iron
or copper in the first step. Aluminum costs a little more, but works
much more rapidly. This rapidity may become a disadvantage unless
the aluminum is added very carefully, as it reacts quickly, the liquid becomes hot and may boil out of the vessel, or may cause sudden local
heating sufficient to crack an earthenware jar and permit the solution to
be lost. If you elect to use aluminum, use foil or wire or sheet, and add
them slowly; aluminum powder reacts too quickly for safety.
The black powder obtained should be treated exactly the same as if
it had been precipitated by zinc.
Iron is the cheapest of the metals that will serve this purpose. It may
be used in the form of rods or plates. It is noticeably slower than zinc,
but so cheap as to be very popular. Copper plates and copper wire are
also slow, but the black powder obtained is clean and easy to handle.
The heavy metals deposit upon the wire, sometimes forming a coating
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on it. Some workers then take the coated wire and melt it all together
into a button, then refine the button. Others refine the coated wire
without melting it down, using one or another of the plans with which
you are now familiar.
(6) In Chapter XIII when adding zinc, we added a little hydrochloric
acid. Sulphuric acid can be used instead of hydrochloric. It costs less,
and the action is practically the same. Add it slowly, a little at a time,
stirring well to prevent local overheating.
* # # *
Assuming that we have concentrated our heavy metals as a black
powder by any one of the methods just mentioned, we are now ready
to consider another acid method by which this black powder can
be refined. It differs in only a few steps from the scheme used in
Chapter XIII.
ALTERNATIVE ACID METHOD FOR THE BLACK POWDER (STOCK POT
CONCENTRATE)

First wash the black powder with unusual care to get rid of every
trace of hydrochloric acid. Wash until the washings have no effect
upon blue litmus paper. Do not let the powder dry. The washings
should be of no value and should be discarded. (If possible, after you
have once started this washing, try to proceed without interruption until
you have completed the next process and the nitric acid solution described
below is filtered off and the filter washed down well.)
The washed black powder should now be in a casserole or beaker.
Cover it with nitric acid diluted with about two volumes of water. It
begins to act in a few seconds, dissolving the palladium and base metals,
and leaving undissolved the platinum, iridium, and any gold that might
be present. There will be the usual brown fumes. Warm gently, and
stir well. Do not leave the acid on any longer than is necessary less
than half an hour is generally enough even for a large lot.
As soon as all is dissolved that will dissolve under this gentle treat
ment, filter the liquid through a small filter, washing the remaining
powder well so as to free it of solution. Sometimes this remaining
powder is so heavy that it will stay in the vessel while the clear solution
is being poured off; but usually it is so fine that the use of filter paper
is essential. While washing the powder into the filter paper, drop in
one or two crystals of sodium nitrate. (If washed with plain water,
this very fine powder will run through the paper; we add the sodium
nitrate and in some way it coagulates the fine powder and keeps it from
running through.)
Your palladium is now in the nitric acid solution. This can be left
standing as long as you wish. Methods of recovery are given below.
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If your original material contained no palladium, this nitric acid solution should be of no value, and should be thrown away. (Do not put it
in the Stock Pot.) If it contains much nickel or copper, it will be green.
Palladium in solution is brown.
Your platinum and iridium are now in the form of this second black
powder. For its further treatment, see later paragraphs in this chapter.
If any gold, rhodium, ruthenium, or osmium were present in the Stock
Pot, they also will be concentrated in this second black powder.
(Note: The six metals of the platinum-group are like each other in
many respects. As a result, these separations are never perfectly complete. That is, a little platinum may dissolve with the palladium even
under the gentle treatment just described. Also, some of your palladium
may remain with the residue of platinum and indium. This is unavoidable.)
RECOVERING PALLADIUM FROM THE NITRIC ACID SOLUTION

This solution contains the bulk of the palladium, perhaps all of it,
with base metals. Place it in an evaporating dish and evaporate to a
syrup, preferably on a steam bath. Add a little hydrochloric acid slowly,
and again evaporate to a syrup. This is similar to previous evaporations,
and the purpose is the same to get rid of the unused nitric acid, and
replace it with hydrochloric acid.
Finally thin with water, and if any sediment appears, filter it out
and put it in the paper storage.
The solution should now be in a beaker or casserole, not more than
two-thirds full.
From here on, the recovery of the palladium is exactly the same process
as that used in Chapter XIII. You add ammonium chloride, as much as
will dissolve. Sometimes a slight orange precipitate of platinum-am
monium chloride appears here; if so, filter it out and add to your other
platinum powders. Next, heat the solution to boiling and slowly add
sodium chlorate, a crystal at a time, stirring well and scratching the sides
of the beaker with the glass rod. The familiar red powder of palladium
ammonium-chloride will form and settle as before.
This red powder will be collected, washed, and reduced to metallic
form exactly as before either by igniting as in Chapter XIII, or by
means of formic acid and ammonia, as described in this chapter.
The solution from which you filtered off the red powder should be
tested with stannous chloride Testing Solution A. Usually it contains
only a trace of precious metal, mixed with a considerable quantity of
base metals, and may often be discarded immediately. Sometimes it is
of sufficient value to be put into the Stock Pot. Sometimes, however,
you find that your treatment with the sodium chlorate was so unsuccess
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ful that considerable palladium is still present; if so you may wish to
go through with the so-called "further treatment" in Chapter XIII, in
which you obtained the yellow powder.
THE SECOND BLACK POWDER

PLATINUM AND IRIDIUM

Let us return now to the second black powder, insoluble in nitric acid,
which we left in a filter on page 166 of this chapter. The metals in this
form are called "platinum black" and "iridium black." Under ideal
working conditions this residue will consist solely of the platinum and
iridium that were not previously recovered in Chapters XI and XII,
plus little flakes of glass and porcelain from the vessels and reagent
bottles. (These flakes can be removed by hydrofluoric acid see Chap
ter XVI.)
Jewelers usually do not need to separate the platinum from the iridium
indeed, they prefer to keep these two metals together so their next
step is to melt this black powder, using the oxygen-gas flame as de
scribed in the Appendix. Usually one can tell by its appearance whether
this powder is clean enough to melt or not, or a small test melt can
be made first. If the original material contained much iridium, the
button will be rather hard, and some soft platinum must be added to
bring the alloy to the desired composition.
However, ideal working conditions do not occur every day, and this
black powder is often too impure to be melted up at this stage. For
instance, gold sometimes gets into the Stock Pot, and will show up in
this powder, giving it a brown color. Sometimes for other reasons the
powder is unattractive. Sometimes your original material contained
rhodium, ruthenium, or osmium, which would be accumulated here.
Accordingly this powder generally receives some further treatment
before being melted. Thus, suppose you suspect gold and base metals
to be present; you would proceed as follows: Dry the powder and heat
it to redness (do not melt) to convert the iridium to a less soluble form.
Then boil in concentrated aqua regia, adding the hydrochloric acid first.
This dissolves palladium, gold, platinum, and most base metals. Iridium
dissolves very slowly, if at all. Rhodium would remain with the iridium;
also undissolved are the flakes of glass and porcelain, and perhaps a little
silver chloride that had escaped previous treatments.
Dilute this aqua regia solution with two volumes of water and filter.
If the undissolved residue is whitish, it is of no value and can be thrown
away. If the residue is dark it probably is of value, and should be
treated according to the methods described in Chapter XV under the
repurification of iridium, or if known to contain ruthenium, osmium
or rhodium sold to a refiner who purchases such metals.
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The aqua regia solution just obtained should be treated as usual for
the recovery of platinum and gold.
SECOND SCHEME FOR REFINING STOCK POT CONCENTRATES

BLACK POWDER obtained i n n Stock Pot solution Contains PLATINUM, PALLADIUM, IRIDIUM,
BASE METALS, possibly GOLD possibly other PLATINUM GROUP metals
Wash with great care to remove all hydrochloric acid
nitric acid Filter

FILTRATEcontainsPALLADIUM,withbasemetals,
possibly traces of other platinum group metals

Do not ignite

RFSIDUE consists of PLATINUM, IRIDIUM, possi
bly GOLD flakes of glass and porcelain possibly
other platinum group metals

Convert to chloride, add ammonium chloride
Filter if necessary
•
PPT IS
FILTRATE contains PALLADIUM and
orange
base metals
PLATINUM
salt
Add sodium chlorate slowly to hot
solution
Filter
—-—
•
~—-—
PPT IS
FILTRATE may contain
red
enough palladium to
PALLADIUM justify further treat
salt
ment, to obtain the
yellow salt Or, place
in Stock Pot or sweeps

Ignite Treat with aqua regia, applying the
hydrochloric acid first Filter
:
FILTRATE contains PLATINUM, RESIDUE
GOLD, BASE METALS, possibly IS IRIDIUM,
traces of other platinum-group glass,
metals
possibly
other
Expel nitric acid, add ammonium platinumchloride Filter
group
•
metals
PPTIS
F I L T R A T L contains
orange
GOLD, base metals,
PLATINUM traces of others Add
salt
copperas
Ppris
GOLD

*

*

Treat with warm dilute

#

FILTRATE to
Stock Pot

#

In Chapter XXI still more alternative methods methods suitable
primarily for the very large plant will be described. And in Chap
ter E of the Appendix the searcher for still further alternative meth
ods will be shown the way to find them.
# * * •
To the beginner, this wealth of alternative methods will be con
fusing, possibly baffling. The only safeguard is to confine oneself
to a single, well-recommended method until it is truly familiar, re
membering that the other man's method, like the grass on the other
side of the fence that always looks so green, may really be no better
than one's own.
QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS

Q. Please tell us more about the use of chlorine gas.
A. Chlorine gas is dispensed in steel cylinders, similar to those used
with sulphur dioxide or ammonia. Chlorine under pressure is a liquid;
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when released it forms a gas. The gas is most unpleasant and corrosive,
attacking metals and fabrics as well as human lungs and eyes. It is
widely used in industry as a bleaching agent, and in sanitation to purify
water supplies and sewage. In the refining of precious metals it has
several uses, notably in the Miller process for refining gold see Chap
ters XXI and XXII in one method of extracting gold from low grade
ore, and for oxidizing platinum and palladium salts in solution to their
higher valences.
* * • *
Q. Please explain the following phrases, which I have found in articles
on the platinum metals: "Oxidizing with chlorine" "reducing with
alcohol" "changing the valence" "higher and lower valences" "the
ous condition" "the ic condition."
A. A full explanation of these phrases, all of which refer to the same
group of chemical relationships, is beyond the range of this book. It is
well known that metals exist in various forms; thus we know iron as a
metal, also as an element in a pale green compound called copperas,
whose chemical name is ferrous sulphate. This ferrous sulphate, after
reacting with dissolved gold (or being exposed a long time to air)
turns yellow, and is then known as ferric sulphate. Thus there are two
kinds of iron salts, the ferrous and the ferric.
There are also two kinds of platinum salts the platinous and the
platinic. In fact, most metals occur in both the ous and the ic condi
tions. Chemists have another way of saying the same thing; they say
that most metals have at least two valences, the salts of the higher
valence being called the ic form, and the lower valence being called the
ous form. The change from a lower to a higher valence is described as
an oxidation, though frequently no oxygen is present. The change
from the higher to the lower form is called a reduction. These changes
can be brought about in many ways. Some oxidations are accomplished
by mere exposure to oxygen, some reductions by heating the substance
in the presence of charcoal. The electric current used in a gilding bath
is said to reduce the dissolved gold when it deposits it upon the article
that is being plated, while at the same time it oxidizes the anode and
carries it into solution. An electric current can also change a salt in solu
tion from the ous to the ic condition, or vice versa.
This discussion is in no sense a satisfactory explanation. However,
this book attempts to describe the procedures of refining so that the
reader may perform them, even though unaware of their underlying
chemical principles. For an adequate discussion of oxidation and re
duction phenomena, valences, the differences between ous and ic salts,
the reader is referred to any text book of general chemistry.

CHAPTER XV
REPURIFICATION OF GOLD, PLATINUM, PALLADIUM,
SILVER, IRIDIUM
Part I. Repurifying gold: by reprecipitation; the use of oxalic acid; by
fire; by chlorine gas; by electrolysis. Part II. Repurifying platinum.
Part III. Repurifying palladium: the colored powders; buttons, bars, and
palladium black; palladium sponge. Part IV. Silver. Part V. Iridium.
# # # #

The precious metals that are recovered in the earlier chapters of
this book are not always as pure as your needs require. Small
amounts of tin, lead, iron or other metals may contaminate your
"fine" gold. Your platinum may contain some silver chloride or
palladium; your palladium may contain platinum; and so on. The
amount and nature of these impurities will depend partly upon your
skill and patience, but primarily upon the character of the original
material, and in most cases it is no reflection upon you. or your
method that repurification should be necessary.1 I n d e e d , in m a n y
plants at least one repurification is routine, except where the original
material was already of high quality.
You are advised to make a test melt of every batch of recovered
metal. Melt up a few grains of the gold powder, or the cleaned
platinum filings of Chapter XI, and if the sample button is unsatisfactory, do not melt up the bulk of the metal it is easier to repurify
powders or filings than to repurify buttons or bars.
With a little experience you can quickly judge the quality of your
metal, especially by its appearance when molten and its behavior when
hammered or drawn. As we suggested at the end of Chapter VI, it is
wise to obtain samples of gold, platinum, palladium, and silver of un
impeachable purity, then melt, roll and hammer them, noting their
characteristics carefully. Pure platinum, under the oxy-gas flame, melts
and rounds up into a thick almost globular button, with a mirror-like
i The serious student is referred to the 29-page paper PURIFICATION OF THE
SIX PLATINUM METALS, by Edward Wichers, Raleigh Gilchrist and William H.
Swanger, published in Mining and Metallurgy, March, 1928.
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surface, while impure platinum flattens out into a thin button with a
skin or film on the surface. Pure platinum or gold can be drawn into
extremely fine wire, while impure metals cannot. And so on the
"feel" of the metal under the saw, file, or hammer, conveys much in
formation to the experienced user.
The commonest process of repurification, and the one to be de
scribed first, is simply to dissolve the metal in acid and to precipi
tate it again. With the colored powders of palladium, a slightly
different

